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The World's First Multi-Platform Emulation System!

Hii

E586DX M Emulation Module

2 have added the next generation CPU instruction set! The E586DX emulation module offers a high speed 586DX (FPU, MMU, and new instruction

t) emulation with complete low-level architecture support, giving you the ability to run virtually all PC compatible software! Support for MDA, CGA,

5A, VGA, SVGA video modes, sound, hard drives, CD-ROM drives, SCSI devices, joysticks, floppy drives, and more!

Macintosh® Emulation Module

e Macintosh emulation module is a 'generic' Macintosh with the speed of the emulation depending on the processor your Amiga is using. An A3000

equivalent to a MAC llci. An A4000 is equivalent to a Quadra 900. Support for up to 16 colors is provided for non-AGA machines. A4000 owners

n use a full 256 colors! Up to 24 bit (16 milliorvt-) colors is supported using 3rd party video boards such as: Picasso II, EGS-Spectrum, Vivid-24,

linbow It, Rainbow ill, Visiona Paint, Merlin, Retina, Retina 23, Piccolo, EGS110/24, and OpalVision! Built in multiple file transfer allows for quick,

sy transfers between the Amiga and MAC emulation.

Ifflities Unlimited International Inc.

790 N. Lake Havasu Avenue #16

Lake Havasu City, AZ 86403 U.S.A.

(602) 680-9004 24hr order line

(602) 453-6407 24hr Fax line

(602) 680-9234 Technical support dept.

(602) 453-9767 24hr BBS (2400-14.4K)'

(602) 453-3909 24hr BBS (14.4K-28.8K)

Four different versions of EMPLANT are

available, ranging in price from $279.95 to

S399.95

E586DX module - $99.95 {Requires base

EMPLANT system.)

All emulation modules require an Amiga with

Zorro II slots, and a 68020 (or later) CPU.

DEALER INQUIRES WELCOME!
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The Changes in the Amiga Market

Lost issue, I wrote that the Amiga market was

in a state of change and that Amazing

Computing was going to be flexible in order to

meet that change. At the time, 1 was fairly

confident, but 1 was not prepared for how

radically things would change.

We're late for the second

and last time!

First, 1 would like to apologize tor the

delay in an AC issue for the second time.

Originally, we had planned for this issue to

be a week late as we revised our schedule.

However, once again, as the issue was going

to press, we began to hear rumors. Instead of

the regular deluge of Commodore liquidation

stories and deadlines, we began to receive

advertising request calls from our

competitor's main clients. Within a few short

hours, we began receiving calls from virtually

everyone who had an interest in Amiga.

AmigttWorld was halting production.

There would be no May issue. Apparently,

the staff at AmigttWorld reached their

decision, informed their advertisers, and then

issued a press release:

AmigaWorld Ceases Publication

Readers Offered Choice of Options

Peterborough, Nil (March 2, 1995) -

TechMedia Pubtishingannouncsd today

that it will cease publication of

AmigaWorld, the leading magazine serv

ing users of theCommodore Amiga com

puter, as of its April 1945 issue.

"TechMedia will offer current readers

two positive options to replace

AmigaVtortd", commented Dale Strang,

TechMedia President. "We feel it is im

portant to offer our customers the edito

rial quality they have becomeaccustomed

to from AmigaWorld over the past ten

years. The offer will consist of two other

IDG publications, both of which contain

editorial in line with the needs of Amiga

users."

Strang explained that this difficult

business decision was s result of the de

teriorating state of the Amiga market.

"Because of the Commodore liquidation

there has been no new Amiga technol

ogy developed in the last year, which

translates into no new vendors or read

ers entering the marketplace. The Amiga

platform has lost considerable position

in the highly competitive digital video/

multimedia niche in which it was a major

player," commented Strang.

AmigaWorld's Heritage

It cannot be denied that AmigaWorld

contributed a great deal to the Amiga

community. Their presence in the market,

backed by the power of IDG made them a

formidable competitor. The power of IDG

made it possible for AntigaWorld to finance

expansion and distribution (hat independent

magazines such as AC could not match.

AntigaWwId used their position in many

ways to help the Amiga expand in the

marketplace. They were instrumental in the

growth of the Amiga trade show, AmiEXPO,

which was originated by the New York

Amiga User Group, AMUSE. They sponsored

contests, created books, and produced videos.

All of these activities provided exposure for

the Amiga. In truth, outside of television

advertising (which Commodore did

sparingly), AW probably did more advertis

ing in North America than Commodore.

It Ain't Necessarily So

While I have utmost respect for Dale

Strang and his very professional staff,

obviously there are several statements in

AmigaWorld's press release to which I take

exception. Aside from our individual

conceptions of magazine leadership and

editorial philosophies, I believe AW looked at

the Amiga market from the wrong perspec

tive and then drew the wrong conclusions.

Yes, the Amiga has been out of

production tor a long time and this does

mean that there are very few new users

(some new users will come into the market as

older users sell their Amigas). Hut, on the

next page, we begin one of the largest new

product sections we have ever published.

From the DraCo Amiga clone to the newest

Fred Fish CD ROM, there is activity in this

market.

No, the activity is not coming from a

main computer manufacturer. It is coming

from the hundreds o! small developers who

have always worked hard to keep the Amiga

going. While Commodore did very little to

promote or expand the Amiga, third party

developers created hundreds of tools and

applications to make things happen. Our task

at AC has always been to support these

efforts.

An Opportunity!

Let's be honest. As much as we respect and

appreciate AntigfiWorld's contribution, we

appreciate ours more. With the news that AW

would not produce a May issue, we knew

that their advertisers would need a place to

advertise and we were more than happy to

oblige. But it was not all mercenary. There

were valid philanthropic reasons.

The news of /UV's departure could have

demoralized an already uncomfortable

market. If a giant like AlV ceased to function,
could the rest of the market compete? Would

AC be ready to take the place of AW and offer

vendors a workable alternative? We had to

answer these questions quickly and

effectively.

The first thing we did was lower prices.

Instead of taking advantage of the situation,

we created an opportunity tor Amiga

vendors to remain in the Amiga market at a

lower rate. The next thing we did was call on

advertisers.

Although I have always maintained a
hard and fast rule that editorial and

advertising would not mix, this was different.

I had to contact these people personally and

convince them that not only was AC serious

about the market, but that we had their best

interests in mind. Yes, I did receive a few

offers from people who would be glad to

advertise if we could assure them that their

review would be in that issue—those I was

forced to decline.

However, the majority of the market

reacted favorably to the offers and the

opportunity, I received several unsolicited

calls and, even after the advertising closed, I

received calls from vendors who wanted to

know what they could do to help us.

Amiga Morph

The Amiga market is changing and not

all of the changes are bad. The feeling in the

community is that the Amiga needs the

cooperation of its users and vendors and AC

will do all it can to promote the positive

aspects of these changes.

We have a tremendous amount of work

to do. Our efforts are concentrated on

providing a medium that will inform the

reader and provide a viable marketplace for

the advertiser. While this has always been

our goal, the nature of the Amiga market

demands that we use every opportunity to

make this happen.

Escom

As a final irony to the entire episode, we

learned, while this issue was going to press,

that Escom had signed an agreement with

Commodore's liquidators. AC is one of the

few magazines capable of replacing copy and

getting the story to the public in record time.

The story is in this issue, now it is up to our

printer to finish the process.

Within the next month, the Commodore

sale could easily be completed and all of us in

the Amiga community will have a better idea

of where the Amiga is headed. 1 know that

we have heard this before, but there is much

more than hope here.

One of the most asked questions we

have heard through this is, "Wit! AC

continue?" We have no choice, as long as the

Amiga market needs us we will be here to

support it. Hard work and diligence does

sometimes payoff.

Managing Editor

Amazisg Computing



The DraCo Amiga

Clone, Video Toaster

Secrets, and over 30

other Amiga
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The following are press releases and

news announcements from Amiga

vendors and others. While Amazing

Computing maintains the right to edit

these entries, the statements, etc- made

in these reports are those of the vendors

and not Amaztng Computing maga-

Avec Flight Recorder

BMD-US has announced the release of

the Avec Flight Recorder, and expan

sion chassis manufactured by CBI. used

for NewTek's Video Toaster Flyers. The

unit has 5 full length slots, 3 half length

slots, 3-5.25" exposed drive bays, 2-3.5*

exposed drive bays, 3-3.5" concealed

drive bays, 3 internal SCSI cable sets, a

200+ watt power supply and 2 cooling

fans. It is designed to be connected

and placed next to an Amiga 2000,

3000 or 4000. The unit has 8 PC style slots

and holds up to 9 SCSI hard drives, as

well as removable hard drives, tape

backup drives and CD-ROM drives. The

chassis will house TBCs, editing cards or

any other PC style card. It also has LED

indicators for two drives. For more

information, dealers should contact:

BMD-US, P.O. Box 16. Sharpsville, PA

16150. 800-233-1679 or FAX 412-962-

1186. Interested individuals should

contact their local dealer or call BMD-

US for the name of a local dealer.

Digital Orchestra - Update

The price on this eighty disk collection of

digitally sampled musical instruments

from Fairbrothers, Inc. has been

changed. The new price is $4.95 per

disk, 3 or more disks at S3.95 each and

10 or more at S2.95 each. Disks 1-40 are

also available on CD.

Fairbrothers. Inc.. 5054 S22nd St.,

Arlington. VA 22206, Tel: 703-820-1954.

FAX 703-820-2164.

Great Graphics, Low Cost!

QuickText from Tahoe Software. Etc. is

an interactive desktop video program

designed to develop and display almost

any type of graphic screen, including

titles and credits, pictures, and even

animations. Other features include full

ARexx support, auto screen sequencing,

on-screen timer, text and numeric

variables, a recordable & replayable

"doodler", and an easy-to-use point-

and-click interface. QuickText has been

used for 6 years in a computer with a

simple genlock in a daily, live newscast

and in taping sports events for local TV

cable. It can be used as an overhead

projector, reader-board, silent pager, or

teleprompter. "QT" is made for any

Amiga with Workbench 1.2 or higher.

You can get a FREE demo from Tahoe

Software, Etc., or from the Aminet (biz/

demo/QuickTextdemo.lha). Soon to be

released, QuickText PRO will feature

remote-control via modem, time-of-day

slots, and tiled backdrops. QuickText

has an SRP. of S59.95.

Tahoe Software, Etc., PO Box 9236,

South Lake Tahoe, CA 96158. 916-541-

0873.

BCI-NETCD December94 -The

Latest Aminet Alternative

Brought to you by Better Concepts, Inc.,

this CD contains over 1 GIG of the

latest, greatest, most useful programs off

of the Internet. Utilities, games, graphics,

music, entertainment plus tons morel All

complete with a custom built interface

written just for this CD that will let you

travel through the archived files and

allow you to launch any program,

without ever leaving the interface.

Planned to be released quarterly, the

latest version available is December '94.

Better Concepts. Inc.. lOMandon

Terrace. New City. NY 10956. Tel 914-

639-5095, FAX 914-634-7097.

Amigo Multimedia MM1200

This system utilizes an advanced

graphics architecture chip set to

simultaneously display graphics in up to

256,000 colors from a palette of over

16.8 million, providing life-like NTSC

images and adding spectacular color

to presentations and interactive

applications. The system comes

bundled with SCALA MultiMedia

Software which is a complete interac

tive multimedia authoring language.

Easy to use ICONIC interface, allowing

point and click programming with a two

button mouse. SCALA comes with fonts,

backgrounds, wipes, transitions, drawing

tools, sounds and music.

Amigo Business Computers. 192 Laurel

Road, East Northport. NY 11731. Tel 516-

757-7334. FAX 516-757-7234.

The Avec Flight Recorder for the Video

Toaster Flyer« has 8 PC style slots and

holds up to 9 SCSI hard drives and more.

March/April 1995
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Video Toaster Secrets

Desktop Images' newest instructional

videotape is called Video Toaster

Secrets. It reveals the secret tips and

undocumented features in Lightwave

3D, ToasterPaint and the Amiga

operating system that will save you time

and increase your productivity. For both

professionals and novices, this tape

reveals powerful automated functions

and shortcuts essential to getting

maximum performance from your

applications. Secrets shows you how to

tap the power of ARexx, Amiga's

scripting language, by creating and

editing macros to automate many

aspects of the Toaster System. Also

revealed are tricks like automatic page

emboss and reverse emboss, the blur

macro and bar graphic macros. For

Lightwave 3D users it explores modifying

your Lightwave and Modeler configura

tion files to change your presets,

customize the programs and access

hidden Modeler macros. The program

then takes you inside macros including

light swarm, particle clone and random

surface points to create UFOs, explod

ing lights, trees on a random rolling

landscape and other astonishing

effects. Video Toaster Secrets has a run

time of approximately 95 minutes and

carries a retail price of $49.95. It is

available at your local Video Toaster

Dealer, software and hardware resellers

or direct from Desktop Images at 1-800-

377-1039.

Desktop Images, 1805 W Magnolia Blvd..

Burbank, CA 91506, Fax: 818-841-8023,

Updated CyberEdit products

CyberEdit CM is a professional quality

computer assisted video editing system.

It has a fast, intuitive mouse and

keyboard interface. It has an oversized

edit list management screen. Experi

ence simultaneous user control of all

VCRs with razor-sharp editing accuracy.

CM requires an accelerated Amiga and

has an optional PRO Video Toaster

interface. Starting price is S800.00.

CyberEdit CM/PRO is the en

hanced version of CyberEdit which

supports the NewTek Video Toaster. You

can perform multiple Toaster effects per

edit including fade from/to Black, digital

transitions between edits (AX Roll),

transitions from/to backdrop pages, all

titling keyed on video or Toaster

backdrops, frame grabs, and more.

VIDEO TOASTER

SECRETS
LeeStranahan

Lee Stranahan (top left)

offers inside information

in Video Toaster Secrets

with secret tips and

undocumented features

in Lightwave 3D,

ToasterPaint and the

Amiga operating system

through on-screen

(bottom left) instruction.

Versatile Toaster effect management

system allows effects that are: cued to

tape location (HH:MM:SS:FF), to time

(hold 5 seconds), or chained (end of

one starts the next), Starting at $995.00.

Cybercall, Inc., 20 Cleveland Ave..

Highland Park. NJ 08904, Voice/Fax:

908-249-9883.

AL-MUZIAA, The Ethnic

Teleprompter

AL-MUZIAA is an Arabic. Farsi (Persian),

Urdu Teleprompter. Text is entered

through the Amiga, then It is scrolled on

a special monitor with a reflector hood

that is placed between the camera

and the broadcaster &/or actor, where

he or she will read the text as it scrolls.

No memorization Is needed. Features:

WYSIWYG, speed controlled by a

remote hand set, fast Cue marks, and

reverse background color. Note:

Complete system hardware (monitor,

hood, reflector, & bracket) are avail

able too. By L.C.P.S., Inc., USA & Zen

Computer Services. UK. l.C.P.S. Inc., PO

Box 2015, Schiller Park. IL 60176, Tel 708-

678-7183, Fax 708-678-7223.

DraCo Amiga Clone

MacroSystem GmbH of Witten. Ger

many is announced the development

of their own video and graphics

workstation named DraCo. Based on

the Motorola 68060, this powerful

machine will ship in the Spring of 1995.

For operating systems the Amiga OS will

be standard and UNIX and UNIX clone

support is expected. Development and

production of DraCo are not depen

dent upon the current Commodore

situation, as this computer is custom

chipset independent. Any software

program which runs on Amiga graphic

boards like the Retina and the Picasso

will work in DraCo, This includes

Lightwave, AdPro, Image F/X, Imagine,

Bars and Pipes Pro and most every other

professional software package.

Hardware compatibility is the function

of the five Zorro II slots. These slots allow

use of the Toccata, Emplant, Ethernet,

VLab Y/C and most other hardware

boards. Hardware that requires the

custom chip set won't run in DraCo. This

includes 880K floppies, genlocks, and

the Toaster. Pricing is yet to be deter

mined but it will be available in numer

ous memory and hard drive configura

tions and will be comparable in price to

a similarly equipped A4000.

NoahJi's, 3591 Nyland Way. Lafayette,

CO 80026, Tel 303-499-1975, Fax: 303-

499-1979. Tech: 303-447-8126. BBS: 303-

969-8967.

Amazing Computing



Fish Nets Rank in Top Ten

Amiga Library Services takes 30% of the

top ten spots in the latest GTI-GmbH

Amiga CD Top 50 rankings. The release

dated December '94 places ALS'

Goldfish, Vol. II, second, FreshFish, Vol.

7, seventh and Goldfish Vol. I, ninth in

the top ten. GTI-GmbH is the largest

CD-ROM distributor in the European

marketplace. Released in November

'94 and exclusively distributed by

Amiga Library Services. Light-ROM, a

multi-platform CD-ROM dedicated to

3-D Lightwave artistry, placed an

impressive 26th during its first month of

distribution. "We're excited about the

rankings," states founder Fred Fish,

"and look forward to continuing to

supply the Amiga community with new

products and quality services."

MacroSystem Releases

MovieShop 2.0

MacroSystem GmbH of Witten,

Germany announced the release of

Version 2.0 of MovieShop software for

VLab Motion. This new release includes

full audio support for VLab Motion from

within MovieShop software. The audio

possibilities include: user definable

envelope curves, audio which is

separable from the video, sound files

which can be imported, special audio

effects, and audio dubbing. Many of

these features were originally intended

for the Professional version but

MacroSystem decided to include this

powerful audio support in the standard

release to give their customers more.

Significant software enhancements

allow higher JPEG compression rates as

well as faster rendering times for the

long list of digital effects. Digital effects

now include reverse, line art, picture-in-

picture, flashbulb, freeze, rotate, and

compose - which allows you to

combine 24-Bit animations and video.

The audio capabilities are equally

impressive. The envelope curves are

completely user definable. Each

separate track of audio can range in

volume from 1-100%. You con have up

to 256 different audio tracks on the

time line. Audio is also mutable,

allowing even more flexibility. The

audio files can be stripped from the

video scenes, so you're not stuck with

an undesirable audio segment. You

can also import an audio filed from any

other source and overlay it with the

desired video segment.

NoahJi's will include a training

video tape with each VLab Motion

beginning in February. This video will

briefly explain all of the features of

MovieShop, and will include an offer to

purchase a more in-depth video

directly from the producer.

NoahJi's, 3591 Nyland Way, Lafayette,

CO 80026, Tei 303-499-1975. Fax: 303-

499-1979. Tech: 303-447-8126. BBS: 303-

969-8967.

Soft-Logik Moved

Soft-Logik has recently moved so the

phone numbers and address on

registration cards or manuals may not

be correct. Please note the following:

Sales: 800-829-8608

International Sales: 314-256-9595

Technical Support: 314-256-9333

Paid Technical Support: 800-829-5816

Fax: 314-256-7773

BBS: 314-256-8971

Address: 315 Consort Drive

St. Louis, MO 63011

Twist 2

The friendly relational database

Twist 2 is the friendly, easy to use

relational database for your Amiga

computer. Twist's range of powerful

features coupled with its uncluttered

graphical interface makes it perfect for

everything from keeping track of your

CD collection to implementing a

complete double entry accounting

system. Features include: ability to

design your database and reports with

flexible point and click graphical tools,

a comprehensive set of statistical, string,

and logical functions, full ARexx

support, full Datatype support, the

ability to build complex relation

databases (N:l and even N:M data

bases) using simple point and click

techniques, full support for Amiga

scalable fonts for report output, and

output reports to the printer, disk,

screen, clipboard, ARexx port, or Twists

built in editor. Twist 2 works on all Amiga

systems, a hard disk and 1 MB of

memory are recommended. Twist 2

retails for S149.95 and is available now.

For more information or a copy of

detailed product literature contact;

Oregon Research. 16200 SW Pacific

Hwy. Suite 162, Tigard, OR 97224, Tel:

503-620-4919, Fax: 503-624-2940.

Squirrel SCSI - PCMCIA SCSI-2

CardforA1200/A600

Oregon Research announced this first

full featured, plug and play PCMCIA

SCSi-2 Interface for the A1200 and A600

computers. Features include: ability to

connect up to 7 SCSI devices to your

Amiga simultaneously, support of all

SCSI and SCSI-2 devices including hard

drives, floptical drives, tape drives,

Syquest drives. Magneto-optical drives,

and SCSI CD-ROM drive, transfer rates

up to 1,2 MB/sec on an accelerated

A1200, up to 3Mb/sec on a 68030

accelerated A1200. It has true "Hot"

plug and play, and CD-32 compatibility

built in. Squirrel SCSI works on any A1200

or A600 and retails for $129.95. For more

information or a copy of detailed

product literature contact:

Oregon Research, 16200 SW Pacific

Hwy Suite 162, Tigard, OR 97224. Tel:

503-620-4919, Fax: 503-624-2940.
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Chinese

English

French

German

Italian

Japanese

Korean

Portuguese

Russian

Spanish

Romance Languages
S59.95

Oriental Languages

S69.95

i .!■ 11 I.si i:\>1.1:■!■ Ls; i sewn or eight disk set with over

S1K) digitized words/phrases & 25 topics of interest!

NOW AVAILABLE ON CD! (no manual) S49.95.
Each addn'l language -S39.95. Nine languages - S189.95

Digital Orchestra
.\ library of sampled sounds: Instruments, Drums.

ircussioiii Chords, Sound Effects and Voices

Categories (ovei 80 disksi include: Bra^y.
Reeds, Strings, Guitars, Organs. Pianos.
I'ilws. Chairs, Chords, Hurji. Airplanes,

Cars & [rucks. Nautical, liirds. Animals,
Military, EICL'lninic. ScaiY. Alarms, Udls.
Vehicles. Weapons. Human. Voices, more

CD with Instrument Samples (28 Disks) - $29.95

CourtRoom - Game of Legal Affairs
F'lay iht proseculot nr dulcnsi

iiUumo). Stk-i-t j L-uiiscnalii

1 or libeial judge. In cases of

robbery, fraud, narciirics. effi.

Cumince jun. and win caso.

Fa'trBrothers, Inc. g™£JJ
5054 S. 22nd St. ifciw.ii.Vi'Xini'IiriK'liuU (hbl'ium-i
Arlington. VA 22206 S£"SS!SdS!!^ uiSSS
tel: (703) 820-1954

fax; (703)391-2164

Call 1-800-GO-WORDS adaudd3()%irpa>ingCjnjiliiiniloM.

Circle 105 on Reader Service card.

Wonder Computers Inc.

Wonder Computers is Canada's largest

Amiga-Dedicated Dealer. With stores

already in Ottawa. Montreal, and

Toronto, they are opening stores in

London, Calgary and Vancouver. Their

philosophy is simple, they believe the

Amigo is a fantastic machine ond it is all

they do. All of their personnel own and

use Amigas themselves and they are

100% committed to the machine. Their

future plan is also simple: to spread right

across Canada, (they hope to have 14

stores by the end of 1996); and then

enter US markets in need of a good

Amiga retail presence.

In the mean time. Wonder has

branched out into more aspects of the

Amiga industry. They have acquired

some top-notch people from compa

nies like Commodore and Corel, and

have launched a new Division called

Lazarus Engineering. Lazarus has

already started an aggressive schedule

of Amiga hardware and software

projects.

They are proud to announce that

they are now the exclusive distributor of

PC-Task 3.0 and DirWork 2.1 for North

America. PC-Task 3.0 is the first software

based Windows emulation for the

Amiga, while DirWork is the most

March/April 1995
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powerful directory utility available. The

SRPs for these products in the US are

S129 and S89 respectively.

Wonder Computers Inc., 1301 Richmond

Road, Ottawa. Ontario, Canada K2B

7Y4, Tel: 613-596-2542, Fax: 613-596-9349.

Plantation

InterVISUAL Software has released

Plantation, a professional distributed

rendering system for Lightwave 3D.

Plantation orchestrates the rendering of

Lightwave scenes by multiple

Lightwave-equipped machines on a

network. Plantation is flexible in the

number of machines if will support; and

number up to the limit imposed by your

license or your network. Unattended

rendering or multiple scenes in a single

machine is also supported. It works on

any network that provides a shared

directory, including Enlan DFS. Envoy,

ParNET, AmiTCP (with NFS) and others. It

directly supports the DPS PAR with no

additional setup, waiting or worries

about sequence. InterVISUAL products

feature an upgradeable license,

allowing the addition of new machines

with a simple phone call. The package

also includes a handy scene manager,

allowing you to shuttle scenes around

your network, or off-line, with ease. An

easy to use intuition interface and

Commodore installer script make it a

breeze to install and use. Plantation

requires Lightwave 3.0 or later, and

Workbench 2.0 or later.

InterVISUAL Software. WSOHorseshore

Rd.. Augusta. GA 30906, Tel: 706-793-

4007.

ImageFX 2.0 Now Shipping!

This upgrade represents over a year and

a half of focused work and attention by

Nova's staff. Over c dozen new loaders

and savers have been added, more

than two dozen new special effects,

more retargetability and a new

thumbnail preview system are just a few

of the highlights. Last minute additions

to V2.0 include support for the new

Epson 1200c scanner and additional

controls for many of its new special

effects such as Lightning and PaintFX.

The SRP is S349.95 US. Upgrades from

any previous version are only S124.95 US

to registered owners. For upgrade

orders you may call 804-282-1157 or 1-

800-1MAGE-69 in the US and in Canada.

Nova Design, Inc., 1910 Byrd Avenue,

Suite 214. Richmond, VA 23230.

Customer Support/Information 804-282-

6528, Fax: 804-282-3768.

IDD's PC Steering Wheel R/X

The PC Steering Wheel R/X is a realistic

reproduction of a race/sports car

steering wheel, ft is designed to be used

with any game card equipped PC

compatible computer. When used with

NEW
PRODUCTS

m otham other-

the Amiga Smart Port, it is Amiga

compatible. It can be used to play most

any driving game. The wheel tilt can be

adjusted to any angle using the UMS

mounting plate, An 80 degree each-

way full travel and spring centering

make for realistic sport driving. The

adjustable damping system allows the

"heaviness" of the drive to be changed.

Two reversible switch modules are

located on the ten and two o'clock

spokes. SRP is SI29.95.

InterACTIVE Digital Devices, Inc., 6730

West Chicago Street Ste, 5. Chandler.

AZ 85226. 602-940-0340.

IDD's PC Pedals

The PC Pedals is a combination flying/

driving pedal device and switching

center for multiple game products. If is

designed to be used with any game

card equipped PC compatible

computer, When used with the Amiga

Smart Port, it is Amiga compatible. In

the drive mode, the pedals function

Canada's Leading Amiga

Distributor is now carrying

NewTek products!

VIDEO TOAST
Call for

pricing and

availability!

Also distributing products for:

Asimware Innovations * NoahJi's

* Media Innovations * Amiga Library Services

* Walnut Creek CD-ROM * PiM Publications

* DKB * Consultron * Micro R&D

(and many, many more!)

Dealers call for a free catalog!

All trademarks acknowledged. Legendary can only sell the Psygnosis

promotion to end users. Others will be referred id the closest dealer.

SOFTWARE >

It

3LOWOUT

End users can buj the follow inj; titles directly from Lc^endun. Distribution

(all other products must be purchased through authorized dealers).

$5 Titles

Amnios, Aquaventura, Globdule, Red Zone, Agony, Carl

Lewis Challenge, Atomino, Cytron, Barbarian II, Ork, Oh

No! More Lemmings DATA DISK, Prime Mover, Wiz'n Liz

$10 Titles

Armagedon, Bill's Tomato Came, Leander, Lemmings,

Walker, Bob's Bad Day, Brian the Lion. Cliffhanger,

Dracula, Last Action Hero, Lemmings Chronicles 1200,

Puggsy, Second Samauri

$15 Titles

Lemmings 2, Air Support, Lemmings CD32. Microcosm CD

25 Frontenac Avenue, Brantford, ON N3R 3B7

Tel: (519) 753-6120 Fax: (519) 753-5052

: legend ©iO.Or A Division of Legendary Design Technologies

Circle 110 on Reader Service card.
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independently as clutch, brake and

accelerator. In the fly mode, the outside

pedals function dependently as rudder

pedals. The Mode Switch mokes

connecting and disconnecting wires

and cables from your game port

unnecessary. A Resume Mode feature

allows the user to continue the last

mode of play. Also available in fly- and

drive- only models. SRPs of $149.95 -

S249.95.

New Division:

Legendary Distribution

Legendary Design Technologies

announced the creation of a new

division, Legendary Distribution is an

Amiga Hardware/Software distributor

dealing with Canadian dealers only.

Presently, over 25 companies have their

products distributed by them including

NoahJi's, Asimware Innovations, Nova

Design, Interworks, Softwood and more.

Dealers in the US should contact

MicroPace for Legendary Design

Technologies' Product, International

Dealers/Distributors should contact

Legendary Design Technologies directly.

Learn more by contacting Legendary

Design Technologies Inc., 25 Frontenac

Avenue, Brantford. Ontario, Canada

N3R3B7, Tel519-753-6120. Fax519-753-

5052.

IDD's Amiga Smart Port - Plus

& SmartPortCal Program

The Amiga Smart Port - Plus is an auto-

switching game port interface system.

Three connectors provide for mouse,

digital joystick, and fully compatible IBM

PC dial analog joystick game port.

Simply press the button on the device to
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be used and automatic electronic

switching does the rest. Two sets of X-

and Y-axes trim adjustments are

provided to set analog ports for

maximum performance. Includes

SmartPortCal software which allows the

user to view all digital and analog

system values. For all Amigas with any

version of Workbench. Includes selected

analog upgrades, two 9 pin computer

cables and a one year warranty. SRP is

S59.95

Printer Driver

for Epson Stylus Color Printer

Endicor Technologies, Inc. has a new

driver for the Epson. It is a standard

Workbench preferences printer driver

for the Epson Stylus Color InkJet Printer.

The driver program takes full advantage

of the printer's 720 x 720 dpi printing

and supports optional MicroWeave

printing, an Epson feature that uses

overlapping passes to reduce banding.

Including documentation in English only,

it requires Workbench 1.3 or greater and

an Epson Stylus Color Printer. This version

1.0 retails for $44.95

Endicor Technologies, Inc., P.O. Box

29000^355, San Antonio. TX 78229, Tel/

Fox: 210-650-4988.

InfoNEXUS - File Manager

infoNEXUS is a file management system

which allows you to quickly and easily

move, rename, delete, sequence, view,

launch, hear, unpack and archive your

files like never before. This can happen

locally or over an 'Envoy' Network

giving you control of just a few, or

thousands of files, developed for in

house use at Optonica on multimedia

CD productions, each with many

thousands of files. Features include; ECS,

AGA and 24 bit picture viewing on any

Amiga, built in text editor, On-line,

context sensitive help system, extensible

command editor, directory caching

with floppy disk preferencing, compre

hensive file filtering, disk install and

formatting, dynamic directory and

device list updating, full OS legal and
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InfoNEXUS is a file

management system

which allows you to

move, rename,

delete, sequence,

view, launch, hear,

unpack and archive

your files locally or

over an 'Envoy1

Network permitting

control of just a few,

or thousands of files.

multi-tasking, and much more. The

program works on any Amiga v/ith OS

1.3 or above with 1 MB RAM and it is PAL

and NTSC compatible,

Optonica Ltd. 1 The Terrace, High Street,

Lutterworth, Leics, England LE17 ABA, Tel:

44-455-558282. Fax: 44-455-559386.

Y/C Plus Inc.

Y/C Plus Inc. has introduced several

new products. With the shortage of the

Amiga monitors, the new YCP-GA

Amiga Graphics Adapter allows you to

use any six Y/C (S-Video) input monitor.

The output can then be recorded by

any S-VHS. Hi-8. and many of the

component VCR's. It retails for $99.95.

Another new product is the YCP-GA-C

the composite version of the YCP-GA

which retails for S99.95.

The YCP-100 is the only Y/C

adapter that delivers the ultimate

quality from the Video Toaster and Flyer.

It hooks directly to the Video Toaster

4000 without modified or special cables.

The YCP-100 installation to a VT-2000

(A2000) system will require a modified

ribbon cable with an additional

connector to interface directly to the

top of the Flyer.

One new product for the BetaCam

end users is the soon to be released

YCP-BCR time base corrector remote

control. The SRP will be $249.00. The unit

will control video levels, hue, chroma,

and black levels.

Y/C Plus. Inc.. 310SW6th Street, Topeka,

KS66603-3109, Tel: 800-52I-1700,

SX Image Editor

MD+F Inc. announced their first software

product for the Amiga called the SX

Image Editor. Designed for the ad

vanced Amiga user, the fully

multitasking SX provides image editing,

processing, and cataloging features.

The extendible SX includes popular

import and export modules (BMP, GIF,

JPEG. SUN Raster,...). basic image

processing modules (Blur. Sharpen,

Color Filter), and a powerful, multi-user

database engine. SX shipped in

January of 1995 and includes a free

upgrade coupon to the OS/2 Warp and

PowerPC CAIX) versions under develop

ment. Amiga SX requires an AGA

Amiga, but a Hard Drive, 68030/40+ and

8 MB memory are strongly recom

mended. The introductory price is

$50.00.

MD+F Inc., P.O. Box 682, Vienna. VA

22183.

Notice for AMOS Programmers

With Playfield unpublished since March

'94. AMOS programmers may be

interested in these two choices: the

AMOS Club USA which is switching from

newsletter to disk format in 1995, and

the new Whitby AMOS Club in the UK

which has completed 3 double disk

10 AMAZING Computing
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Amiga Telecommunications enters the 90's!

Finally, everything you need to start cruising the
Information Super Highway in one eosy to use package.

Termite is so easy to use even a novice telecommunicator will
feel at home, yet it has all of the power and high end features
to satisfy the most seosoned modem warrior.

• Designed from the ground up at Oregon Research to rake full advonfage of Amiga
WB 2.0 and higher! • 100% Amiga Style Guide compliant!
• Supports communication speeds from 300 to 115.200 BPSJ

• Flexible Phone Book with unique
configurations for each number
• Support for Multiple Line BBSs
• Configurable review buffer with cut
and paste editina

• Multi-tosking chot window to prepare
text before sending it. Great for real

time conferences.
• Configurable Macros
• Font and Screen sensitive

• Configurable button bar! Assign any program function/macro to the button bar. Want
your own icons? No problem, just assign your own IFF brush to the button!!

• Fully ARexx programmable for full automation!
• Automatic Script writer. Turn on script recording and have
Termite write your ARexx scripts for you!

• Automatic Call logging. Know where you were, when you
were there, and how much you spent
• Supports Amiga standard XPR libiaries giving you a wide

ronge of transfer protocols including Xmodem, Vmodem,
Zmodem, Kermir, CompuServe B+, etc.
• Supports Amiga standard XEM external terminal emulations
in addition to the built in ANSI and VT102 terminal
emulations. Support for RIP XEM.

■.:.;.-■■

Personal
Information
Manager

Your Amiga is o powerful ally in the quest for increased productivity. On The Boll
allows you to take control of your busy schedule and information so you olwoys accomplish
your goals. The emphasis is on ease of use and the timesoving features that actually let
you organize your life! Calendar ond Appointment Manager, Address Book and Contact
Manager, To Do list, and FreeForm Notepad. Get On The Bail

•View ond print configurable appointment
schedules from doy, week, month, or year

• 11 lepeot modes to schedule appointments
• Configurable reminders with "snooze"
• Flexible appointment search capobilities
• Iconifies to a convenient monthly calendar
• Reminders can launch ARexx scripts, programs

•Automatically delete old appointments
• Contact Management. Oioler/Auto redioler.
• Convenient Rolodex layout for locating addresses.

Sort ond search by any field
Load ond sove notes with the handy built in Text

editor complete with cut/copy/paste, search
and replace, copy to dipboord.
Artoch notes to calender, appointment, to-do list
or addressbook. Auto dote/time stamp
Create your own lobels(e.g. Personal, Business,

Birthdoys, etc.) to categorize and organize
Extensive ARexx support for script control
Customize all screens & views
Imports NAG files, suppoits Address It! files

fnnou-at/v-e Products From

OREGON

Development
System

Tired of the limitations of those "BASIC" game development systems??

Ready for one that you can REALLY sink your teeth into? ? Fast Parallax
scrolling? No problem. Dual Ployfields?? A piece of coke! Multiple viewports with
multiple animated objects on independent paths with multiplle background & object
collision detection? ? Child's ploy. Finally, Professional Game development is mode easy
with the GameSmith Development System from Oregon Research.

Over three years in development, the GameSmith Development system gives you the low
level power to create the masterpeice of your dreams. The package hos over 350 pages
of documentation fully describing the system, utility functions, and over 130 library functions
complete with a detailed tutorial and many examples with source.

• Complete animation system with double buffering • Prioritized object display
• Custom Object/Object & Object/Background Collision Detection I Response
• Automatic placement and Animation of Multi-Sequenced animated objects - you only
moke o single coll! • Chain Objects, animating one animates the whole chain!
• Automotic Virtual Space object handling • Dynamic Animation Control

• Build up your animations
graphically in the interactive

character animotor CITAS. Customize all aspects of the object including sequence,
placement, speed, display method I priority, object collision detection parameters. Save
everything out os a single object addressable by the system! It's Easy!!

• Complete Audio System to moke sound playback ecsy!
• Automatic bod and play of IFF samples • Background sound
replay • Easy to use Joystick polling routines • Very efficient
ILBM picture loader • Optional custom encryption to protect your
artwork and sounds! • Fully AGA compatible
• Includes DICE GS C Compiler ond Devpac GS Assembler

The perfect solution for shoot 'em ups to graphic adventures.
Don't let the limitations of yesterday keep you from forging
the masterpiece of tomorrow!

Buy GameSmith today!

M dj
Finally, a plug ond play SCSI 2 solution for your Al 200 and A600!

Named for the famous storage hungry animal, me Squirrel SCSI
interface simply plugs into your PCMCIA port. This instantly
opens up a whole new world of possibilities! Attach up to 1
different devices including: Hard Disksjope Drives, Syquest,
Floptical, and any SCSI CO-ROM drive including 3 and 4x drives

Completely compatible with any SCSI 1 or SCSI 2 device. Squirrel
SCSI ochives o transfer rate >1.2Mb/sec on o stock Al 200 and
>3 Mb/sec on a 68030 accelerated A1200.

Drivers are all CD32 compatible so you con run your favorite
CD32 titles like Diggers, Brutal Footbolll, Liberation, etc.

Squirrel comes complete with SCSI software drivers and a host of utility programs including
an oudio CD ployer, o CD to HD sampler, and easy to use SCSI formatting and partitioning.

The Friendly
Relational Dataoase

Graphically create your dotaboses and reports with the easy to use,
uncluttered user interface. Twist is the perfect dotobase for your CD collection to a full
double entry business accounting system. And it's fully relationol ond FAST!!!

Import/Export to other dotabose formats. Full clipboard support for data exchange with

other programs. Full ARexx support for total automation or database tosks. Font and
screen sensitive to make your reports look great! Much much more!!!

Also from Oiegon Research... Devout 3, HiSoft BASIC 2 , and Highspeed PASCAL - professional language development systems. MegaloSound, Aura, and Clarity 16 - Direct to
disk oudio samplers, editors, and playback VideoMasfer A5OO and AGA Color Video/Audio Digilizer & Sequencer outputs ANIM5's, electronk color splitter available. Coll, write, e-mail, or FAX for more
information: Oregon Research 16200 S.W. Pacific Hwy,f Suite 162 Tigard, OR 97224 PH: (5031620-4919 FAX:(503) 624-2940 Internet: orres@teleport.com Genie: ORA CompuServe: 71333,2655

Circle 107 on Reader Service card.
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issues. Both ore offering their first issues

free as PD. Addresses are: AMOS Ctub

USA, PO Box 11434, Milwaukee. Wl 53211

and Whitby AMOS Club. 5 Lockton Rd..

Whitby. N. Yorkshire. UK YO21 3NB.

Tour the Texture Gallery

Fred Fish and Amiga Library Services

announces the April '95 release of

Texture Gallery. TG is a multi-platform,

1.2 GB 2 CD-ROM set containing

hundreds of 24 bit textures in a wide

range of file formats (IFF, TARGA, JPEG &

PICD. Brick, marble, and skin are just a

few of the texture categories contained

on this CD, All textures are represented

with thumbnail renderings allowing

artists easy previewing. TG's textures are

perfect for use with Lightwave 3D and

can be used to create bump maps.

Price is S44.95.

And the Adventure continues...

ALS also announces the upcoming April

'95 release of the "must have" CD for

Lightwave artistry, LIGHT-ROM 2.

Containing 650 MB of ready to render

scene fiies, textures and images, the

multi-platform, LR 2 CD contains over

3500 objects and is now 100%

LightWave/Video Toaster material. All

this, plus thumbnail renderings and the

exclusive "Showcase" directory, guide

artists into a new and exciting

Lightwave world to explore. Its price tag

Is listed at S39.95.

Super_DJC3 from Creative Focus

The new Creative Focus Super_DJC3

Amiga color printer driver works with all

Hewlett-Packard DeskJets, including the

1200C. 520,560C and the new 540/C.

Graphics capability has much improved

without proprietary Stochastic Diffusion

dithering technology. The program also

provides direct Preferences access to

14 distinct typefaces in 6 different font

sizes. Text output with 14 powerful

extended commands. Choose be

tween letter, legal, A4 and envelope

paper sizes; also stack envelopes with

the 520. 550C and 560C. For specific

software packages you can turn off

perforation skip, disable the driver's

color correction and font selection, or

select typefaces and character sets via

font numbers. It is compatible with

AmigaDOS releases 1.3 through 3.1. List

Price is S60.00.

Super_LJ4 from Creative Focus

Super_LJ4 is the long-awaited PCL5

Amiga driver for Hewlett Packard

LaserJets. You won't need an expensive

Postscript upgrade to access the

capabilities of these amazing printers. A

few of the features include: compatibil

ity with all LaserJet4s. including 4L and

4P: easy, direct control over

ECONOMODE printing, exceptional

grayscale graphics, support for 600 DPI

graphics, and powerful extended

commands providing access to all 45

internal typefaces, including Symbols

and Wingdings. List price is S60.00,

Creative Focus, Box 580. Chenango

Bridge. NY 13745-0580. Tel 607-648-4082

Real 3D 3.0

Realsoft and Activa International

announce the release of Real 3D 3.0.

They expect to start shipping by the end

of March. All registered users of Real 3D

will be contacted about update

procedures and will be offered a

special update bundle with the new

version of TVPaint 3.0. Highlights of Real

3D 3-0 include: faster rendering,

background blitting, post processing

effects, an extended animation system,

a faster/easier access to commonly

used functions, a new type of view

mode in which the user can now draw

curves on the surface of other objects,

a hot key to repeat the last function,

envelope control for accurate key

frame animation editing, and much

more.

They have also released TV Paint

3.0. This version offers an unlimited

number of brushes, pencils and crayons,

a palette with more colors than you can

think of, and direct access to the

Personal Animation Recorder tor

rotoscoping. or re-touching frames of

video. These are just a few of the 2100

functions that make up this program.

With TVPaint 3.0 you are not painting a

single image but on three superimposed

images, These images are mixed in real

time on the screen by taking the

transparency level of each pixel into

account. These three layers allow the

separation of different parts of a scene.

The layers can be saved as a project or

combined as a single image. Registered

users can upgrade to the new version

at a specially reduced price.

Activa International. PO Box 338, 1250

AH Laren NH. The Netherlands. Fax; 31

2153 80639

EasyLedgers2

Run multiple businesses! Run versions for

different countries! Australia. USA, NZ &

Canada GST, and UK VAT versions are

all on the same disk. The program offers

General Ledger, Debtors Ledger,

Creditors Ledger, Full Job costing.

Inventory. Store details for valuable

items in the inventory and more. Pay less

in accountant fees at tax time, have a

better tax return and enter details of

your important purchases which can be

used for a tax rebate. Start your own

business or help others. Find a niche and

make money using your computer,

leach the kids the value of using their

pocket money wisely or just manage

the family budget. The SRP is approxi

mately SUS 299 at today's current

exchange rates. Upgrading for previous

EasyLedgers or Service Industry Ac

counting users = S210 plus S30 - direct

from Small-Biz in Australia ( use your

credit card).

Small-Biz Software Pty. Ltd.. PO Box 24.

Golden Beach, Queensland 4551

Australia. Tel: 61 74 919)90. Fox: 61 74 92

6860,

Applied Magic Introduces the

Broadcaster Elite Non-Linear Video

Editing System

The Broadcaster Elite is designed to

enhance the video editor's ability to

compose images and sound with

unprecedented control and creativity.

This is the system for the professional

who wants the power and tools to

create top quality videos. It is capable

of transfer rates equivalent to the fastest

SCSI II hard drives on the market. The

result is lower compression ratios and

fewer losses. The versatile Elite works in

composite, Y/C or Betacam SP formats.

To work in the component domain, the

Broadcaster Elite uses three on-board

digitizers for Betacam SP. one for each

component of Y, CR, and Cb. The

system conforms to CCIR601 broadcast

standards while providing for compo

nent, composite or s-Video inputs and

outputs. Capture and playback is a full

30 frames/60 fields per second (NTSC)

and 25 frames/50 fields per second

(PAL). Editing is precise and efficient as

the Elite can read and write SMPTE time

code. It also allows for multiple Edit

Decisions Lists (EDLs). Entry level prices

begin at S5995. For product brochures,

technical information and video

demonstrations tapes, call 1 800 619

ELITE. ,AC.

New Product?

Industry Announcement?

Send it to:

New Products Editor

Amazing Computing

P.O. Box 2140

Fall River, MA 02722-2140

(508) 678-4200

FAX (508) 675-6002

Please call for art requirements.
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It!
TM

Now you can transfer files from your Amiga to your PC!

Or, use it Amiga-2-Amiga or PC-2-PC!

Link It! «1.B H> 1994 Legendary Design [ethnologies Inc.

about, c
about, h
about, o
about.pu
add.o
alert .c
alert.h
i lent, o
arexx.pu

arexxreq.c

arexxreq.h
arexxreq.o

div.o
do
exec

exec.c

execo

c Local Pattern

959
7472
2m

■ info
Disk,info

Pattern: |?T

Select Hatches! Shcu Hatches CanceI

78
378

894

894

485

894

1166
894

244

Fill | None i Pal * I Drives! Copy I None I Pat k| Drives!

It's finally here! An easy way to transferfiles of all sizes from

computer to computer. This product works between two

Amiga's, two PC's, or between an Amiga and a PC. There is

no other product like it!

• Serial or Parallel transfer.

• Perform file conversion as you transfer! Imagine selecting

several IFF picture files on the Amiga and have them

transferred in PCX format to your PC!

• Extensive AREXX™ interface - evens allows you to send

commands to the remote computer.

• Easy, one-terminal operation.

• Both Amiga and Windows™ versions included!

• Conversion and file display programs are completely

external and therefore completely upgradeable as new File

formats become available.

• Automatically adjust filenames and file patterns to match

[he appropriate machine.

• Amiga version supports ioExtender and Multiface cards.

Includes a high-speed

parallel cable.

Only $59.95! us

TM Hot New Price!

Single Volume:

$29.95

v 24-bit professional backgrounds? 4-Volume: $99.95
#1: Scenic & Landscape #3: Still Life' "

res & Patterns #4: Abstract I
COMING SOON:

eludes Prolm

vl.Address-It!
Manage your mailing fists the easy

way! The latest version sports the

"3D" look and is compatible with all word

processors. Print labels, phone books,

envelopes, rosters and more!

Invoice-It! vl.2
New version!

Dedicated invoicing software for any business!

Custom invoice layout, detailed reports,

statements and more! New version includes

product database and automatic interest charges.

dataTAX
TM

'94

Do your taxes the easy way!

(Formerly known as TaxBreak™ from Oxxi)

1040

(United States)

Schedules A.B.C.D.E.F.R

Forms 8606. 4562, 2106, 3903. S615,

4868, 8829. W-2. 1099-R.

Worksheets, and many, many more!

Tl General

(Canada)

Tl Pages 1-4. Schedules 1-9.

Provincial Taxes & Credils.

Minimum Tax. Northern Residents,

Worksheets, and many, many more!

Call, write, or fax for UPGRADE

Information! ($29.95 for the upgrade,

$59.95 for first-time buyers)

SFX Volume #1

ON CD-ROM

300 high-quality sound effects with an easy-

to-use Amiga interfac

I COMPACT ^; Perfect for video
; [c I pj .^-%,_ production!

The world's largest producer

of commercially available

sound effects!

inc.

Legendary Design Technologies Inc.

25 Frontenac Avenue, Brantford, ON CANADA N3R 3B7

P.O. Box 1147, Lewiston, NY 14092-8147 U.S.A.

Tel: (519) 753-6120 Fax: (519) 753-5052

Internet: legend@iO.Org All trademarks mentioned are properly of their respective holders.

Committed

to the

Amiga!



Genie Tools

Add on functionality for Aladdin 4D
Review by Dave Matthews

Aladdin 4D (Adspec, Inc.) is a powerful 3D package, but

somehow, no matter how many features a package has, we've all

muttered "Gee...if it only had this one special function!" Adspec,

realizing the wealth of talent <md imagination in the Amiga

programming community, has "opened" Aladdin's Modeler to

outside developers.

Genie Tools (Shead Data Processing) is the first available third

party extension for Aladdin 4D. All the Genie tools follow the

Amiga and Aladdin interface guidelines, and once installed are

available in Aladdin's external gadget list. Every tool has both

written documentation (formatted to fit in the Aladdin binder) and

on-line help available at the click of a button. So far, there are two

volumes available, each offering significant enhancements for the

Aladdin artist.

Genie Tools is available as two volumes, Volume 1 at S34.95

and Volume 2 at S49.95. Each Genie Tools Volume comes on a

single disk, and include the actual tools, several tutorials, the

printed manual pages, and additional developer information for

those interested in creating their own tools for Aladdin.

Figure 2 (top): The Mobius strip object. The white areas show

the degenerate polygons.

which were converted to triangles using GenieTools Triangles.

Figure 3 (bottom): The FFDeform requestor.

The disk has a functional if somewhat Spartan install script

(which mimics the Aladdin 4D Install script). I find it odd that

neither Shead Data Processing nor Adspec have chosen to use

Commodore's installer program. The installation process installs

the tools and their associated on-line help files in your

Aladdin4D:Too!s and Aladdin4D:Help drawers.

Once the tools and help files are installed, you are given the

option to install the developer kit and tutorials. Strangely enough,

the script will only install these to floppy disks. The Developer files

consist of new and updated (and screened for bugs) material to the

developer information released with Aladdin 3.0.

Of more interest to the average Aladdin user will be the

Tutorial disks. There are six tutorials covering the new Genie Tools

Volume 1, (plus one nifty trick for using Aladdin's sweep tool for

radial extrudes). Volume two has ten tutorials. The tutorials for

both volumes include objects, related IFF texture maps, and clearly

written instructions, which should prove sufficient to leam the

basics of these new tools, though a firm grasp of Aladdin 4D is

expected,

Genie Tools Volume One

TriSub is a handy tool which sub-divides triangles by

connecting their midpoints. This is useful when you need to add

detail to an object.

DoBeSphere conforms selected polys to the surface of a virtual

sphere, useful for making triangle based spheres.

PolyWrap allows you to wrap polys, or complete objects, onto

the surface of a sphere or cylinder. This is excellent for making

dents in objects, as well as making organic "melty" looking objects..

One of the more interesting, and complicated tools is called

LissaCurve. This tools generates Lissajous (pronounced LISS-SAY-

JUS) curves. What the heck are Lissajous curves? Beats me! Well,

seriously, this is a method for creating smoothly curving paths in

3D space, using sine functions. The requester that opens up for this

tool may seem frightening to the mathematically disadvantaged,

with terms like Xfreq, YAmp and Modulate, but you don't need to

really know any math to get some really wild roller coaster type

curves going. These curves can be used to extrude along, or as

motion paths for other objects, such as the cars careening along the

roller coaster tracks!

Random is a tool for moving points randomly. This can be

used to create landscapes, asteroids, or just 'rough up' an object.

Execute is a handy if unassuming tool that lets you execute

AmigaDOS commands right from within Aladdin. Unfortunatelv, it

doesn't open an output window, so if you want to see the results,

such as listing the hard drive, or deleting files or whatever, you will

have to flip back to Workbench anyway.

If you do commercial animating, you may find AnimLen

could easily pay for the price of Genie Tools. AnimLen allows you

to change the length of animations, while carefully maintaining

your timing throughout. As you know, if you've done any Aladdin

animating, animation timing is referenced both in relative (a
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percentage of time) and absolute (a number of frames) terms. While

quite flexible, this can create problems when you need to lengthen

or shorten an animation segment. If your animation is synced to a

sound track, you'll often find Aladdin has stretched out or

squashed the timing, requiring a good bit of tedious reworking to

get it back in sync. GenieTool's AnimLen does all (well, most) of

this reworking for you, saving loads of time (and time IS money in

computer animation), not to mention aggravation. One minor flaw

is CSpline timing, which AnimLen can't fix. Even noting that, this

tool is a lifesavei for working with long complicated animations.

LassoSel is a tool for selecting polys using a 'lasso'. You

simply draw around the poiys you want, and LassoSel selects them,

or if you choose, selects everything but the ones you have enclosed.

One of my favorite tools is Deform map. Similar to

I jghtwave's Displacement Mapping, this tool allows you to use

grcyscale images to deform objects. Unlike bump mapping, which

only simulates bumps, and doesn't change the object, DeformMap

actually uses the brightness of the image to move the polys from

their original position. Very bright areas move the points furthest,

while black areas don't change the polys at all. Deform map applies

images much the same way as Aladdin uses images for textures, so

this tool is quite easy to use. You can use project, cylindrical and

spherical mapping, you can set the amplitude (how much the

bitmap affects the polys), and you have the same options for

bitmaps: tiles, negative, X and Y flipping, X and Y indexes, and

offsets etc. Simple, 'dean' bitmaps work best, highly detailed,

grainy or dithered pictures tend to be too noisy for good results.

Also, you need lots of polys in your object to get decent results.

The final tutorial covers the use of Aladdin's Sweep function

to perform a radial extrude. One of the examples is a 'bird cage',

where you extrude the points of a sphere inward toward the center.

(continued on page 20)

Figure 1 (above left): Mbbius Strip

Figures 4 - 6 (right-top to bottom): Using Bones for character

animation. Frames from the "SheadSaver" animation tutorial.
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AlphaPaint

What is older than the hills and twice as

overgrown with time? Give up? Why it's

ToasterPaint, of course. The new

ToastetPainl (that comes with the 4.0

software and which may actually be out

when you read this) promises to be a

hundred times better than the older

version. But my advance scouts tell me that

the competition, AlphaPaint from

InnoVision Technology, is the better of the

two. As I'm writing this there is no copy of

ToasterPaint 4.0 in my personal hands, so

all I can attest to is the power and versatility

of AlphaPaint, which 1 will now elaborate

"A" is for Alpha

There are two main types of paint

programs for computers. One might be

described as DTP software, meant for

by R. Shawms Mortier

desktop publishing and printed or slide

copy as the final target. The second, of

which AlphaPaint is a prime example, has

output targeted to video. AlphaPaint was

designed to replace the painting program,

ToasterPaint, that comes with the NewTek

Video Toaster, a miraculous all around

video tool originally developed on and for

the Amiga.

What makes video paint programs

really different from their DTP cousins is

that often the images designed with them

are meant to be combined with a live video

feed, so that there are areas within the

video graphic th.it have to be "told" to

allow the video .signal to show through,

areas that are designed to be transparent.

These areas can differ from the other areas

of the graphic in either a "hard-edged" or a

"soft-edged" fashion. The whole graphic

can even be designed to he transparent to

differing levels for the video feed. It is

common for a paint program these days to

be known as a "32-bit" paint program. This

means that there are 24 bitplanes (over

16,000,000 million colors) for painting and

an 8 bitplane (256 levels of grayscale or

"luma" information) "Alpha channel". The

Video Toaster is a video tool, so it accepts

Alpha channel information. The "Alpha" in

"AlphaPaint" tells us immediately that we

can work on and manipulate a full Alpha

channel in addition to the other attributes of

the 24-bit paint program. All of the graphics

that are generated by AlphaPaint, both the

24-bit color program and the additional

Alpha channel, appear on the Toaster's DV1

screen, the same screen used to address

video effects. This is a marriage made in

digital heaven.
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When creating the design of the Alpha

channel, full black is 100"i. transparent and

lull white is 100% opaque. Anything in

between has a varying degree of transpar

ency,,, the more "black" the more transpar

ent. You can design an Alpha channel

graphic with any paint program that

outputs a gray level picture. The advantage

of working with AtphaPaint when doing

this is that you can see the results of your

work (how it addresses the video signal)

immediately. Creating soft-edged graphics

that blend seamlessly with the video signal

has never been so easy, and because

AlphaPaint's Alpha channel is open to all of

the extensive painting tools that the 24-bit

part of the painting program contains.

Alpha channel painting has never before

been possible at this high professional level.

A Palette Like No Other

One of the most unique features of

AlphaPaint is its palette. Not only does it

contain wells for user selectable colors, but

a range of specific fills. Usually, you have to

enter a separate part of a paint program in

order to access gradient ranged fills or

radial fills, but Alphal'aint makes every

thing accessible from one palette. In

addition to colors, the Alphal'aint palette

has wells dedicated to various color

gradient fills (over 200) making the use of

separate gradient requesters unnecessary. It

may take a little getting used to for the

inexperienced user, but in the end the

application of color spreads and radial fills

accessed in this manner leads to easier and

faster operation. All of the colors in any of

the fills may be changed to user specifica

tions, and the whole business reminds me

of how a similar feat is accomplished in

another lnnoVision product: Broadcast

Titler.

AlphaPaint brings true 24-bit plus

Alpha Channel painting to the Toaster user,

avoiding the pitfalls of ToasterPainl. With

AlphaPaint, you paint directly on the

composite Toaster screen, so what you see

is absolutely what you get. Save/Load

paths are remembered, and large (even

screen size) brushes don't choke the system.

Though there is a limited brush manipula

tion list at this time ("negative, oil paint,

and sharpen/blur), Innovision is in the

process of developing a separate disk of

additional manipulation tools. Most

numeric input is aided by the use of sliders,

with numeric values displayed next to the

slide bar. Multiple undo and redo functions

also distinguish Alphal'aint from

ToasterPaint. There is even a special

"panic" MacroKey (Fl) that can be accessed

at any time to reset all but the palette

settings.

Figure 1 (Top of page 16). This composite picture shows some of AlphaPaint's image

processing powers. Figure 2 (above top). As far as manipulating blocks of type,

AlphaPaint is a very strong tool. Figure 3 (above bottom). AlphaPaint can treat

imported graphic brushes in a variety of ways.

A Wealth of Pens and Brushes

AlphaPaint allows the electronic artist

to write to the screen in two ways. The first

is called "pen mode", and it allows you to

paint with a brush up to 64 pixels wide,

which beats the ToasterPaint record by a

long shot. The unique ways that AlphaPaint

alters standard pen mode interactions

includes allowing the user to adjust the pen

size and the "feathering" (the blending of

the stroke's edges into the background)

with a variety of interactive sliders on the

main menu. In addition, any pen can be

rotated interactively tor even more variety.

Pens also respond to variable transparency

settings in real time, giving you instant

feedback (especially useful in Alpha

channel work). Multiple undo/redo

operations assure you of getting just the

effect that's needed without any punish-
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With

AlphaPaint,

you paint

directly on the

composite

Toaster screen,

so what you

see is

absolutely

what you get.

Figure 4 (above top). Here are just a few of the fill effects

found in AlphaPaint's palette requester. Figure 5 (above left).

An overview showing AlphaPaint's Palette and Font menu.

Figure 6 (above right). The Brush and Play menus. Figure 7

(left). The Main menu, gateway to AlphaPaint's tool hierarchy.

ment exacted for exploring and experimenting. A user variable

zoom mode aids the drawing process, allowing you to get as close

as necessary to retouch any anomalies.

As "Pen Mode" is selected with a pen shaped icon, so "Brush

Mode" is incorporated by a brush shaped one. Every detail of

making the program's operation more intuitive has been incorpo

rated by InnoVLsion. Brush mode is used when you import a brush

from storage or need to use a selected area of the screen as a

painting element. Any brush can be targeted for an outline,

shadow, or glow, in addition to leathering the edge so that it sits

softly upon the background. Future versions of the program will

have expanded effects libraries for altering brushes.
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800-735-2633 P.O. Box 4398, Carmel, CA 93921, U.S.A 800-735-2633
sales@visionsoft.com

Memory

lx4-70ns Static Column Zip 23

lx4-80ns Static Column Zip 21

lx4-70ns Page Zip 22

lx8-70ns Simm 45

lx8-80ns Simm 44

1x8-100ns Simm 42

4x8-60ns Simm 139

4x8-70nsSimm 134
4x8-80ns Simm 130

lx32-60ns Simm 159

lx32-70nsSimm 149

2x32-60ns Simm 319

2x32-70ns Simm 309

4x32-60ns Simm 519

4x32-70ns Simm 509

8x32-60ns Simm 999

8x32-70ns Simm 989

256x4-70ns Page Zip 6

256x4-100ns Page Dip 6

GVP 32 lmb Simm 49

GVP 32 4mb Simm 199

1 GVP 32 16mb Simm 859

Info : (408) 626-2633 ^_

Fax : (408)625-6588 1

BBS: (408)625-6580 ^^

Upgrades & Custom Chips

1.3 Kickstart Rom 19

2.04 Kickstait Rom for A5OO/2OOO 35

2.04 Kickstart Rom for A3000 59

2.05 Kickstart Rom 45

2.1 Upgrade Kit for A5OO/2OO0 85

2.1 Upgrade Kit for A3000 69

3.1 Kickstart Rom for A500/2000 69

3.1 Kickstart Rom for A3000 89

3.1 Kickstart Rom for A4000 79

3.1 Upgrade Kit for A500/2000 119
3.1 Upgrade Kit for A1200 145

3.1 Upgrade Kit for A3000 139

3.1 Upgrade Kit for A4000 139

8520 CIA 17

8520 CIA Surface Mount Chip 35

8372A lmb Agnus 39

8373 Super Denise 39

8364 R7 Paula 19

5719 Gary 16

Fat Gary 89

Western Digital SCSI Chip Rev 8A 59

Super Buster Rev. 11 89

GS

Peripherals

A500 88OK Fl Dr 45

A500 1.76 mb High Density Fl Dr 119

A4000 1.76 mb High Density FI Dr 129

A500 Keyboard 49

A2000 Keyboard 69

A4000 Keyboard 89

DataFlyer500 169

DataFlyer Ram Card 98

DataFlyer SCSI Card 98

Math Co Processor

MC 68010 CPU 15

68882 PLCC 25mhz FPU 45

68882 PLCC 33mhz FPU' 89

68882 PLCC 40mhz FPU 119

68882 PGA 40mhz FPU 89

68882 PGA 50mhz FPU 99

68030-50mhz w/ MMU 139

68040-25mhz w/ MMU & FPU 169

68040-33mhz w/ MMU & FPU 299

68040-40mhz w/ MMU & FPU 439

Crystal Oscillators 9

Visa. Masler and Discover Card orders an: aotcplcd wilh no suivharge. We also ship COD only m payment of Cash.

Cashier's Check or Money Order. All returns musl be relurritii aixJ accompanied with a RMAI within 15 days. Defective
products will be replaced uiih ihe sjme ilem only. Olher relurns subject lo 25% restocking fee. Shipping & Handling

charges are noa - re 1 until ble. Price & awilibiliiv ire subject lo change wiihoul notice. We do nol guarantee hardware and
software compaiibility. We are not responsible for any tspographital errors.

Circle 120 on Reader Service card.

Sensitive Font Control and Manipulation

This is another area in which AlphaPaint excels. No other

paint program on the Amiga addresses fonts with the options

included in this first release of AlphaPaint, though it's reported

that ToasterPaint 4 will also address some of these operations.

To begin with, AlphaPaint can accept three of the most useful

Toaster font file formats: Toaster Fonts, ColorFonts, and

PostScript. Toaster Fonts come in banks and were the fonts

included with the Toaster. They are not nearly as adjustable and

resizable as PostScript fonts. ColorFonts constitute a registered

Amiga font family that come already filled with various

textures, from gold to marble to clouds and fire. Toaster 3.0

added an extensive library of PostScript fonts which are

resizable and look good at any size. AlphaPaint allows the use

of any of these options. It really shines when PostScript fonts are

chosen however, because it allows the user to wrap PostScripted

text in adjustable oval/circular arrangements, a admittedly

terrifying challenge to accomplish by hand. A full preview of

the circular action is presented in a dedicated preview area of

the font requester, as well as a "rotation adjustment" control. If

you need to justify your purchase of this software, this attribute

alone may be reason enough.

And Much More

Video artists are often called upon to enclose graphics in a

linear frame in order to accentuate visibility against a busy

background. AlphaPaint goes one better by adding a beveled

appearance to a graphic frame (the frame size is adjustable via a

slider) and adding adjustable glows as well. Both of these

options are unique to AlphaPaint alone. There is also an "Onion

Skin" option that allows the user to see a ghosted image of the

buffer screen so that "painting thru" to another image can be

accomplished with the expected results.

A Winner for Toaster Painters

The software comes with a thick indexed thirty chapter

manual in loose leaf three-ring binder format, making it easy to

read and work through. There are 14 deep tutorials, a reference

section, and a thorough index (hooray!). I have used AlphaPaint in

the creation of a series of screens for an instructional video, and

find new uses for it every day. NBC, a stronghold of Amiga

graphics and animation facilities, has ordered a shipment of

Alpha Paint packages for its production department, and the other

networks and broadcasting outlets that are Toasted are expected to

follow suit. Like all InnoVision's wares, a dedicated work through

of the manual should allow most users to store it away, relying

instead upon their intuitive use of the software from that point

forward. The software includes support for a graphics tablet by

addressing such issues as pen pressure and other options. Instead

of running away from ToasterPaint towards other wares to create

needed graphics screens for the Toaster, AlphaPaint allows the

Toaster user to remain within the Toaster environment while

creating high quality professional results. I highly recommend this

software as a replacement for ToasterPaint.

AlphaPaint MSLP: $699.95

Innovision Technology

1933 Davis Street / Suite 238

San Leandro, CA 94577

(510)638-0800
•AC-
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Portable Amiga

Workstation

'•>* Prntftuthm

PAWS 3000

and 4000

PAWS 600

and 1200

PAWS Kit Includes: Laptop Case, Trackball

Color Display, Power Supply w/Battery

Coming Soon
I- P.O.Box 1825. Manassas. VA22110 J*h
r 703-330-7290 (Voice/Fax) •

Circle 115 on Header Service card.

(continued from page 15)

Genie Tools Volume Two

With Genie Tools, Volume 2, Shead Data Processing managed

to do ivh.it few Hollywood studios have- create a sequel even

better than the original. Consisting of 10 new tools and updates of

the AnimLen and LaasoSel tools from Volume 1, Volume 2 offers a

wealth of new possibilities to Aladdin 4D owners.

One of the most useful new tools, and one which affects all

aspects of working with Aladdin and Cenie Tools, is Hotkeys.

Hotkeys allows you to assign menu functions, gadgets and oven

external programs to keypresses. The hotkeys editor makes it easy

to configure these keys, and any qualifiers you wish, such as left or

right shift, alt, and Amiga keys. It's hard to express just how much

Hotkeys can improve your productivity.

Triangles is a tooi for subdividing rectangles and triangles.

Unlike Aladdin's Triangle tool, ihis version can be told to only

subdivide degenerate poiys. As you know, degenerate polys are

often created in the course of modeling, and cause rendering

problems unless turned into triangles. GenieTools' smart triangles

can save astonishing amounts of ram by only subdividing those

degenerate polys which need to be converted to triangles. For

instance, the Mobius strip object (Figures 1 and 2) was over a third

smaller when using the GenieTools Triangles. The white areas on

the Mobius strip in Figure 2 are the polygons which were sub

divided.

FFDeform is a supercharged version of Aladdin's Stretch tool,

and is probably the most powerful modeling tool in the GenieTools

series. FFDeform introduces a new class of Memory Resident Tools

(MRT). V1RT allows interactive usage along with other Aladdin

tools. Using this feature, along with Hotkeys, FFDeform allows you

shape and deform objects in an intuitive, organic way, using any

external tool. Tools such as Scale, Rotate and MultiPnt_2 add nearly

endless flexibility and power to mold and deform objects.

Hven more exciting for animators is an implementation ot

Bones using FFDeform! Bones are extremely useful for creating

organic lifelike character animation. While this is not full blown

Inverse Kinematics, FFDeform does allow for quite exciting

character animations. Figure 3 shows the FFDeform requester, and

Figures 4 - 6 show three frames from the "SheadSaver" animation

using Bones.

Multipnt_2 is a revamped version of Aladdin's Multipnt. With

this tool, you can select all or part of an object's points, and give

them 'permission'. With permission on, a point can be moved, with

permission off, it is locked and cannot be changed. The GenieTools

offers multiple selection, de-selection and inversion of points.

Stats is a sort of dashboard gauge display information on a

point's location and relative distance from other points, quite useful

when you need accurate drawing.

ShowDir is an interactive tool which allows viewing and

changing the first point and direction of a poly.

ViewTo is another handy tool which allows setting the

viewpoint either from point to point (for instance, from the camera

to the target) or perpendicular to a poly. This last is useful for using

Free Angle texture mapping.

Panorama_L allows loading scene files from the fractal

landscape program Panorama.

PJnstance (permanent instancing) is a powerful cloning tool.

Unlike Aladdin's instancing, which creates clones which exist only

for the duration of the animation, PJnstance creates actual objects,

using cubic, cylindrical and spherical patterns, as well as scaling

and rotation.

Also included are a faster version of LassoSel, and an update

to AnimLen which now handles fountains and also adds frames to

either the beginning or end of an Anim.

Finally, Volume 2 offers a tool called UnShade, which corrects

a potential problem with Aladdin's shading. This tool is freely

distributable to all Aladdin owners.

For those who can never get enough, Shead Data Processing

has some very exciting products in the pipeline as well. Scheduled

for release soon is a tutorial package on using Aladdin's powerful

and flexible (if somewhat intimidating) textures. Later releases

include the Magic Carpet AnimModules, the first of which, Flock,

promises to add such features as swarming and flocking behavior

for groups of objects. Other promised modules will include physics

and collision detection. Also waiting in the wings is the L-Systems

Developer's Kit, which will model and animate biological struc

tures, from cellular layers to plants and trees. This package awaits

the release of Aladdin 4.0, due out the first quarter of '95.

While casual users might balk at the thought of shelling out

vet more money to enhance an already powerful program,

GenieTools (especially Volume 2) expands the powerful of Aladdin

immeasurable. The HotKeys alone could easily save you enough

time to pay for the package. If you're serious about Aladdin,

Volume 2 at the very least is a must have.

Genie Tools

Shead Data Processing

4610 Eubank Blvd. NE #1118

Albuquerque, NM87111

505-881-4874

•AC-
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An Interview

with

Nova Design
by R. Shamms Mortier

Not only is Nova Design responsible for the

development of the hottest new image

manipulation system on the Amiga, they

are also a friendly group of folks more than

willing to tell their story to the Amiga

public at large. This interview is a proof of

that willingness, and the answers to my

questions proved very interesting as a way

of getting to know Nova better as well as

discerning the possible futures of the

Amiga from their remarks. Tlie interview

was with Bob Fisher, the marketing director

and spokesperson for the group.

Q: When was Nova formed, and what were

its first products?

A: Nova Design was formed in early 1991.

ImageFX and CineMorph are our first

products.

Q: Who are the principal members of Nova

Design?

A: Principal members of Nova Design are:

Thomas Krehbiei - Programming; Kermit

Woodall - Research and Design; Bob Fisher

- Public Relations

Q: What are your collective backgrounds?

A: Our backgrounds are varied as are our

tasks in the company. Thomas Krehbiei is a

self taught Amiga programmer, and his

work is recognized by many Amiga users

for a whole list of software in the public

domain as well as on the commercial

shelves. Kermit Woodall, on the other hand,

is a former C64/C12S programmer and

interface designer and his experience is

much deeper and connected to various

Commodore platforms. As for me, I have

many years of sales, management, and PR

experience in both retail and wholesale for

local and national organizations.

As an interesting aside, we all met in

our local Amiga User Croup; the Richmond

Amiga Group (RAG). I ran the group at that

time and continue to do so today. Both Tom

and Kermit continue to be active members

and officers in the group as well.

Q: How about your experience with the

Amiga?

A: We've had fantastic success in the Amiga

market and see no reason to go elsewhere.

There is no other operating system that

even compares to the Amiga's.

Q: How about ImageFX? What is its

history?

A: ImageFX .started life as scanner control

software, but it quickly grew into a

complete image processing package. We

We've had fantastic success in the

Amiga market and see no reason

to go elsewhere. There is no other

operating system that even

compares to the Amiga's.

A: Tom has been programming on the

Amiga since 1987, and it was essentially the

platform he started to program on. Kermit

hung on to his C64 and C128 until 1988

when he traded them for an Amiga 11)00. As

for me, I've been "playing" with the Amiga

since 1986. I've been involved as both the

Nova marketing person and as an animator.

Q: What about development for other

platforms?

A: At this time, Nova Design does not

develop for other platforms outside of the

Amiga, though with the release of ImageFX

2.0, we consider our software to be the best

in its class on any platform.

Q: Can you detail the reasons that Nova has

decided to stick with the Amiga instead of

looking towards other lucrative markets?

thought it was time for a full featured, all-

in-one image processing, special effects

package that was not available on the

Amiga prior to the release of ImageFX.

There were certain criteria from which we

worked: 1) It had to work on all Amigas. 2)

It had to be easy to use. ?•) It had to be a

stand-alone package, not tied to any

hardware. 4) It had to be affordable, with

no hidden add-ons, such as having to buy

another package because the base package

didn't include your particular file format or

was missing a desired special effect. 5) It

had to be expandable. We felt that we

achieved these goals with IPX's initial

release, and now with the latest releases we

are going farther than we ever dreamed

possible.
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NOLOGYF

Mon.-

Sat.

10am-6pm
(Central Time)

(800)556-1562
FAX: (402)556-6160

Amicom Online 24-hour BBS
(402)496-1449

'Online Catalog & Ordering

Technical Questions
*New/Used Hardware/

Software Requests

We can get what you need for your Amiga!
(at the lowest possible prices)

Farso Printers

Fargo Primera S739.95|
Fargo Primera Pro $1349.95'
T-Shirt Transfers (10) $16.95;
Premium Paper (200) $19.95;
..you need it, we 'II supply it!

1 Dfl fTffni fflffljfi——■■——J

Foreign Languages from $27.95
(Many Varieties!)

5 Geography Games $59.95:
2 History Games $34.95i.
5 College Board Prep

Study Guides 559.95
3 Vocabulary Games S44.95
...and many, MANY more!

\\ nrd/Dala Processing'

Final Writer rel. 3

WordsWorth 3.1

Final Data

DataStore

$108.95

NEW $138.95
$59.95

NEW S98.95

Q: How about the competition?

A: We feel ImageFX has a more consistent

and easy-to-use interface than its competi

tors, and its features were designed

specifically for professionals. The differ

ence between good software and great

software is the interface. [mageFX is great

software because our interface is made for

the Amiga, it's graphically Driented and

intuitive to use.

Q: How did the association with GVP come

about?

A: We contacted GVP through a friend of

ours, Chris Darsch, who was creating the

PhonePak package. GVP liked what we

showed them and the rest, as they say, is

history. Yes, we enjoyed our relationship

with them... quite a lot actually. The time

came, however, with changes in both the

market and at Commodore to enter the

market on our own.

Q: What configuration of Amigas does

Nova use in the workplace?

A: Nova Design has seven Amigas at this

time: one A4000, five A2000s, and one

A1200. All of the machines arc running

(coincidentally of course) GVP accelerators

and they have a wide range of Amiga

display cards on them as well so that we are

prepared to develop for every possible

(irimhics & Sound

Brilliance $79.95

Deluxe Paint V NEW $129.95
Image FX 2.0 $244.95
AD Pro 2.5 $148.95

MegaLoSound $49.95
Pyramid MIDI Interface $42.95

Light ROM CD S34.95

Vidi RT 12 framegrabber $249.95
Retina 2.3 Upgrade $22.95

U'lccnmrminiciitions

14.4 Fax/Modem $129.95
Termite $35.95
GP Fax Universal $58.95

...and others.'

CD32 Console $239.95
Network CD & Cable $49.95

Game bundles available
CD32 Magazines, tool CALL!

Amiga configuration.

Q: Is there such a thing as a "typical work

day" at Nova?

A: There is no typical workday at Nova

Design. We work mostly out of our homes,

making our own schedules, and communi

cate most of the time by phone, modem, or

fax. We only get together when we need to

sign papers or something more interesting

like taking in movies or Amiga shows! We

work very long but flexible hours.

Q: How about IFX2? Is it a truly significant

upgrade over the previous version?

A: ImageFX 2.0 is the most significant

upgrade in not only ImageFX's history, but

it far exceeds the upgrades of competing

packages. 2.0 has added MANY new-

special effects with real-time previews,

drawing capabilities, and a version that

runs totally on the EGS. More than an

upgrade, it's like getting a whole new

program.

Q: And your morphing software,

Cinemorph?

A: We still believe that Cinemorph is the

easiest morphing program to learn and use

on the Amiga. (60,000 users worldwide

can't be wrong!) The enhancements for the

2.0 release are subtle and in some cases

cosmetic; eg. color display.

Misc. Hardware, etc.

MegaMouse $24.95

EMPLANT Deluxe $339.95
VLAB Motion $1,449.95
PhonePak VFX 2.0 $219.95
61 Printer Cable $2.99

6' Modem Cable $4.99
ParNet Cable $24.95

3' Parallel/Serial Cable
Male to Male $3.99

AB Data Switch $12.95
50 3.5" DD Disks S16.95
50 3.5" HD Disks $21.95
Custom Cables available!

All pness shown 'Btlecl s 211, 01 scour I [or cash purehasas
IBit rostocking res will ba Isvied on returned non-
derecl.vn itBms. Nol responsblB tor typographical errors.
Availability and n- ci", are subject tn changn

W* ara always looking for good, niw software to
distribute commorciaHy. I'you havs written n comrnsrcial-
grjicTe soTtwnra program, you may submit 11 to Amicom
T»chnoloay, BOS7 Muplo St., Omafia. NE BB104 along
with n cover letter requiting a review Enqfoso 11 SASE if
you wish the aunwara lo bq fulurnad iq vuu

Wo carry ■ !»ro« aupply of used software and
hardware! H yuu Bra looking la' low pncml
hHilwa'i«MO'tv.are. CALL1

Circle 102 on Reader Service card.

Q: How about IFX2's drawing modes?

A: ImageFX 2.0's drawing capabilities have

been overhauled, allowing for much more

sophisticated drawing mode modules. The

Arexx commands have been expanded

greatly as well.

Q: How about the three most important

enhancements in 2.0?

A. The three lop enhancements you see In

ImageFX 2.0 will be its native EGS display

in reflizable windows, quick effects

previews via a cool thumbnail display, and

many expanded drawing capabilities. New

render modules, scanner modules, and

loaders and savers (including P1CT and

Toaster Framestore) have been added as

well.

Q: Price?

A: ImageFX currently lists for $399, while

the upgrade price is 599.

Q: What can the new Amiga company do to

help developers like yourselves?

A: The new company can help developers

like ourselves by completing and releasing

RTG (Retargetable Graphics) and just keep

selling millions of Amigas!

Q: I understand that you have a Hollywood

admirer.

Amazing Computing



A: Yes. Rush- Mills, at Warner Bros. Animation.

Q: What does he do with ImageFX?

A: He's used all of the image processing and manipulation software

on all of the systems, and prefers I1:X above any others. In

Hollywood, they can afford to use anything and everything, and

they do. ImageFX has been used for video and film effects work on

shows like "SeaQuest" (as mentioned in the IEEE Transactions

magazine) and even on daily animated shows like Warner Bros

"Animaniacs".

Q: How does IFX compare to similar programs on other platforms?

A: There are difficulties in comparing the Amiga to other platforms

and this also applies to comparing ImageFX to other computer

platform's solutions. PCs and Macs aren't inherently good desktop

video machines which is the

Amiga's domain. However,

these platforms have done great

things to make up for a lack of

inherent video compatibility-

People make favorable

comparisons of fmageFX to

Photoshop, but the truth is th.it

Photoshop is much more

oriented towards print

applications and is without

doubt the best thing for that.

ImageFX, on the other hand,

has far more tools for the video

professional - not the least of

which is its ARexx language

and the application of that for

processing series of frames in

batches automatically.

Q: Any final messages to

Amazing Computing readers?

A: Thanks for your support,

and keep buying ImageFX.

Nova Designs

1910 Byrd Avenue

Richmond, Virginia 23230

(804)282-6528

(804) 282-3768 FAX

(804) 965-0234 BBS
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; 1992-1994 Nova Design !nc.

Figure 1 (top left). IFX2's Convolve screen has a full preview mode that shows how an effect will

look when applied. Figure 2 (top right). Applying textures to a picture in IFX2 is intuitive and

visually enhanced. Figure 3 (middle). All of the drawing options feature interactive sliders in

IFX2. Figure 4 (bottom). Here is Bob Fisher's portrait of the Nova crew: Bob, Tom, and Kermit.
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Wordworth
v . , ,

Includes more features

than Final Writer!

95129

Graphics Import/Export: IFF, TIFF,

GIF, PCX, BMP, IMG, GEM,

CGM, and EPS.

Text Import/Export: ASCII,

Microsoft Word, Works, Write,

WordPerfect, WordStar, RTF.

Font;, types supported: Compugraphic, PostScript Type 1,

TrueType, AmigaDOS bitmap, built-in printer fonts.

Text Handling: Text around circle/arc, spiral, maximum size

1000 points, text color, kerning, tracking, auto

correction and much more. AGA compatible. Online Amiga

Guide help, public screens!

PageStream 3.0

The leading page layout program now

comes with a free Super Fonts CD-ROM

1000 Type 1 PostScript fonts!!! VPP 207
Typesmith 2.5

Convert Truetype IBM or Mac, plus a batch

support macro which allows you to select an

entire directory of fonts and convert with the

press of a function key!

95
108

NEC CDR-210
Double-speed External

• 320 mr, access,

300KB/sec transfers

64K buffer

Caddyles5 operation

PhotoCD, multisession, XA & MPC

compatible

Space-saving design

Cable & SCSI terminator included

2-year warranty

Toshiba XM-3501
Quad-speed External CD-ROM Drive

•150 ms access time

•600KB/sec transfers, blaxingly fasti

•PhotoCD, multisession, XA & MPC il compatible

•Space-saving design ^^^^^

■ Cable & SCSI rerminatoi included r^^TCT
• 2-year warranty ['t tY ■'

All drives require Amiga CD-ROM Driver

SPECIAL PRICE ONLY WITH PURCHASE
OF A CD-ROM DRIVE

CD-ROM BONUS PA

ASIM CDFS *2.0 OEM version.

95

ASIMWare Innovations

ASIM CDFS v3.0 Software
• NEW! Just added CD32 Emulation!!

• Includes ASIMTunes CD audio player and

PhotoCD Manager

• Supports: ISO-9660, Mac HFS &

High Sierra

PhotoCD Manager CD32 .... S349
• full graphic interface coo*
• brings up HAMS, HAM, or 24-Bil thumbnoili of images S T _7
• allows the user to view individual images in low, medium or In -resolution;
• allows the creation of slide shows of selected images
• text lilies can be added lo any image in slide show
• works with CD32. or any CD-ROM equipped Amiga.

Texture Heaven CD S199S
Over 500 Images in 24-Bit IFF format

Texture Heaven CD 2 S48"

New version with over 164 Abstract and Computer
Generafed Color Textures!

• Includes thumbnail preview images.

• Images come in IFF, HAM, FromeStore, JPEG, PCX, BMP, and
GIF formats.

Master ISO CD-ROM Writing Software... S529's M

A 32-Bit Game Machine
with MultiMedia Punch!

CHECK OUT OUR NEW CD32 TITLES!!!

CD-32 5X-1 Expansion Module by

ParaVision. Turn your CD-32 into on

Amiga 1200 '223

CD-32 SX-1 Expansion Module (Special

price when purchased with a CO32)'189

Games Bundle (Microcosm and Chaos

Engine - each used to sell at S50 total

value of $100) Special price when
purchased with a CD32) "20" 248

95,

CD32 EMU SYSTEM
Looking for a dependable way to play CD32 games?
Why buy an over-priced Zappo drive with little or no support? With our systems

you not only get CD32 compatibility but a SCSI interface lo bootl This is the most

compatible system on the market. Allows you to also access Amiga, Mac, and IBM
CD-ROMs. Play an audio CD with included utility while running other software.

Includes external double-spin, caddyless CD-ROM drive, cables S software.

Al 200 Version S29995

A4000 Version S34995
Gcmej Bundle /Microcosm and Criooi Engine ■ each used to sell al S50 tola
of J iOO) Special price when _M I

purchased with a CD32} ...'29" COITIing

ORDER HOTLINE

800-872-8882
Canada 800-548-2512

Order Hours:
■ Moil - Fri 6am to 6pm Sat. 8am to 5pm (PST)

Order Status 310-787-4520
Mon. - Fri 8am to 5pm
Sat. 9am to 4pm



Hester & Associates

Plug-Ins and Co!
Modeling macros and

more for Newtek's

Lightwave 3D!

Over 50 macros - Includes:

auto move, auto size, bar

chart, calculate distance,

time, position, speed, roll,

units, con fig plug-ins,

config VT 3D, create arc text,

calculator, create cone angle, create lighting,

motion to curve, motion editor, quick move,

quick size, read text, quick macro maker, render

macro target macro and many more. Includes

100 page manual.

requires Lightwave

3.0 or higher 6495

Radiosity Presents:

Wavemaker

Version 2.0
Wavemaker is a (lying logo onimntion scene builder. Even if you hove never used

Lightwave 3D, you can Creole professional looking scenes in o matter of minules. You

provide a Lighrwove 3D formal logo objecl & Wovemaker will help you easily set up

things like: moving on and off screen, gradient backgrounds, Cool Hying background

elements & rendering options, all done with a simple interlace! Includes: 72 elements,

streaks, TVs, music notes, sine waves, star Fields, .

Confetti, fireworks, particles, balloons ond more. I
-H.■ I r i- l. -.1 * rs.^*«HtpW■>•■ ■
this logo creator lor lightwave runs with version ■ _. -„ '

2.0 thru 3.5 of Lightwave 3D. Includes prefabri- ■
caled animations to just plug your logo inlo, simply H

click the prefab you wont and click on your logo I

and Wavemaker does the rest. If ycu ore olreody I
, -j_ ,. l> ,'ii l t-. -1 I ™* SUE SoTS 1

good wilh Lightwave you can still benelil with ■

advanced fealures like: building sequence, botch ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^M

rendering, PAR board support, stor/boarding & more... Actual interface screen

Requires: Lightwave 3D 2.0

or higher & 2MB Chip RAM,

68020 or higher

189
95

mediaDESK Desktop Magic
Amiga Screen Saver & System Sound Manager

• 32 customizable screen modules

• 84 dozzling sound effects & A riveting 8-lrcck stereo
soundtracks

• Create personalized screen savers by importing IFF's & Anims

□nd assigning a sound effect or soundlrock to them
• Assign sounds to windows, keys, events, text strings and time

Now your Amiga can tell you it's done formatting or

copying a disk, installing software and when to leave for

lunch! Compatible with all Amigas, 1.3 thru 3.3 Operat

ing systems. Includes supports for all graphics boards.

Sound and Artwork package 1 for

Desktop Magic *14

FRED FISH CD's
The Best of Shareware & Public Domain Software on CD-ROM

Aminet Volume 4 CD Collection ■ includes extra material not

previously released '29*

Aminet Volume 5 CD-ROM *1 9'

Fresh Fonls CD-ROM *19"

Gold Fish Volume 2 - 2 CD Set, the best of the Fresh Fish

CD-ROM collection starting wilh the 1st Fresh Fish *19*

Aminet Gold Nov.94 Volume 4 *l 9"

Fresh Fish Volume 8 2-CD Set *22'

Light-ROM - CD-ROM for Lightwave users *24B

Gold Fish 1-1000 uncompressed CD-ROM *17B

TurboCalc v2.0 Spreadsheet program *99*

QpaWhlon Ml
The core unit of the modular OpaiVision system. A true

RGB, 24-Bit frame buffer, it operates in any Amiga with

a video slot. It allows smooth fading of pictures, color-

cycling effects, and smooth, double buffered 24-Bit

animation. Includes connectors to the Video Processor

and Scon-Rate Converter/TBC {optional modules). Includes

a wealth of software such as OpalPaint, widely regarded

as the best 24-Bit paint program on the Amiga;

OpalAn imMATE, plays 24-, 16- and 12-Bit animations at

I up to 60fps and

; OpalPresentsi, an icon-

J driven presentation/slide

^ show program.

Visual Inspirations

Batch Factory

NEW! Version 2.0
Over 600 scripts, supports AdPro, Image FX, ImageMaster,

AmigaDOS, PageStream 3.0, ProPage, Final Writer,

ToasterPaint, Toaster Switcher, Lightwave Modeler, Typesmith,

Pixel 3D, PAR Board, you don't ^^^^ t

need to learn ARexx! Just Batch itl 49'
Surface Pro for Lightwave

Seamless textures, 200k each
Includes: Metal, Wood, Flame, Marble, Chrome, Water, Brick,

Cork, Borg, Reptile and more... WV99U $A Q95
Created by Leo Martin.

Visual FX for Lightwave Vol.1

You don't have to go to Hollywood for great FX!
Easy to use, AGA interface, 20 FX per volume. Preview your animation

map images directly onto Lightwave objects, no Toaster and no

previous Lightwave experience required. mji| $ <1

Floppy
Version $12995

Road Signs for Lightwave 3D.. S39

CD Version - includes 256 <a1ar,

HAM3 and 16 shades of gray

ORDER 4

HOTLINE 4B00-872-8882
Canada 800-548-2512

Order Hours:

Man. - Fri 6am to 6pm
Sat. 8am to 5pm (PST)



CREATIVE

Minimum $20 order

within the U.S.A.,

$ 100 international.

24-hour Fax
Order Line

(310)222-5800

Prices valid through

April 30, 1995

Easy Mac/Amiga File Transfers
Software solution to access Apple Macintosh files. Read and

write to floppies, hard drives, Emplant and AMAX partitions.

New Features: MacBinary support, display Mac icons on

WorkBench, configurable use of Creator and Type fields.

NEW VERSION 2.5!!! Requires WorkBench 2.04 or highor

Watch for Adobe PhotoShop

loaders and savers for AdPro

and ImageFX, Coming soon! 6995

ASS 12 - Includes ROM, disks,

and manuals. ■*■•
Works with A1200 M39" g'T'El

AS320 - Includes ROM, disks,

and manuals. Works with A5007 hbhjhjhj
A2000/A2500 "129" KW

AS330 - Includes ROM, disks, and manuals.
Works with A3000/A3000T M 39"

1 - Includes ROM, disks, and manuals.
Works with A4000 !1 39"

SS73

3743

9936

3933

5790

99BS

3073

39B0

3979

3843

3069

S14S

6089

6033

6033

6022

393O

5948

3984

6017

3977

S952

3036

5961

3061

3963

3963

3093

5922

3071

66472

67296

06463

66463

06464

66466

66467

6646B

66469

66470

66471

ACCELERATORS
WARP SNOINE 402S WITH 68040,2BMHZ W/IC5I 2 039.03

WARP ENGINE 4028 WITHOUT 68040.2SMHZ W.'SCSl a 830.95

WARP ENGINE 4033 WITH 68040,33MHZ W/SCSI 2 1 193.05

WARP ENGINE FOR A3000! SHIPPING!

WARP ENGINE 3040 (WORKS WITH A3000) W/68040.40MHZ W/SCSI 2, UP

TO 64MB RAM „ 1 395.9S

V.TION/3D RENDERING SOFTWARE
NEW • WORLD CONSTRUCTION SET 174.93

LIGHTWAVE 3D VERSION 3.3 STANDALONE S3B.93

66473 PHOTOCO ■ CHEETAHS, LEOPARDS * JAGUAR! 16.03

66476 PHOTOCD • LOS ANGELES T6.95

66477 PHOTOCD - RELIOIOUS STAINED GLASS _ 16.93

66478 PHOTOCD - EXOTIC CARS .. ................. _ 16.93

60470 PHOTOCD - CARIBBEAN T6.93

664BS PHOTOCD - LAKES a RIVERS - 10.03

664B7 PHOTOCD - AMERICAN NATIONAL PARKS ........... „ 16.93

664B6 PHOTOCD - FIGHTER JETS V. 10.93

664B9 PHOTOCD - HAWAII _.._...... —...~. ■—■——■■■ 10.93

66490 PHOTOCD - CHURCHES _ _ 10.03

6649! PHOTOCD - FIREWORKS _ 16.93

66492 PHOTOCD - BIRDS _ 10.03

67833 PHOTOCD - DOGS _... 10.93

67298 PHOTOCD - ICE AND FROST 16.93

67299 PHOTOCD ■ JAPAN „ _ 16.93

67297 PHOTOCD - FUl - 10.93

67300 PHOTOGD - GREAT SILK 8OAD 16.95

67301 PHOTOCD - GRAPE5 & WINES 16.93

07302 PHOTOCD - PACIFIC COAST M-...— .....w. 10.93

07303 PHOTOCD - CALIFORNIA COAST 16.95

67304 PHOTOCD . ARABIAN HORSES —_ — 16.93

O7305 PHOTOCD - BARNYARD ANIMALS „ .......... 16.03

67306 PHOTOCD . DEATH VAILEY -_.„._....... 16.95

67307 PHOTOCD - SAILBOATS „„.„..„..., 16.03

0730B PHOTOCD ■ SKIING IN SWITZERLAND „ 16.05

67300 PHOTOCD - RURAL FRANCE _ _ 16.93

67B03 PHOTOCD SPIRIT OF BUDDHA ,.. 16.93

67B04 PHOTOCD INSECTS II ___ 16.03

67BO3 PHOTOCD NORTHERN CALIFORNMt —..,.... ... 16.93

678O6 PHOTOCD ORCHID5 OF THE WORLD „..—.........„.„_ 10.03

67BO7 PHOTOCD SOLDIERS . .. 16.05

678O8 PHOTOCD CLOUDS _ ................. 10.05

67800 PHOTOCD SNAKES LIZARDS SALAMANDERS ..._ _ 16.93

67810 PHOTOCD FANTASY BACKGROUND!, ., .................... 16.93

67811 PHOTOCD OIL PAINTINGS „ 16.95

67812 PHOTOCD CREATIVE CRYSTALS 10.03

67813 PHOTOCD ROSES 10.93

UDIO HARDWARE & SOFTWARE
SOUNDSWITCH TOASTER AUDIO MIXER 3BO.93

BARS AND PIPES PROFESSIONAL 2.5 _. 21 B.95

BARS AND PIPES PRO V2.3 TOCCATA MODULE

MUST OWN BAP PRO V2.5 A TOCCATA BRD ~™_™~. 43.95

SUPERJAM 1.1 — 7B.93

BUSINESS SOFTWARE
FINAL DATA (DATABASE] 34.93

DATATAX U.S.A. 1994 39.95

DATATAX CANADIAN 1994 39.93

CHECKS A BALANCES „ _ 33.03

ADDRESS-ITt VERSION 1.5 „ 25.95

INVOICE-ITI VERSION I.a 39.05

C-100O KEYBOARD,MOUSE.& 3.O SOFT. A MANUAL5 83.95

1 All fU'iimiKo ptsducts ofs sold qs is, no refund!,no ■ xenttnges.

AKIRA CD32 - JAPANIZE ANIMATION VERY HOT CALL

SKELETON CREW CD32 34.OS

THEME PARK CD32 - 5IM AMUSEMENT FABK 37.95

POA GOLF CD33 — —..,-.,...— _..._. 33.03

SUBWAR 2050 CD33 33.95

LOCK N LOAD VOL 1 CD32 ft CDROM -1000+ 0AMIS ■■—.,,.—.,■,..— 19.05

GROLIERS ENCYCLOPEDIA 2 CD3a ft CDROM ..__ 29.95

INSIGHT: TECHNOLOGY CD32 A CPR0M■■■.■■■.......—....■■——~~ 0.05

PHOTOCD MANASER CD33 5 CDROM . 34.03

RISE OF THI ROBOTS CD32 38.05

FIELDS OF GLORY CD32 ..».»....»....«.....««. 35.05

UTIL DIVIL CD33 37.03

SUPER STARDUST CD32 _ 38.05

JUNGLE STRIKE - DESERT STRIKE II CD32 „ 36.95

SIMON THE SORCERER CD33 _ „ 40.03

DRAGON STONE CD33 „...„..,....... ..„ 47.95

BANSHEE CD32 _ 37.03

DARHSEED CD32 28.03

GUARDIAN CD32 . 33.03

LABYRINTH OF TIME C032 fl CDROM 28.05

AMIGA CD32 GAMER MAGAZINE - CHECK OUT THE HOTEST NEW GAMES

W/CD-ROM „...„ 8.95

m

67814 PHOTOCD WILD ANIMALS _ 16.95

07BI5 PHOTOCD WW II PLANES „ _ 10.95

67810 PHOTOCD AVIATION PHOTOGRAPHY „ .-.__. 16.93

67817 PHOTOCD COASTS 10.93

67S1B PHOTOCD FOOD _ . —.__... 16.93

67819 PHOTOCD 5AILBOAT5 .—...- —....■.....■■...■■-....— 16.95

07SaO PHOTOCD TREES S. LEAVES .__._ 16.95

07821 PHOTOCD WATERFALLS „ . - „__.„.. 16.93

07saa photocd auto racing _ _ 16.95

67823 PHOTOCD PORSCHE RflCinr. „ __._.. 16.93

07S34 PHOTOCD AIR SHOWS _ 16.95

67825 PHOTOCD NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE 16.95

07826 PHOTOCD RESIDENTIAL INTERIORS .i 16.93

67B27 PHOTOCD FRUITS « VEGETABLES —....................„.....„.„. . 16.95

07B3B PKOTOCD PREDATORS -..._ 16.95

67B30 PHOTOCD MAYAN £ AZTEC RUINS 16.93

67030 PKOTOCD OLD 5INGAPORI ........... „ ........ 16.95

07S3I PHOTOCD ME5O AMERICA « _. 16.95

67832 PHOTOCD PERENNIALS IN BLOOM _ _ ...... 16.05

5031 CREATIVE COMPUTERS CDROM 14.03

6022 LOCK N LOAD VOL I CDROM -1000* GAMES _ .... 19.95

5084 PHOTOCD MANAGER CDROM „ 34.05

S317 TEXTURE HEAVEN CD-ROM ___ 19.99

5833 TEXTURE HEAVEN 3 CDROM 4B.03

3798 mihcoh rid CD-HOM VOL 1 H 22.95

5799 MICRO RSD CD-BOM VOL 2 NATURES BACKDROPS _ „ 37.05

5863 MICRO RAD CD-ROM VOLUME 3 POSTSCRIPT TYPE 1 8.03

6065 MICRO RAD CD-ROM VOL 4 - VSd.o Pra'i Companion 3-300

Scanic frameslerei A IFF'i, 650 Carp. Legos .', 1 0.05
MICRO RAD CD-ROM VOL 5 - Mandlebro) 3000 39.9560B2

5845

5879

3018

3453

3671

38OS

6093

QW1KFORM5 CDROM W/FONTS A CLIPART i. 38.05

SFX CDROM SOUND EFFECTS LIBRARY VOL 1 29.O5

ULTIMATE MOD COLLECTION 19.03

SPACE A ASTRONOMY CD-ROM 1 8.03

LABYRINTH OF TIME CDTV/CD32 * CDROM _. . 29.O3

DEMS- LOWERED PRICES
PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS 14.4K FAX/MODEM EXTERNAL MINI-TOWER

W/CABLE W/Soltware „.„„_, 128.93

PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS 28.8K V.34 A VFC FAX/MODEM EXTERNAL-MINI

TOWER II W/Cabls W/Seftwars „ _ 338.03

PINNACLE MICRO RCD-1000 RECORDABLE CD

3X SPIN,1MB CACHI,W/SOFTWARI 3,199.03

NEC MULTI5PIN 4XE external CDR-601

4X SPIN,60OK/5EC,356K CACHE,W/CABLI 409.09

NEC MULTI3PIN 3XP PLUS EXTERNAL

3.3X SP1H,5OOK/SEC,CADDYLESS,W/CA8LI ._.„._,... 300.03

MULTISPIN IV, 256K CACHE EXYfRNAL ...... 247.95

COREL PHOTOCD COLLECTION: THIS IS THE LARGEST AND MOST FAMOUS

COLLECTION OF PHOTOGRAPHS IN THE WORLD! NEW CD'S ADDED MONTHLY!!

1 00 IMAGES IN IACK CDROM W/COLOR MANUAL WORKS WITH ALL CDROM

PLAYER5 {DON'T HAVE TO BE XA COMPATIBLE! LOWERED PRICES!! PURCHASE

ANY 4 FOR ONLY S57.05 OR ANY 8 FOR ONLY _ 113.93

PHOTOCD - SAMPLER 1 14.95

PHOTOCD ■ SAMPLER II _ 14.93

PHOTOCD - TtXTUSE . 16.95

PKOTOCD ■ SUNSETS A SUNRISES „ 16.93

PHOTOCD - PATTERNS _._—_ „. 16.95

PHOTOCD - ARIZONA DESERT _„ „.., 10.93

PHOTOCD - FLOWERS _ „ „ 16.95

PHOTOCD - UNDERWATER REEFS ...._„.......„ 16.95

PHOTOCD - BEAUTIFUL WOMEN „....„.„„ 16.93

PHOTOCD - PEOPLE „ 16.95

PHOTOCD - MOUNTAINS OF AMERICA _ 16.93

VLab Motion System with
Toccata Board Version 2.1

95
Non-linear editing system for

the A2000, 3000(T), A4000

VLab Y/C Digitizer....'384I! FEH1 VLob Motion Card.. '1479'

1895

Studio Printer Version 2.O....

Retina Z3 with 4MB Video RAM
Retina Z2 witti 4MB Video RAM

Retina Z3 V-Code Encoder Module.
Retina ]084 Cable

Retina v.2.2 Software

'659" E
'449

*69

'29

Toccata 16-Bit

Audio Card

S43495 i-i/M
Tociata/Bars&Pipes Pro

S4699

ORDER HOTLINE

800-872-8882
Canada 800-548-2512

Order Hours:
Moo. - Fri 6am to 6pm Sot. Sam to 5pm (PST)

Order Status 310-787-4520
Mon. - Fri 8am to 5pm
Sat. 9am to 4pm



OREGON RESEARCH
TCDimiTC Communications
■ EKfVlllE Sofrwore

ConliguroUt floating bgltcn bor,

At ga G'.ide h^jp:'?ii crV.e ^e'p.

An gn cn^ p'cgrcr^ Tuncfion

Macro. Allan, XP* Ifc, Temiml
Emulate ■ VT102, JEX.VT3/0. RIP
and Don

A;B bm:ng, Mulfiple-Hne BBS's.
MuiStating Owf win<bw

Flenbl* r>«AC tml. font i, icrwfi
wniitin

CompW/ Knfiauruble, ifcli :s it*
D Op-i or conimuricatiwii(

9537

ok Uka o spread*hod I Friendly

onol fof onything from Vcaco &

Squirrel SCSI-2 PCMCIA Card for A1200/A600

Eosy-inHo!!. wpports CD-ROMi, fund drives, $OQ95
DTRmovobfeHlyt,Sennnwj,Qp*cdd fO

l Wjfa SCSI spdwjre S cable
PT7T1

GamesmHi development System *98*!

On the Ball vi.5 '29"

HiSoFt Basic 2 $88"

HiSoft DevPcc 3 '77**

MegoloSoimd 8-Bit Sompler *48"

ProMIDI Interface '33"

MICRO R&D
The New Distributor for

Directory Opus and GigaMem

GigaMem v3.12
This is the leading virtual memory
program, use your hard drive
space as RAM! Requires MMU &

<rs2<1 esis6495

Directory Opus v5.0
If you like version 4 just wait

until you get your hands on this!

Micro R&D

Volume 5

<"D-ROM

ind2000

ixbdo lit leading

I'■ : ' ;! Sit gtndalir

pragrsm with IDD'i ci

pic-renifeitd

Pyramid 28 1200 Accelerator
2SMHz 020, doubles your clock
speed to accelerate your system

with 0K RAM EJB1S12995

" S'" FTiTiH #5798

■6065 Mitro RtD CD-ROM Vol.-) Outdoor St.n.i '19"

»S863 Mitro RSD CD-ROM Vol.3 '19"

#5799 Mitra RID CD-ROM Vol.5 KMvre'i «o.yropi '46"

Mil RSD CD-ROM Vol.1 '19"

gp fax software for class i * 2 48.95

4087

•073

AOAT

6091

6074

6073

aasi

6033

60 S4

6046

6OS1

6OSO

AO4A

531*

6033

6034

«osa

402*

6033

603«

S9B1

S»76

5939

5938

3964

S9S1

6040

9966

5993

374S

5983

3887

■•7 0.:

3611

5638

3164

5B06

3676

NNIU1 ILLUSIONS AOA - HOT MOUI1J1

OVERLORD- FUGHTSIM „_„_„..

MORTAL KOMBAT 2

SHADOWflGHTER ,.._,._,■ _

SHADOW FIGHTER ACA

„ 32.95

33.9S
33.93

, ■■■■■■■■! 32.93

CALL

„.., .,, 34.95GUARDIAN AOA „......„„....

LION KINO ASA ._„__

SKELETON CREW ASA — .._ 37.93

SU1WAE 3O5O ACA . .,,;,....„.,. „ 3«.95

POA OOLF i I, 29.93

POA OOLF ACA _.„._. , , „ 33.93

ALADDIN AOA _ ._ _ 36.93

SUIWAR 3050 ASA „ „ 39.95

CRYSTAL 0RA0OH ,-~. _ 33.95
SHAO FU 21.95

CHILSTMAS UNMINOS 1994 32 UVELS i . . 22.95

ZEEWOLF 34.95

CANNON FODDER 2 , „„.„_ , 34.9

UFA INTERNATIONAL SOCCER . ...„ . 37.95

CLASSIC'S COLLECTION - OUT OF THIS WORLD, FLASHBACK,

CRUISE FOR A COttPSI, FUTOHE WARS, OPERATION STEALTH,

5 GAMIS FOR THE PRICE OF 1 „ 36.95

SCAUJOLLT COMPILATION: HTTUTRS.CANNON (ODDH.T2.CHAOJ INGIHE34.95

LORDS OF THE REALM AOA 33.05

TKEMI PARK ASA 37.93

BOSIMSOHS REQUIEM 33 93

FIELDS OF OLORr _ _ 39.93

FIELDS OF SLORT AGA . 39.93

SUPER STARDVST ASA 37.95

DRAGON STONE - G-BiAT B*» SP«_ . 29.95

UTIL DIVIL _ _, 39.95

DREAM WEB AOA . —3«.9S

BANSHEE ASA _. _ 34.93

SIMCITT 3DOO AOA ,.„ 3S.93

BfHEATH A STEAL SKY - HD IMSTALLARLE _._.„„.„„„„ 34.93
PIKSALL SPECIAL EDITION

PtKBAU FANTASIES A P1NBALL DREAMS -.... _ 32.93

sim classics-, includes sim city.sim uk.sim ant ss.vs

THOMAS THE TANK ENGINE -3Y«S S UP 23.95

'DATS TAPE DRIVES
3147 IOMEGA THE BOX 130 BERNOULLI EXT. W/CAHT 445.93

66785 IOMEGA 230MB TRANSPORTABLE IXT- W/CART 524.93

64243 VIVIDQUI3T 270MB SCSI IXT. W/CART 4B5.95

6441A VIVIDQUE5T 2O0MB SCSI 5 1/4 ■

EXTERNAL DRIVE RW44/88 494.95

61943 VIVIDQUEST 1O3M8 SCSI EXT. W/CART „ 377.99

62619 IOMEGA 150MB ipk CARTRIDOE „ 97.95

611 OB IOMEGA 150MB 3PK CARTBIDSE 267.93

1906 44MB CARTRIDOE „.„ 38.93

66229 44MB SYQUEST NOMAI Syr Warranty „._.„ 49.95

3304 8BMB CARTHIDOE „ .._ 68.93

66230 8BMB STOU1ST NOMAI Syr Worrsnty „....„ 39.93

61341 105MB CARTRIDOf _ 34.93

64417 200MB CARTRIDGE „ 77.93

644 I 3 270MB CARTRIDOE _ „ 39.95

KBALL/JOYSriCKS
PURCHASE ANY JOYSTICK AND SET BACK TO THE FUTURE II FREE! #2437

3971 COMPETITION PRO ■ SUPER CD33 CONTROL PAD ._...._ 2B.93

6094 QUATRO JOYSTICK - SHAPED LIKE TAC 2 _.__..„__„.„.„,„„. 14.93

6096 MEOASriCK II JOYSTICK - SHAPED LIKE MAVERICK ._ ™ 14.95

6095 MEDABRIP II JOYSTICK -SHAPED LIKE PYTHON 19.93

4445 TAC-30 JOYSTICK . __. _ 9.95

4934 TAC-3 JOYSTICK _ _...._„„„ B.93

39O6 PORT i'Ll - AUTO SENSING PORT SWITCHER 14.95

3741 MICRO RID SWIFTY MOUSE 30O DPI 3 BUTTON 23.95

1416 TRACKBALL AMTRAC _ 34.95

i J!FA*M i SI
SIMMS/Z1PPS/DIPPS

4132

2224

2239

4468

4177

63416

6 1 203

61203

63424

SIMM 1 MB X 8 SONS 2 CHIP .

SIMM 1X8 SONS 8 CHIP

SIMM 4MB X B SONS
5IMM 4MB SONS 72 PIN ..

SIMM 8MB 80N5 72 PIN ..

SIMM 16MB SONS 72 PIN

SIMM 4MB 60NS 72 PIN

SIMM 8MB 6ONS 72 PIN

SIMM 16MB 6ONS 72PIN

IMACE r/X VERSION 2.O 238.95

COMPOSITE STUDIO TOASTER vl .1 W/Quickbruih 74.95

ABT DEPARTMENT PRO V3.S _..._ 138.95

ART DEPARTMENT CONVERSION PACK V3.3 49.93

ASDO PRO. CONTROL 49.93

BRILUANCE 2.O „ ..„_ _ 94.93

IMAGE MASTER R/T VERSION 1.3 39.93

62425

2220

2231

SIMM 31MB 6ONS 72 PIN

1MBX4 BONS ZIPP STATIC COLUMN

1MBX4 BONS ZIPP PACE MODE ...

... 39.99

... 44.SO

. I 29.93

. 138.93

. 310.93

. 329.93

. I6B.93

. 337.93

. 545,55

IO99.9S

.. 23.30

.. 24.30

5862

5927

5511

4900

5853

49.95

FT CABLI W/SOFTWARE V3.I _ 19.93

NEW - SUPERQEN SX STUDIO 779.93

HARD DRIVES LOWERED AGAIN'

MULTIFACE III I/O EXTENDER BOARD _ 93.95

EMPLANT DELUXE W/SCSI W/2PORTS 333.93

EMPLAHT IBM 486DX UPOBADE 97.95

1 857 BIOFOOT I 300 * 600 a 500 PWR SPLT , B5.95

3036 BIOFOOT 20O0 POWER SUPPLY i , 139.93

56T5 PICASSO II GRAPHICS CARD W/3MB 495.95

4229 MEGACHIP 5O0/2000 WITH AGNUS 329.95

65271

63372

661O4

67761

03275

63765

3313

68911

64736

67415

67416

S50B

65171

69239

GB1B4

3.3" 1 SMS STS660N 545MB FAST SCSI-3 378.95

3.3" 9MS ST31200M 1 SB SCSI -2 GREAT PRICE! , 58B.95

3.3" 9MS ST124O0N HAWK 2 -2.1GB FAST SCSI-2 1149.95

5718 AD-1970 14" MULTISYNC,.28 DPI,ALL AM1GJLS....

3.3" HH SMS ST13SS0N 2.1GB FAST SCSI-2

3.3" HH 8MS ST1515ON 4.29GB FAST SCSI-2

5.25 FK SMS ST410B0OH 8.6GB FAST SCSI -2

3.3" 1.7GB SCSI-2 MODEL 2217AV „

3.3" 1.6GB IDE MODEL 2217A (PAR BOARD)

3.5" 2.O5GB MODEL 4221 SCSI 2

132B.95

2597.95

3977.95

I03S.95

997.93

1343.95

3.3" 14MS 170MB SCSI LPS

3.5" 11MS 370MB SCSI 2 LPS

3.5" 10MS 540MB 5C5I 2 LPS

3,3" 9.SMS 1.08 OB SCSI 2 EMPIRE SERIES

3.3" 9.5MS 1.44 GB SCSI 2 EMPIRE SERIES

3.3" 9.5MS 2.1 GB SCSI 2 EMPIRE SERIES

3.5" 9.SMS 4.28 GB SCSI 2 NEW- GRAND PRIX

184.95

204.93

278.95

633.93

868.95

.1058.95

2294.95

4323

4928

51 O6

5222

5510

5B5B

5795

3424

5073

5384

5630

5175

\ULTIMEDIA SOFTWARE
SCALA MM300 394.93

UTILITIES SOFTWARE
AMIBACK 2.0 2B.93

AMIBACK TOOLS 37.93

AMIBACK TOOLS PLUS AMIBACK 2.O/AMIBACK TOOL5 ...„. „ 38.93

TAPEWORM FILE SYSTEM „ 49.93

VIDEO TOASTER 3.1 W/3.5 LIOHTWAVE UPGRADE 594.93

tIGHTWAVE 3D UPGRADES 3.0/3.1 TO VCR 3.5 _ „ 89.93

ALPHA PAINT FOR THE VIDEO TOASTER _ 543.95

MONTAGE FOR THE VIDEO TOASTER _ _ 289.93

MONTAGE 24 - AGA,1V24,OPALVISION - NTSC 199.93

MONTAGE 24 - AGA,IV24,OPALVISION - PAL ._ -,,,. 199.95

MONTAGE POSTSCRIPT MODULI ,... I 38.93

MONTAGE FONTS VOLUME I _...-™ 127.93

FINAL WRITER RELEASE 3 „,..._.... „« 1 1 8.93

AD-1970
Color

"The display, bright and

accurate, produces the best

picture of the three when

used on an A4000" - auote
horn AtnlgaWotld, November 1994

43995

Creative Computers

is currently looking

for Salespeople to he

in our Mail Order

department and

Storefronts located it)

California. Ifyou are

interested, fax

resumes to

(3/0)222-5882

talk
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ORDER

HOTLINE

Canada 800-548-2512
Order Hours:

Mon. - Fri 6am to 6pm
Sat. Sam to 5pm (P



Figure 1. Four Painting Effects applied (L-R, T-B) in IFX2 to the Tut image: Brushstroke,

Eye, Dot, Smoke.

ImageFX 2.0 is the most significant upgrade

that any Amiga image processing program

has gone through in years. Has this edition

of ImageFX become king of the mountain,

leaving its competition gasping for air on

the dizzying heights? My answer is "yes",

but read on and allow me to explain why.

The IFX interface

ImageFX 2.0 uses five separate

modular screens: Scanner, Paiette, Toolbox,

Render, and Print, and as many graphic

controls spread among these screens as any

professional or playful Amiga user could

ever hope to encounter. There is no need to

search for hidden esoteric buttons or bland

verbal commands, as all of ImageFX

Identifiable graphic toggles and switches

are clearly labeled as to what they do. There

are also other little things in the interface

that wind up being not inconsequential to

professional users. A case in point is the

way thai IFX addresses the resizing of

targeted graphics. Several options are

included that are unique to this software

alone, like its ability to change the targeted

Figure 2. Four more Effects: Bricks, Crystallize, Straw, and Dragon Scales.

ImageFX

2.0
by R. Shamms Mortier

Has this edition

of ImageFX

become king of

the mountain?

structure from pixels to "ruled" units, a

mathematical comparison of height/width

increments. There are also size presets for

various resolution applications, from a

preset for the FireCracker and Super VGA

options to all of the standard NTSC and

PAL modes. When it comes to cropping,

everything is set before you on an interac

tive graphics screen as opposed to a

separate screen that has to be accessed.

That, in fact, is the major advantage that

1FX2 offers all around, a graphics display

that can be accessed by simple and clear

choices.

IFX2 Direct Hardware support

IFX2 supports all of the Amiga 24-bit

environments and than some, including all

of the Amiga AGA modes. It has support

for the Epson 300/60078W Scanners and

also the VLAB-YC. My tests were an Amiga

2000 {with OpalVision), a 3000T (in

standard resolutions), and a 4000 (with

AGA modes addressed). In all situations,

IFX2 worked flawlessly. Not only does it

render very fast to the OpalVision

hardware, but you can even choose to have

IFX come up with the full Opal screen in the

preview mode as well. Every Opal owner is

going to lust to add this software to their

Opal kits. As an owner of a Primera Pro

color printer, 1 am also happy to see

Primera support added to IFX. To access the

Pro version of the printer (300 x 600), you

have to use the Pro driver that comes with

the printer. DPS PAR (Professional

Animation Recorder) users will be happy to

leam that IFX can now convert images to

that format. There is also support for P1CT

vector and JPEG (for the Macintosh user or

Mac emulator owner); PIC (in all resolu-

28 AMA/.lSG Co.Xtl'UTIXG



dons and color depths, GRASP/GL and DL

animation frames (MS-DOS); SGI RGB,

WaveFront, and Softimage (Silicon

Graphics); MPEG, X-Windows, Abekas 960,

Sun Raster, and even Commodore-64 Koala

pad output files (if you're old enough to

remember this format).

How about vastly improved font

handling? The only attribute missing from

this reworked option is the inability to

import fonts from other than the native font

directory. Otherwise, there is more than the

usual number of options here. One of my

favorites is the ability to import and export

large blocks of text that you may have

saved out in ASCII from your word

processor. As an aid in the production of

quality text slides and graphics, [FX2 has a

special toggle that allows you to anti-alias

the imported fonts, necessary in the case of

jaggy bitmaps, though it's advisable to use

the vector type fonts whenever possible.

Everything is available at a glance in IFX2's

"text generator" requester: Bold, Italic,

Underline, Remapping the font colors,

adding an "Extra Border", Anti-aliasing,

and justification. In addition, 1FX2 has a

work area in this same space that allows

you to add multiple lines of text that you

can store on screen, accessing each as your

needs dictate. This becomes important in

text slides, because often it is the designer's

need to use different fonts on interweaved

lines of text. Any effect or texture or

distortion that can be applied to the graphic

can be applied to the text brush as well,

giving you all sorts of unique looks.

Interactive Previews...

the industry standard revisited on

the Amiga

Applying an IFX2 Effect, Hook, or

Distort to a graphic can take a compara

tively long time, especially when it

represents a complicated list of options.

IFX2's competition makes you wait until

the effect is applied before you can view the

results and then you have to undo them if

they aren't to your liking. With IFX2, when

an alteration is about to be applied to either

the whole image, a selected region, or even

a grabbed brush (including a text brush)

two associated postage stamp sized views

pop up next to your choices. The top one

represents the graphic selected before the

effect, and the other a comparison after the

effect. Often the top view can also be

interactively manipulated as well, which

causes the numeric sliders to move in turn.

As you alter the parameters either

interactively or with the associated sliders

and choose "preview" (the second postage

Figure 3 (top). Four IFX2 Distorts: Swirl, Wave, Punch, Polar Blur.

Figure 4 (bottom). Four ARexx examples: Disperse, halftone, Negative, and Solarize.

stamp sized view), the alterations become

visible, allowing you a full view of what

will become the final image. This option

alone will save you mega amounts of time

and frustration in the manipulation of your

images. This feature emulates one found on

high end image manipulation programs on

other platforms, like Adobe PhotoShop on

the Mac.

In IFX2, images are manipulated on a

separate "preview" screen, different from

their final rendering. Both the Preview-

screen and final renders may be targeted to

standard Amiga, Amiga 1.3, DCTV,

OpalVision, HGS, and "Foreign" selections

(the last represents other boards like the

Retina). What's useful about this approach

is that even the Preview screen can be set

up in various Amiga modes, AGA modes,

DCTV, OpalVision, "SuperAmiga" modes,

or simply at the resolution of the

WorkBench screen. Each situation can vary,

depending upon the configuration of your

system. As an OpalVision owner, 1 was

excited to be able to select the Opal option

and see the IFX2 menu superimpose itself

over the 2-lbit OpalVision screen in Preview

mode. As part of the process, selections for
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Figure 5 (top). You can almost hear the crackle of this IFX2 lightning.

Figure 6 (bottom). The modular IFX2 Interface.

the preview mode can he addressed as

grayscale, color, dithered color, <\nd HAM

(with a special "Lo-ResOnly" option

added). IFX2 allows you to truly tailor its

use to your own unique Amiga specifica

tions, and does so in clearly understandable

language.

IFX2 Prefs Requester

The IFX2 image manipulation engine

is driven by the selections you choose in its

special Prefs section, a very complete screen

in itself that has an amazing array of

options and checkoff. A simple mouse

click gets you there atany lime, so if your

machine configuration changes, you can

simply change and save the new prefer

ences. The only selection that 1 miss having

a go at is one that would allow more than a

single printout at a time, but everything

else is here, including preview options like

choosing a scanner (Epson, IVFG, or

VLAB), Printer (Prefs 1 or 2, PostScript, or

Primera), Load/Save hotkeys, and (my

favorite) selecting how many levels of Undo

you want to have. All of the Pref changes

can be saved out, so that they become the

default next time you boot up. Another

dozen check-off options (like saving

thumbnails with the file) and toggling

coordinates on are also included. There's

even a separate area where you can enable

virtual memory, including whatever hard

disk partition is to be used for it. Both the

screen preview modes and the final render

modes can be saved out here as well. You

want to use another file requester when

loading or saving files? How about

choosing from ASL standard or thumbnail

included, and even having the option to use

the ASL file or font requester when it comes

to font directories?

Painting and Amazing Flare Effects

IFX2 has the best flare options of any

Amiga software, and that includes

LightWave. And remember, IFX2 allows

you to preview every effect before you

apply it, including interactively moving the

flare parameters and radii in the preview

stamps. The added options make flare

creation limitless as far as variety goes.

Under "Effects", there are both Radial Star

and Lens Flares. Radial Stars have options

that include adjusting the number of star

"points" from 1 to 90, altering the thickness,

angle, and color of the points. The points

can be straight, taper in/out, or act as flares.

There's a whole separate list of sliders for

adjusting the corona glows. At first glance,

lens Flare creation seems a little less

complex, but it can be just as variable.

Anamorphic stretches can be added and the

radius/brightness altered. And then there's

a little line at the bottom of the Lens Flare

requester that says "Artifacts", which opens

a whole separate list of goodies. Spots,

diagonal, vertical, and horizontal streaks,

hexagons, rainbows, dots, rings,., they're all

here waiting to be explored (remember

before we even heard of lens Flares?).

One of the neatest new options is the

creation of Lightning, so neat that you'll

have a hard time not overusing it at first.

Yes, Norbert, IFX2 has a true lightning bolt

generator with so many options you may

stall out for weeks just playing with this

attribute alone. You can adjust the strength,

size, and coloration of the bolts, and saving

a bunch out as animated single frames

opens up a wealth of additional possibili

ties.

Painting

IFX2 is one of the most versatile

painting utilities that the Amiga can boast,

and much of that is based upon its new

"PaintFX", one of the choices in the Special

(continued on page 55)
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Fully optical mouse. Works or all

Amigas! No tracking ball to clean!

Bring a plamtanum to your desktop! Realistically

displays the night sky anywhere on earth from 4,713

BC to 10,000 AD. Requires AmigaDOS 2.04 or greater,

2 MB RAM (1 MB Chip) and a hard drive.

Z&tLI
Takes painting quality and performance for the vidso

toaster to a new levei. Fulf-screen realtime 24-bi:

painting and an exclusive 12-bit Alpha Channel support

for blending and compositing. Compatible with Viceo

Toaster 2.0,3.0,3.1 and Toaster 4000.

© So®
The lastest paint program on the Amiga!

Features high resolutions, anim tools, true

2-4-bit editing, powerful brush manipulation

and multiple levels.

Access the power of CD-ROM on the Amiga.

ASIMCDFS 3.0 includes file system, audio CD

player, CDTV. and CD32 emulation modules, plus

FishMarket CD. Provides access to ISO 9660, High

Sierra, and Macintosh HPS CD-ROM formats.

Requires AmigaDOS 2.0 or higher

Create 30 fractal landscapes with this powerful

package. Supports USGS and Vista DEM files.
Unlimited scene size. Requires 4 MB RAM, hard drive,
AmigaDOS 2.04 or greater, and a 68030+ processor.

Run any MAC application on your

Amiga in FULL COLOR with

The worlds First Multi-Platform

Emulation System

Emplant Basic $238
Emplant Deluxe $339

MAC ROMS NOT INCLUDED!

586 Emulation Module $86

RMIGH

HIDEO
IURBEHOUSE

avec Flight Recorder
Expansion for toe NewTek WrJeo flyer

• 2O0W P/S • 5 PC SlOtS • a 3.5" bays •

- 3 5.25- bays ■ 3 SCSI channels •

• 2 cooling fans •

Video Toaster 4000

Video Toaster Flyer

Seagate 9.1 GB SCSI drive

Seagate 4 CB SCSI drive

Seagate 2 CB SCSI drive

Lightwave 3D «aru alone version

DPS Personal Animation Recorder

1.7 GB SCSI drive for PAR

DPS Personal TBC IV

DPS Personal Vectorscope

Hollywood FX

Image FX

Art Department Pro 2,5

Multi Layer for appro

$1995
$4495
CALL

CALL

CALL

$549
$1699
$1130
$849
$769

$285
$259

$189
$82

INCLUDES

SUPERGEN SX
BRILLIANCE 2.0

BROADCAST TITLER II

DLG PRO
A complete FIDONet ready BBS system for the

hobbyist or professional! DLG provides you with

all the tools necessary to start a bulletin board

system on your Amiga!

2000/500 Boost your power with the MegAChip

2000/500 Graphics Memory Board! Uses

1MB RAM already in 2000/500 as 2MB

contiguojs block of chip RAW wilhout any

special software.

AMIGA

OS 3.1A500/A2000$145

A1200 $159

A3OOO $159

A4000 $159

2.1 OS KIT $99
WITH ROM & SOFTWARE FOR A500/A2000

AMIGA
DatafIyer 500 SCSI

120 MB SCSI HD

170 MB SCSI HD

Derringer

Megachip 2000/500
3.1 OS for A500

improve your productivity with
these excellent accessories.

NEW

Computer Books
from FUTURE PUBLISHING

AN You Need to Know About PCs $19

All You Need to Know About Excel 5.0(PC| S16

Ail You Need to Know About the Internet(PC) $19

-net Guide #1 - Getting On Line (PC) $10

.net Guide #2 - Communicating On Line $10

.net Guide #3 - Using the Net $10

.net Guide #10 - Worldwide Web $10

The Modem and Comms Guidebook $26

Ultimate Amos $26

Pocket Workbench & AmigaDOS Reference $12

Internet, Modems & Whole Comms Thing(PC) $26

A1200s, CD-ROMS and Things to Know $26

Arexx: Your Amiga's Built-in Turbocharger $24

Bruce Smith Books
for theAMIGA

A to Z of Workbench j S29.95

A1200 Beginners Pack < S79.95

A1200 Insiders Guide Next Steps m S29.95

A1200 Insiders Guide tn. S29.95

Amiga Disk Drives Insider Guide S29.95

Assembler Insider Guide S29.95
Mastering Amiga Arexx $43.95

Mastering Amiga Amos $43.95

Mastering Amiga Assembler $49.95

Mastering Amiga Beginners $39.95

Mastering Amiga C S43.95

Mastering AmigaDOS 2 Vol 1 $43.95

Mastering AmigaDOS 2 Vol 2 S39.95

Mastering AmigaDOS 3 Vol 1 Tutorial $43.95

Mastering AmigaDOS 3 Vol 2 Reference $43.95

Mastering Amiga Printers S39.95

Mastering Amiga System $59.95

Workbench Basic Tutorial Video $29.95
IVHS VIDEOTAPE)

u ■

a.

$29

$29

$32

$26
$26

$29
$26
$29

$29

$26

$39
$19
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The worraT~firsf32-bit game
system is back in stock!

Includes microcosm, Chaos

Engine ana croliers

Encyclopedia.

• serial connector ibm ATcomoatibie

• Parallel connector • A1200 Video &

Floppy connector • IDE Haro Drive S at-

101 Keyboard connector -MPEG

passtnrougn •Mucnmorei

naooo

add CD32 compatibility to your Amiga 4000.
This new software allows most CD32 software to run

with your A4000 and any CD-ROM

drive. From Bliltersoft.

new nTSC 3.0 version! Use your vCfi as a backup
storage device. 200 Amiga flop

py disks fit on a four hour tape
Works on A500. A1200. or A2000. f=N-.,

Tne ZAPPO Drive allows A1200 users to enjoy the full game-play of

tne CD-32 and tne utilities of a full double spin CDRom drive. Built-
in Aklko software emulation allows for those fantastic CD-J2 anlma^

tions Mice Microcosm.

NOW INCLUDES:

Nkrocosn

F17 aniteage/onk

Brutal Sports FootMU

Alwtlrwd/Proiertl

m

Sup*f CDS2 control Md

• uses PCMCIA SLOT
• DOUBLE SPEED • 300 Kb/Sec. TRANSFER

• EMULATES PLANAR £ AKIKO FOR

CD-32 PERFORMANCE

• POWER FRONT LOADING TRAY
• FRONT HEADPHONE JACK & VOL. CONTROL
• SIMULTANEOUSLY PLAY MUSIC CD; & RUN

SOFTWARE ON AMIGA SIDE

Megaiosound is an amazingly low

cost, full featured. 8 Bit Stereo

sound sampler. But that's

not all! IC alsofeatures Direct-to-

Disk Recording of samples, up to(
56kHz sample rate.

AMICA Telecommunications enters the

90's! finally, everything you need to start cruising the

Information super highway In one easy to use

package.100% Amiga Style Guide compliant.

Takes full advantage of Amiga WB 2.0 and higher. 1 =

Supports 300 to 115.200 BPS

DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

Complete animation system with double

buffering, prioritized ob|ect display, custom

ODJect/odJea & object/background collision

detection s response. Automatic placement & Animation of

Multl-seguenced animated objects. And much more!

CLARITY IB

OEVPACS

HIGHSPEED PASCAL

PROPLIGHT

SEQUENCER ONE

SEOUENCER ONE PLUS

HIT KIT

SAMPLE SERIES-ALl 5

SAMPLESERIES-ONE

S79

$109
S29

S29
S72

S29

MS
S14

HIS0FTBASIC2

VIDEOMASTER

VIDEOMASTER 1200

COLORMASTER

PRO-MIDI $85

OREGON

Realize the full potential of Your

A1200 with the dkb 1240 expansion board.
With the DKB 12flO Installed in your A1200 you will have
the added power you need. Using Industry standard

5imm Modules, you can add from 1 to iaa Megs of
memory. With the SCSI controller option added, you

can add various types of peripherals. The Real Time
Clock and Calender will

always Keep you up-to date . f—s ,—i s—v.

and the 63030 co-processor i$H>J{A L( 0 )
running at 40 mhz will bring i "h1—t_A J

scsi option S95

XL DRIVE - HIGH DENSITY
High Density External Drive For any Amiga

formats 1.76MB with standard DD OlsKs
compatlDle for PC Disks

requires work
Bench 2.1 or above

internal for Adooo $145

All the options of tne Cobra sc, but wltn the power of a 50MHz
68CJ0 and a 50 MHz FPU! _

RETINA
24Bit Frame Buffer ana workbench

1 latlon. Analog rgh output, aooxeoo FuM
1 MBit 16 7 million color display Non-

nterlaced Full Workbench Emulation
wltn resolution such as 1021x768 or 1280x1023 in 16 colors or even morel
Up to 2400x1200' Paint program comes with Retina. The Retina can still
be used to display ;dBlt qrapnics while emulating Workbench. Reaulres
the 2 0 or greater operating system.

retina zn-4mb...$459 Retina Zlli (&UU

With this software solution you may double the

capacity of your disk or hard disk drives. Easy In
stallation and works InvisiDie in the backgroung.

The compression ratios vary from SOS to 70V DIs:
Expander does not only expand tne capacity of
your 01 it drive, even fiopov disks
now have a sro-age space of ap

proximately 1.5 megabytes.

[Works with all drivesi.

The original Amiga paint

program Just got a whole

lot better! Now supports

24 bit as well as ACA.

FASTER, too.

PltGMPH 24-Bit
FLATBED SCANNERS
The MS12001 MS24O0 let YOU scan 16 7

million colon. 2S6 true greys. I line art.

Perfect for tne Toaster I otnef video

multimedia, & DTP applications.

M52400 FREE MS1200

ICOLORSURSTHANDSCANNER...S3M • MONOCHROME HflWOSCANWEB...S199

t'i/uil Iktta

Final Copy 11.

Final Writer..

Designed for people who need a

convenient tool to keep track of

lists and Information. Fast sort fea

tures and quick printer output. Can

be used wltn Final Copy and Final

Writer or stand alone.

$59
$112

Checks & Balances
Ths latest

Generation in

Personal L small

Buiinesj Heco-d

Keeping and

Finance

Management

EXPANSION
D/VTWF=LYi

U*ing Tichnolow Atsntttit Sim IMG

Now add up to 5 SCSI devices nice CO

ROMs. removaDie media drives, tape

bact'UQ systems ana scanners

witnout using the 'CPU slot" or an "expansion slot". The DataFlyer SCSI

aracrses to tne !DE header and converts It to also run SCSI.
Operate vour original IDE/AT drive at me same time. Easy

PLUC-IN Installation. Includes external DB25 corneaor.

hardware caniesanaoreosoftware. forA1200....

forMOOo''

MRC

Read and write Macintosn format

ted disks on your Amiga! Exchange

data from spreadsheets, databases,

CAD programs and more (low desi-

ty Mac disks require Macintosh 800k

drive).
■■-•,■■■_ 1 ■;",■' ' ■

on Airaga Compute

S 5 REMOVABLE SYCHJE5T HARD DRIVE D/VTVVr I_Y
AWDO«Tintemaiw/cart SJ95 _T___ _ . , ,__ ,

w/can S4S9 A1200 External IDE Case
AMOV20CO SCSI external w/cart $539; ,„,.,.. Wnil, c^h. , K. U,M n~.
1Q5MI? cartfMge ST» ; Install Your Favnnie 3.5 Hard Otm

DataFtyer 500 scsl controler

DataflyerRAM-CA500

DataFlyer 500 IDE controller

Stag

59S

Sias

DaOFIyer 500 IDE/SCSI compo S1S5; cables and

DataFlyer 4D005X-25 SCSI S9S i connections

The only software 80286 emulator

for the Amiga. Runs on ALL Amlgas

with Klckstart 1.2 or higher. Runs

Windows and MS-DOS applications
(MS-DOS and Wlndowssoftware not

included).

Aminet (Walnut Creek) $19

Aminet Cold 11/94 $17

Ultimate MOD Collection $22

Audio Resource $19

GIFs Galore $19

GIF Galaxy $19

Graphics Resource $19

Labyrinth of Time $32

Groliers Encyclopedia $49

project Cutenburg $19
Space & Astronomy $25

SFX CD-ROM $25

GolfiSh (FF1-1000) $18

3D ROM VOl. 1 $87

3D ROM Vol. 2 $87
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ALL NEW WORLD OP

Lead three Lemmings tribes I Egyptian,

Classic, and Shadowl as tfiey attempt to
tsme new homelands. Over 90 new
leveis.new. larger Lemmings, ana For me

first time ever. Dad guys to be

confronted! i PAL) ,-«-. (

*&% '

EUROPEAN TOUR

Take to the links across Europe's mcst
challenging courses. Play levels Include

Skins Challenge. Tournament Play, and a
full-fledged Shootout!

AMIGA

L^QD
Shag must use his lightning fast
martial arts techniques io overcome

11 evil warriors on his way to duel
the; terrifying Sett. There are loads
of secret moves to discover and

master

MECACRIP2 ■v M

QuickShot PYTHON

MORTAL KOMBAr II
The hottest same of 19M comes to
the Amiga wftti all of Its fury Intact!
New characters, new moves, and all
the fataltttesi Can you defeat Shao

Khan?

From the far reaches of the galaxy comes

Suoef Stardust Che most spectacular space-

.ige dogfight simulation ever! Surprise

attacks and nigh-speed battle sequences

and make this game tne challenge you've
Deen waiting For!

CD32

BMiPORTE

INTERNATIONAL SOCCER

ft perfectly executed bicycle kick by
Germany! A header Into We goal by
Argentina! It's the most animation 3nd
player control In any sports game!

!Soi!R

ILLUSIONS
Three all new tables and multlball
capability ninkc for [he hottest plnbaii

simulator on ANy platform! Great sound
ana realistic action for ACA Amlgas
only !(PALI

A

Tired of beat em uo games mat promise more tnan
meyfleliver? snadow Flgmer delivers! With 17
cnaraaerc to fignt wltn 25 moves per characteri a

unique training level, one button control option,
and eye-popping graphics! I PAL)

■■ wait Disney's JUNGLI

(2b

Disney's animated hero comes to life In
' this excited action title for the ACA
I system. Save Princess Jasmine from the
; eviUafar!

NOW IN STOCK!

The Jungle is no place for wimps1
Exciting sequel to Desert Strike!

wait Disney's

Now you can tie part of trie adventure

of Dlsneys magical movie. Guide Slmba

through seven levels as he claims his
rightful place as The Lion King!

UON'KINC

RISE OP THE

COMPILATION

Revolutionary 3D graphics combine with
state-of-the-art beat em uo action to
create one of the best computer games

ever available!

four of the best Amiga games are now

available at one low price! cannon
Fodder, T2- The Arcade Came. The Chaos
Engine, and Ttie settlers. (Pali

March Into battle once more! An alien

race has kidnapped you & your men ana

they want you to fight their battles for
_ them. The problem is their battles are

** scattered an overtime!
AMIGA ACA CD52

$42 $45 $48
SB ACA AMIGA G^'S

AMIGA FATERT

lln

!
'

1490 N. Hermiage Rd. Hermitage. PA 16148 FAX: 1-412-962-0279

50 TO 5M 7S «lrJBU«l SS «»m« N0BM*llIWmiNlBUS
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Don't miss the litest news and reviews in Amiga Computing or CD-ROM games.

Magazines available covering the Amiga, CD-ROM,
Multimedia, PC and Mac CDs.

SUBSCRIBE TODAY! CALL 800-258-0533
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ORDER UNE CUSTOMER SERVICE HOURS
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BARS & PIPES PROF 2.5

SUPER JAM

CONSULTRON

CROSS DOS5PLUS

CROSS MAC

DKB

..,, 220 00

79.00

60.00

105.00

ADSPEC

ALADDIN 4D 249.00

A.I.R.

FD EXTERNAL AIR DRIVE 89.00

AVEC

AVEC TOWER - AMIGA VIDEO EXP CHASSIS 299.00

AVEC FLIGHT RECORDER 349.00

AXIOM

WAVE LINK 95.00

PIXEL 3D PRO 2.0 149.00

ANIM WORKSHOP 2.0 99.00

WAVEMAKER 129.00

B & B COMPUTER

EXT CASE -1 BAY CLOSED FRT-SCSI 99.00

EXT CASE -1 BAY OPEN FRONT-SCSI 99.00

EXT CASE -1 BAY OPEN UPRIGHT-SCSI 109.00

EXT CASE -1 BAY CLOSED UPRIGHT-SCSI 109.00

EXT CASE-2 HALF HIGH BAYS-5 1/4-SCSI 149.00

EXT CASE-2 HALF HIGH BAYS-3 1/2-SCS1 149.00

EXT CASE 4 BAY-OPEN FRONT-5 1/4-SCSI 259,00

EXT CASE 4 BAY-OPEN FRONT-3 1/2-SCSI 259.00

BLUE RIBBON SOUNDWORKS

BARS & PIPES PROF 2.5

SUPER JAM

ONSULTRON

CROSS DOS 5 PLUS

CROSS MAC

1KB

A1200 CLOCK W/BATT BACKUP .... 25.00

A2632 MEM EXP FOR A2620/263O 179.00

DISK EXPANDER 37.00

DKB 1240 289.00

DKB 3128 295.00

DKB 1202 EXPANSION BOARD 99.00

FD EXTERNAL 1.76 HIGH DENSITY 134.00

FD INTERNAL 1.76 HIGH DENSITY 145.00

MULTISTARTII REV 6A 29.00

PERSONAL PAINT v6.1 49.00

PERSONAL PAINT FONT MAKER 49.00

PERSONAL PAINT WITH FONT MAKER 90.00

ELECTROHOME

MONITOR MULTI-SYNC1440 469.00

EXPANSION SYSTEMS

A601 RAM BOARD OMB 39.00

DATAFLYER 2000 SCSI 80.00

DATAFLYER RAM A2000 89.00

DATAFLYER 500 SCSI 149.00

OATAFLYER RAM-C A500 95.00

DATAFLYER 500 POWER SUPPLY 67.00

DATAFLYER 500 SCSI PASS THRU 12.95

DATAFLYER 500 IDE 145.00

DATAFLYER 2000 IDE 79.00

DATAFLYER 105AT-4 INT IDE 395.00

DATAFLYER 105AT-4 EXT IDE 505.00

DATAFLYER 105S-4-INTSCS! 459,00

DATAFLYER 105S-4-EXT SCSI 619.00

DATAFLYER 105PSPWR SUPPLY 30.00

DATAFLYER 4000SX 8900

DATAFLYER 4000SX-25 95.00

DB25 CABLE KIT 9.00

DATAFLYR XDS IDE-A600/A1200 79.00

DATAFLYER XDS POWER SUPPLY 70.00

DATAFLYER XDS POWER ADAPTER 12.00

DATAFLYER A1200 SCSI + 92.00

DATAFLYER A4O00 SCSI + 99.00

FARGO

PRIMERA COLOR PRINTER 795.00

PRIMERA PRO COLOR PRINTE 1495.00

PHOTO REALISTIC UPGRADE KIT 225.00

PRUDUCTIVITY SOFTWARE (IMPORT)

ADDRESS IT V1.1 23.00

AMOS PROFESSIONAL 64.00

AMOS PRO COMPILER 45.00

DELUXE MUSIC CONST 2.0 136.00

MAVIS BEACON 2 42.00

PAINT AND CREATE 34.00

PRINT MASTER BUNDLE 25.00

SCALAMULTI MEDIA V300 329.00

HARD DRIVES

CALL FOR CURRENT PRICING AND AVAILABILITY

HARDWARE (IMPORT)

COMPETITION PRO 5000 JOYSTICK 20.00

JOYSTICK ANALOG - SPEED KING 14.00

MOUSE OPTO-MECH EKLIPSE 29.00

VID112 SOUND & VISION 165.00

VID112 129.00

VID112 (RT) 255.00

VIDI24 RT 379.00

1HH.DVLSIQH

ALPHA PAINT 599.00

BROADCAST TITLER II 149.00

BROADCAST TITLER II FONT PK2 125.00

BROADCAST TITLER II FONT ENHANCER 125.00

MONTAGE TOASTER VERSION 317.00

MONTAGE FONTS 1 125.00

MONTAGE24 250.00

MONTAGE POSTSCRIPT MODULE 169.00

LYPPENS

VIDEO BACKUP SYSTEM 93.00

MACROSYSTEMS US

MULTIFRAME-ADPRO 72.00

TV PAINT PROFESSIONAL 219.00

WARP ENGINE 28MHZ ACCELERATOR 799.00

WARP ENGINE 33MHZACCELERATOR1 199.00

WARP ENGINE 40MHZ ACCELERATOR 1429.00

WARP ENGINE 40MHZ -A3000 1579.00

MEDIA 4 PRODUCTIONS

MAXD0S2.0 89.00

MICRO R & D A1200 RAM EXPANSION 99.00

BIGF00TA500 POWER SUPPLY 86.00

BIGFOOT A2000 POWER SUPPLY 146.00

DIRECTORY OPUS 5.0 69.00

EDGE 59.00

GIGAMEM 3.12 59 00

GP-FAX CLASS I & II 62.00

MAXFAX 14,400 MODEM W/GP FAX 269.00

MIDI OMNI EUREKA INTERFACE 44.00

POWER SUPPLY A4000 SWiTCHABLE 299.00

SWIFTY MOUSE 26.00

M1GRAPJ
HANDSCANNER COLORBURST/OCR 399.00

OCR SCANNING SOFTWARE 249.00

SCANNER-FLATBED MS1200 899.00

SCANNER-FLATBED MS2400 1099.00

SHEET FEEDER FOR MS2400 529.00

NOAHJIS

TOCCATA

RETINA VIDEO ENCODER EXT

RETINA Z31MB GRAPHICS BD

RETINA Z3 4MB GRAPHICS BD

RETINA Z2 4MB GRAPHICS BD

RETINA EXTERNAL SWITCHER

RETINA VIDEO ENCODER INT

STUDIO DS PRINTER SOFTWARE.,

V LAB — Y/C EXTERNAL

VLAB — Y/C INTERNAL

V LAB MOTION CARD

V LAB MOTION SYSTEM

V LAB MOTION SYSTEM PLUS Z3

RETINA A1084 CABLE

0REGON RESEARCH

.. 379.00

.. 139.00

.. 529.00

.. 685.00

.. 459.00

,. 135.00

.... 66.00

89.00

. 420.00

.. 459.00

1525.00

1825.00

2499.00

.... 29.99

CLARITY 16 SOUND DIGITIZER

COLORMASTER

DEVPAC3

GAMESMITH

HIGHSPEED PASCAL

HIS0FTBASIC2

HIT KIT

MAXON MAGIC

MEGALOSOUND

MIDI INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEO

PERSONAL FINANCE MANAGER +

PROFLIGHT

PROMIDI

SAMPLE SERIES-ALL 5

SAMPLE SERIES-ONE

SEQUENCER ONE

SEQUENCER ONE PLUS

TERMITE

VIDEOMASTER

VIDEOMASTER1200

PXX1/ AEGIS

149.00

.. 79.00

... 79.00

... 99.00

109.00

.. 86.00

... 29.00

.. 30.00

.. 49.00

.. 36,00

...49.00

... 29.00

.. 29.00

.. 45.00

.. 14.00

.. 29.00

.. 72.00

.. 39.00

.. 89.00

.. 89.00

SUPERBASEPERSONAL

SUPERBASEIVV.1.2

SUPERBASE PERSONAL 4

VIDEOSTAGE PRO

VIDEOSTAGE PRO+

VIDEOSTAGE PRO+ MODULE

PARAVISIOH

SX-1+ EXPANSION INTERFACE (CD32)

KEYBOARD AT-101 STYLE (CD32)

M1230XA 33/33/0

M1230XA 50/50/0

MBX1200Z50MHZ882

A1200 CLOCK (INTERNAL)

PURE LOGIC SOFTWARE

.. 25.00

185.00

110.00

125.00

349.00

.. 65.00

.229.00

...39.00

219.00

299.00

249.00

.. 25.00

ON THE BALLV1.3

SOFTLOGIK

37.00

PAGESTREAM 3.0

TYPESMITH2.5

VIRTUAL REALITY UBS

209.00

115.00

DISTANT SUNS 5.0

MAKE PATH FLIGHT DIRECTOR.

VISTA PRO 3.0 REQ. 4MB

VISTA PRO LIGHT

ZAPPJJ

49.00

.32.00

49.00

32.00

ZAPPO DRIVE 369.00

PRICES SUBJECT CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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With the Fred Fish Disk 1000, Mr. Fish

completed a landmark in freely

redistributable software. He also completed

his last floppy disk and turned to CD-ROM as

a means of distributing software on the

Amiga. Unfortunately, many Amiga users still

do not have a CD-ROM for their favorite

computer but want to remain current with the

best that the non-commercial software world

has to offer. For these users, Fred has

authorized the creation of a floppy library

series to coincide with his CD-ROM releases.

The first forty disks are outlined below.

Fred Fish Disk 1001

AmigaGuide 34.6 Commodore AmigaGuide

hypertext utilily. Author: Commodore

Business Machines

MultiFileSystem 1.1 is an interface to other file

systems. Author: Nicola Salmoria

Fred Fish Disk 1002

Bview 1.10 IFF Viewer with extensive GUI lor

every lunction. Author: Joeri Alberty

SIRDS.GEN 3.14 Single Image Random Do!

Stereogram generator with function plotting

Author Michael Mutschler

Fred Fish Disk 1003

Scout 1.3 A tool lhal allows you to monitor your

Amiga. Aulhor: Andreas Gelhausen

VMM 2.1 Virtual memory lor Amigas w/68030/

68040 Author: Martin Apel

Fred Fish Disk 1004

Heddley 1.18 Composes AmigaGuide files

easily. Aulhor: Edd Dumbill

WANT 1.017 Searches texttiles for keywords

Author Will Bow

Fred Fish Disk 1005

AmiCDFS 37.5 CDROM file system, also reads

Mac floppy & hd. Author: Nicola Salmoria,

based on AmiCDROM by Frank Munkert

AmiCDROM 1.13 ISO-9660 standard CDROM

file system Aulhor: Frank Munkert

Mine Clone 1.1 Another clone of Minesweeper-

style games. Author: Nico Max

Schiffeversenken 1.0 Find and sink your

opponents ships. Author: Andreas Zottmann

and Felix Eichhorn

Fred Fish Disk 1006

AGWriter 1.03 Produce AmigaGuide files from

text files Author: David McPaul

ReqChange 3.4 Makes system use Reqlools

requesters. Author: Magnus Holmgren

SystemGuide 1.0 Guide to Amiga software

system files. Aulhor: Dan Elgaard

Fred Fish Disk 1007

AIBB 6.5 GUI-based CPU performance tester.

Author: LaMonte Koop

TAUI ?.? A Magic User Interface for your Iharc.

Author: JCirgen Schober

UOut 1.1 Joins and decodes split uuencoded

files. Author: Roland Acton

UUCode 36.9 Optimized stand-alone uuencode/

uudecode. Aulhor: Ralph Seichter

uulnOul 1.03 A pair of very rapid uuencode/

decoders. Aulhor: Nicolas Dade

Fred Fish Disks

1001 to 1040

Utilities, Games, Databases,

and more populate this long

awaited extension of the

Fred Fish Library.

UUxT 3.0b CLI/GUI-based UUEncoder/

UUDecoder. Author; Asher Feldman

Fred Fish Disk 1008

Balder'sGrove 1.2 Yet another Boulderdash

clone ihis time inspired by Nordic mythology.

Author: Morgan Antonsson

DviHP 2.1 Print DVI files on HP-LJ (PCL5

support). Author: Ales Pecnik

MemMinisler 1.1 monitors your memory-usage

Author: Marcus Ohlstrom

WipeOut! 1.3 The Ultimate non-commercial

shoot'em up. Author: Tero Lehtonen

Fred Fish Disk 1009

ADDRESSMANAGER for MUI 1.0 Utility to

manage name/address info. Author:

MICHAEL SCHIKORA

db 2.3 Database with GadToo! look. Author

David Ekholm, Datadosen

MousoMeter 3.12 Measures mouse movement.

Aulhor: Wolfgang Breyha. Michael Matzl

RemindMe 1.0 A simpie events reminder. Author:

Marcus J. Stratmann

Fred Fish Disk 1010

IFFMaster 1.3 Show IFF structure & chunk

contents. Aulhor: Kay Drangmeister

IntuiDex 1.1 Easy to use club membership

database and mailing list manager. Author:

Jeffery C. May

OpaqueMove 1.0 An Opaque Window Movement

Commodity. Author: Steve Koren

ReNum 2.1 Changes the names of sequences of

files. Aulhor: Emil Astrom

RO 0.81 A MUl-Based FileManager. Author:

Oliver Rummeyer

Fred Fish Disk 1011

Anim3D 1.4 Plays anims written in special

language. Author: Michael George

BluffTitler 1.0 A Realtime 3D Titling System.

Author: Michie! den Outer

DepacklFF 1.7 Depacks file packed by ByteRun

algorithm. Author: Marcin Orlowski

HyperANSI 1.08 ANSI character & graphics

editor. Aulhor: Mike D. Nelson

LastAlert2 2.1 Will show the last alert or guru.

Aulhor: Jorgen Da Larsen

PicMerge 2.1 Merges two same-sized BitMaps.

Author Frank Duber

Fred Fish Disk 1012

FileX 2.0 Very nice binary file editor. Author:

Klaas Hermanns

PPrefs 2.0 PPrefs is a screenmode promotion

uliltity. Author: Olaf Gschweng

Fred Fish Disk 1013

Spot 1.3 A FidoNet tosser/editor for points.

Author: Nico Francois

Fred Fish Disk 1014

AntiCicloVir 2.3a Link/File/B8/Validator/Memory

link virus detector and exterminator. Author:

Matthias Gutt

LockColors 1.1a Complete control over

Workbench Palette. Author: Torgeir Hovden

VT 2.68 A comprehensive virus utility package.

nAuthor: Heiner Schneegold

WBPrint 1.03 Prints text on WB screens title bar.

Author: Marcin Orlowski

Fred Fish Disk 1015

CXHandler 2.9 CXHandler is an Exchange clone.

Author: Martin Stengle

Event 1.14 Tool to remember everything you

want. Author: Klaus Muckenhuber

ScreenTool 1.04 Switch between screens using

hotkeys. Author: Klaus Muckenhuber

SerLog 1.3 Debugging device to monitor serial-

IO. Author: Stefan Prols

WipeOut! 1.3

Claims to be the ultimate

non-commercial shoot-

em-up on Fred Fish Disk
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Fred Fish Disks 1001 to 1040 (continued)

SnoopDos 3.0 System and application monitor.

Aulhor: Eddy Carroll

StarBIank 3.1 Screen blanker shows moving

slars. Author: Brian Neal

Fred Fish Disk 1016

BarflyDema 1.10 Very powerful Debugger and

Assembler. Author: Ralph Schmidt

CacheFont 1.1 Vastly increase speed of font

requsters CacheFont is a small patch that will

dramalically increase the speed of font

requesters. Author: Adam Oawes

RevUp 1.2 Amiga Revision Update System

Author: Boris Folgmann StackMon 1.3

Monilors slack usage of programs When run.

Author: David Kinder

StalRam 3.1 Very fast recoverable ram drive.

Author: Richard Waspe Nicola Salmoria

Based on code onginally by Perry S.

Kivolowitz.

StdErr 3.0 A Standard Error Port for Amiga.

Author: Trey Van Riper

UnDel 1.0 Fife Undeleting Utility. Aulhor: Martin

Mares

RAKE 1.1 XPK packer sublibrary. Author:

Karsten Dagelorde

Fred Fish Disk 1017

MartinSofi Pengo ?.? Demo Game based on old

Pengo game. Author: Martin Rebas

Fred Fish Disk 1018

Multiplot XLN-S 1 -01 Intuitive data plotting

program. Author: Alan G Baxter

Fred Fish Disk 1019

AXDifl 1.0 Graphical comparison & merge utility.

Author: Jim Lawrie

Designer 1.50 GUI Creator for C & HSPascal.

V1.42. Author: Patrick van Beem

SMenu 1.0 Powerful and fast-working

screenselector. Author: Jon Anders Haugum

Fred Fish Disk 1020

DFA 2.2 Address database with many features.

Author: Dirk Federlein

Seijcon ?.? Applcon for mass icon manipula

tion. Author: Kev Crate

Fred Fish Disk 1021

AFile 3.30 A datafile manager. Author: Dems

Gounelle

CarCosts 3.06 Keep track of automobile

expenses. Author: Rudiger Dreier

FishButlon 1.0 Popup menus to run FreshFish

CDROM. Author: Steve Edford \n BMX by

Oliver Roberts \n WSRun by Sylvain Rougier

& Pierre Carrette

Fred Fish Disk 1022

Bulletins 2.11 STDIO door lor BBS bulletins.

Author: Tony Preston DataMasterDEMO ?.?

Demo version of a Database program.

Author: Teemu Stpila

QuickFile 3.1 Simple and flexible, flat file

database. Author: Alan Wigginton

Fred Fish Disk 1023

ABank 1.02 Accounls bank management, many

options. Author: David Gaussinel &

Slephane Anquetil

TWC 3.26 Two Way Chat & Send modem.

Author: Lutz Vieweg

Fred Fish Disk 1024

AmiOWK 2.7 QWKMail format offline message

system. Author: Jim Dawson

SNMA 1.97 680x0/6888x Amiga macro

assembler. Author: Samu Nuojua

Fred Fish Disk 1025

THOR 1.25 Offline QWK/HIPPO/ABBS'MBBS

reader. Author: Eivind Nordseth

Fred Fish Disk 1026

Curses 2.10 Link lib of standard "curses"

functions. Author: Sebastiano Vigna

Fred Fish Disk 1027

ARexxAppList 1994.10.11 List of 421 programs

that support ARexx. Author: Daniel J Barrett

PhxAss 4.00 Highly optimizing macro assembler.

Author: Frank Wille
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Battle at Sea 1.0

A basic naval battle

simulation game on Fred

Fish Disk 1039

PhxLnk 4.00 AmigaDOS module linker. Author:

Frank Wille

Fred Fish Disk 1028

CatEdit 1.2 A GUI catalog edilor/lranslator.

Author: Ralael D'Halleweyn

DiskMon 3.0 Disk monilor - lor most block

devices. Author: Jbrg Strohmayer

FelchRefs 1.1 Au!oDoc/C-Asm-E include look-up

tool. Aulhor: AndBrs Melchiorsen

Fred Fish Disk 1029

FlexCat 1.5 Creates calalogs & source lo handle

them. Author: Jochen Wiedmann

Swazlnfo 1.4 Replaces WorkBench information

window. Author: David Swasbrook

WangiPad 1.10 Launch programs Irom a list on

WB. Author: Lee Kindness

Fred Fish Disk 1030

AmiCDROM 1.15 ISO-9660 standard CDROM

filesyslem. Author: Frank Munkert

MazeTest ?.? Iff map reading program in Amos.

Author: Ronald F. Picardi

Fred Fish Disk 1031

Poing 2.2 Multi-tasking ~BreakOut" style game.

Author: Paul van der Valk

Textfield 2.0 Text entry BOOPSI gadget Author:

Mark Thomas

Triton 1.2 An object oriented GUI creation

system. Aulhor: Stefan Zeiger

Fred Fish Disk 1032

ManageCDPics 1.2 A program to manage ail

your pictures. Author: Markus Hillenbrand

YADCP 1.2 CD player interface for SCSI-2

CDROM's. Aulhor: Frank Wurkner

Fred Fish Disk 1033

Atoms 3.00 New game of Atoms. Author:

Miljenko Vrankovic

Fred Fish Disk 1034

CCC 0.2 Trash a large city with your monster.

Author: Ronald F. Picardi

NewAlertHook 40.3 Enhanced Alert display

mechanism. Author: Martin Mares

TIFFView 1.14 Read-view-print

TIFF,MACpaint,GIF,JPEG. Author: Bert

Wynants

Fred Fish Disk 1035

DirMenu Q.9I3 Access files easily with pop up

menus. Author: Jure Vrhovnik

Scorched,Tanks 1,77 A lank warfare game for 2

to 4 players. Aulhor; Michael Welch

Fred Fish Disk 1036

ColConq 1.34f Space strategy game for 1 or 2

persons. Author: Christian Mumenthaler

Fred Fish Disk 1037

JACOsub 2.1 Script player for making video

titles. Author: Alex Matulich

PicBoot 2.6 Displays picture during bootup.

Author: Magnus Holmgren

Verbes 1.2 French verb tutorial. Author Peter

Janes

Fred Fish Disk 1038

MineClone 1.2 Another clone of Minesweeper-

style games. (Author: Nico Max

Wacom 1.16 Wacom tablet driver, controls

Amigamouse. Author: Roland Schwinge!

Fred Fish Disk 1039

BafiteAtSea 1.0 Naval Battle Simulation. Author:

Carsten Magerkurth Filer 3.22 Configurable

GUI-based Directory Utility Filer. Author:

Matthias Scheler

Fred Fish Disk 1040

Browserll 3.0 Directory maintenance utility

.Author: J. Hefte

UnDel 1.1 Very fast file undeleting utility Author:

Martin Mares

•AC-
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AmiBack Plus Tools 79.00

Art Dept Pro 2.5 135.00

Batch Factory 2.0 49.99

Blitz Basic 2 95.00

Brilliance 2.0 89.00

CNetPro3.0 129.00

Can Do 3.0 249.00

Checks & Balances 38.00

Cross MAC 95.00

DLG Pro BBS Software 109.00

Deluxe PaintV 125.00

Decision Maker NEW!

DeskTop Magic 25.00

Disk Expander 37.99

Epson Stylus Driver 22.00

Final Copy II 54.00

Forge/Essence 75.00

Fractal Pro 6.09 85.00

Hollywood F/X 229.00

Hypercache Pro 49.99

Image F/X 2.0 239.00

ImageMaster RT 59.00

Impact 189.99

Math Vision 2.4 95.00

Mailing List Manager 10.00

■

I

0

©

©

0

©

©

0

©

TOP
LI^ IEJ
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Mega Mouse

Swifty Mouse

Termite Terminal Program.

Connect Yoir Amiga Book.

Studio Printer II

MegaChip 2000

Rnai Writer II!

Floppy Dnve- AIR HD

MuliStartll

Micro R&D CD #3

J
....25.00

....29.00

....38.00

....21.00

....86.00

..195.00

....99.99

..14500

....2600

15.00

Multi Layer 79.00

On The Ball 33.00

Pluglns&Go! 61.99

Power Macros/Lightwave ....88.00

Sparks 125.00

Super DJC3 or LJ4 36.99

Surface Pro/LightWave 55.99

Twist 2 Database 104.00

Video Toaster Upgrade 475.00

Wordworth 3.1 128.00

World Construction Set 146.00

586DX Emulation Module Call

Accel, Derringer 50MHz 499.00

Accel, Warp Engine 4040.1325.00

Accel, DKB 1240 50MHz. ,.319.00

W/ SCSI II Option 408.00

Accel, MTec 1230/28 1200160.00

Accel, MTec 68020 500 95.00

Accel, Magnum 68040 1369.00

DOS 3.1 Call

Drawing Boardlll 12" 449.00

Drawing Boardltl 18" 865.00

Drive, Syquest 3270 270MB

Bare 389.00

Emplant Deluxe Call

Ethernet System, 4066+ ....299.00

FlickerFixer 259.00

Floppy Drives, High Dens Call

LEGENDARY DESIGN
TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

Close-Out Specials on ProPics!

High-quality 24-bit photographic

backgrounds for desktop video,

multimedia, and desktop

publishing. Choose from

Landscapes, Texlufes. Still Lite,

or Abstracts.

Each set only S20.00

pick up all fourfor.. S59.00

Address It! 24.99

Invoice It! 31.99

Link It1 Call

Micro R. & D.

1200 RAM Expansion OK....95.00

Directory Opus 5.0 89.00

MIDI Interface 45.00

W/2cables 55.00

Mouse. Swifty 3-Button 29.00

Micro R & D CDs

#1 Transition 45.00

#2 Nature's Backdrop 48.00

#3 Games & Publishing 15.00

#4 Video Pro's Companion... 16.00

Power Supply 500 89.00

Power Supply 2000 155.00

Supra Corporation fMlobotics
SupraFAX Modem 14.4 Ext..,.165.00 Sportster 14,4 Ext FAX 125,00

SupraFAX Modem 14.4LC 135.00 Sportster 28.8 V.FC Ext FAX...210.00

SupraFAX 28.8 V.34 Ext 215.00 Sportster 28.8 V.34 Ext FAX...245.00

Noah Ji's

Retina Z3 4MB 649.00

W/Image F/X 884.00

Studio Printer II 86,00

VLabY/Clfit/Ext...369/419.00

VLab Motion Card Call

VLab Motion Card Bundle

Includes Toccata Card ....Call

EXPANSION
I.-W.-Hm=mflM^

Da!aRyer5C<y8 225.00

DalaRyer 500 IDE 149.00

SCS1+1200 92.00

SCSI44000 119.00

Dale Luck's

Boing!

Mouse

Having trouble

finding just the

right mouse?
LOOK NO Uili(111 ii!

This is a lop-of-the-line optical

mouse with precision handling tor

anyone who wants the BEST for

their Amiga 74,99

Harddrives Various Sizes

Quantum/Micropolis Call

Joystick, SlikStik 15.00

MegaChip 2000 DKB 195.00

Memory, 68030/040 Call

Monitor, Electrohome 1440 .489.00

MultiFace III I/O 99.00

MultiStartll 26.00

Oktagon2008 155.00

Personal Anim Recorder..1535.00

Printer, Primera PRO 1339.00

Printer, Epson Stylus Call

SCSHI Board. Squirrel 94.00
Scanner MiGraph 2400 979.00

SuperGen SX Studio 679.00

Tape Drive, Archive Viper ..364.00

TBCIV 795.00

Trackball. AmTrac 69.99

Totm: POs accepted liom schools and

government agencies "Personal checks

require 7 days to clear 'Defective products

replaced promptly. RMA number

required (call 414-548-8125) for all

merchandise returns.

Returns not accepted

alter 15 days. Returned

products must be in

original packaging.

postage prepaid.

Opened software

not returnable.

Slipping charges

not refundable.

Non-defective

returns subject to

a 15% restocking fee"Not

responsible for typos. Prices

subject to change. ^^_

CD ROM
DRIVES & TITLES

New! Pioneer 6-Disc Quad

Speed CD ROM with

Minichanger! 614KB/sec

data transfer rate/300ms

access time; 128K buffer:

SCSHI: fully audio

compatible 859.00

4Plexlnt1MB 445.00

Toshiba 3501 Bint 329.00

Toshiba 3501B Ext 439.00

3DROMVol1 or 2 69.00

17-Bit/LSD 22.00

AMOS CD 35.00

AmiNet 5 Share 19.00

AmiNet Gold 11/94 20.00

AmiNet Set #1 37.00
ASIM CD ROM FS 3.0 ..63.99

Clip Art & Fonts 27.00

Fractal Pro Images 37.99

Frozen Fish 20.00

Gold Fish Vol 2 20.00

Light ROM (Lightwave) 35.00

Master ISO (AsimWare)

Write your own CDs! ..510.00

Knowledge Media Pkg..19,99

PhotoCD Manager 33.99

Sound Ideas CO 25.00

Ultimate MOD 26.00

Visual F/X CD Vol 1.. 120.00

World of Clip Art 19.00

(For more, see Micro R&D Box)

ARexx Cookbook 38.99

Connect Your Amiga.. 21.00

Mastering AMOS 29,00

Mastering Amiga C ... 27.00

Mastering DOS Ref... 28,00

Mastering Amiga Tutorial28,00

Mastering Assembler .33.00

ROM Kernals Call

Ultimate AMOS 39.00



Using "Moving Textures

in Aladdin-4D
by R. Siiamms Mortier

If you are an Amiga artist or animator and are not presently

utilizing a CD-Rom player as a part of your Amiga environment, do

yourself a big favor,., buy one. If you never had a good enough

reason before, perhaps the "Moving Textures" CD will make the

decision for you. Of all of the CD collections of textures that I've

seen thus far, this one from Precision Computer Graphics is the

absolute cat's pajamas hottest. Why? Because these are what the

package says,.. "Moving Textures". There are twenty-two sets of

single framed animations on the CD, grouped into two categories:

which takes a 736 x 476 image size and resizable for everything

else).

There are two ways to apply these textures in a 3D

animation. They can be used as backgrounds or as smaller

texture elements dedicated to a specific 3D object in a scene.

When used as a background, the "Clouds24" works best

because it has the highest resolution. All of the files are

naturally open to being reconfigured in ImageFX, ADPro, or

ImageMaster, and their palettes can be altered as well (you

Of all of the CD collections of textures that I've seen

thus far, this one from Precision Computer Graphics is

the absolute cat's pajamas hottest.

Tru-Maps and FX-Maps. Tru-Maps are actual stop frame collections

of natural environmental shots: Clouds, Fire, Flames, Ocean waves,

Smoke, and Steam. The FX-Maps make up the rest, and constitute a

collection of rendered organic motions: Boiling, Burst, Calm,

Disturb, Jiggle, Liquid, Pour, Rough, Spots, Swift, Tide, Water A &

B, and Waves A & B. The FX-Maps and the Tru-Maps contain either

300, 600, or 900 frames each {900 frames is enough for up to 30

seconds of animation at 30 frames a second). FX-Maps are sized at

192 x 120 pixels, while the Tru-Maps are sized at 320 x 200 or 368 x

240. The only exception is the "Clouds24" Tru-Map, which is 300

frames (209 Mb) of 736 x 480 data (close to perfect for OpalVision

Figure 1. A "Moving Textures" bump mapped "Disturb" textures

wraps a sphere, while the "Clouds" texture illuminates the

background.

could change the background sky from blue to red and the

clouds to indigo for a planetscape backdrop for instance). If

you decrease the bitplanes, a larger grouping of these images

can also fit comfortably on a hard disk. The CD sells for a

healthy $250.00, but since it has no competition as yet, it will

probably got most of its asking price. Directions come for

applying the texture images in most of the top Amiga 3D

programs. The directions for Aladdin-4D are the shortest, since

Aladdin-4D has the most intuitive and simple way of applying

textures and backgrounds of any of the Amiga 3D software

packages in A4D's texture environment

Let's recap exactly how to apply a texture in A4D

(Aiaddin-4D). There arc three basic identities that a texture

needs to know about in A4D as far as the targeted object is

concerned: shading, attributes, and textures. Shading may be

either Gour.md or Phong, and adjacent polys may be toggled

on or off. If on, a smooth surface will hide adjacent poly edges,

and if off the adjacent polys edges will be seen. An object's

"attributes" include such things as transparency, hardness,

reflectivity, color, and sensitivity to a collection of altering

circumstances {waves, shadows, etc.). If no texture is applied,

the object will still show its attributes. All attributes are

assigned in A4D's "Attributes List Requester", and all

attributes may be set to change over time. A separate requester

is used to tell A4D what additional texture (bit-mapped or

procedural) to assign to the object. As desired, textures can be

wrapped in a variety of ways, and they can be bump maps,

gcnlocked, decaled, and more. Textures used as backgrounds

are set in a special background requestor, though the texture

itself is listed in the all-round texture list. Moving A4D

Backgrounds

The Moving Textures frames are perfect for A4D, and

simple to apply to a background. A4D doesn't really make a
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caring distinction whether you want a picture or a single-framed

series of pictures .is your background, and it even has a special

anti-aliasing feature that makes the best use of smaller sized

frames so that almost any image looks its best when applied. To

apply a Moving Textures frame to an Aladdin-4D background,

choose "background" from the "View" requester. When the

TXList comes up, select "Add", and then click on "Control" and

"Member Control" respectively. This brings up the detailed

Texture Control screen. There is a button in the lower left called

"Select". Click on it. A Procedural Resource List wiil pop up

showing all of the procedural texture choices. We want to access a

bitmap, so we select the "Show Bitmap" option and then click on

"Load". This brings up a standard path requester, so we have to

tell it where the Moving Texture we want is stored. Selecting the

name of the CD-Rom drive gives us access to the CD-Rom, and all

we have to do is lo select the proper texture for our background.

After selection, there are a few more things to do in the

Texture Control window. We usually click on "Suggested" to

apply the picture to the background in its proper orientation.

Backgrounds are seldom bump mapped, so it's common to leave

their mapping choice set to "Normal". If the background is to be

animated (as it is with Moving Textures), we can choose to cycle

the frames in one direction or make them periodically loop. If we

want to, we can play with the number of frames that the back

ground will take up and alternate a separate series of pictures at

another part of the animation. We could even fade the back

ground in or out if desired. All of these choices are possible in

Aladdin-4D. The same choices that Aladdin allows for a textured

object (time alterations, fading, color fades, layered textures,

moving the position of the texture...) are available for back

grounds.

If you plan on using Moving Textures as a background,

remember that every pixel in the background is going to change.

This will stow down the replay of the animation when you

preview it, and also call for enhanced storage space when tin-

animation is stored. Large changes in a screen make for livelier

animation, but at the cost of replay and storage space. Of course

the replay is no problem if you are going to record it to video with

a single frame option (the PAR, NJoahJi's V-Lab Motion, or other

alternatives). Moving Textures and 3D Objects (and where you

might want them)

Where might it be useful to use Moving Textures on, or as a

part of, a 3D object? Since the textures we're speaking of refer to

organic process (the movement of clouds and water, for instance)

we should look to 3D objects that need organic movements.

Mapping Moving Textures on a vase yields an object that seems to

be reflecting that movement on its surface. Another choice might

be to map the Moving Texture onto its counterpart in form: water

on a water surface, flame on flames, etc. One of my favorite ways

of accomplishing the later is to record an animation as single

frames that depicts the chosen Moving Textures on a background.

Then I map that same background to a planar surface in my

animation, many times setting the "genlock" option which

removes the background color. I do it this way because it's a faster

alternative and it can lead to far more experimental results.

Mapping a Moving Texture to a 3D object in A4D requires

familiarity with a linear activation of specific steps. The chosen

object is first assigned selected attributes (transparency level,

reflectivity, etc.) and shading is applied (none, phong, or

gouraud). Then comes time for the texture. Choosing "Textures"

from the Polygon menu, a BMList (BitMap List) is added and

accessed. From here it's much the same process as the Background

Figure 2 (top). "Flames" and "Waves" textures are applied to

two urns, while "Moving Textures" Fire is mapped to the

background.

Figure 3 (bottom). The background is "Moving Textures"

Smoke, the letters are the Water texture (giving them a look of

rough hewn quartz), and the ground plane is mapped with

"Ocean".

option detailed earlier. The path to the chosen texture is opened,

and the texture (picture or single frame list) is imported. The

difference here is that you may well decide to apply the texture in

any number of ways: Normal, Reflection, GenLocked, Bumped,

Opacity, Hardness, or Illumination. Each of these choices leads to a

specific "look" and experimentation will inform your needs, You

also have to tell the program how the texture is to be applied

(planar, cylindrical, spherical...) and from what direction (X,Y, or

Z). From there, it's a simple matter of previewing the results and

changing your alternatives until you get what you want. See the

accompanying figures for some examples. Aladdin-4D MSLP:

$400.00 ADSPEC Programming (216) 223-2255 "Moving Textures"

CD-Rom MSLP: S250.00

Precision Computer Graphics

634 N. Glenoaks blvd., Suite 367

Burbank, CA 91502-1024

818-842-6542
•AC-
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Accelerate Your A4000 or A3000
with MacroSystem Development's WarpEngine

By Douglas j. Naknkilwm

The top-end of the WarpEngine line features 4040 CPUs

running at 40MHz which can triple the speed of a 4000 and

improve a 3000's performance by a factor of nearly eight!

While working on a recent LightWave animation project, it

became quite clear that my micro-rendering-farm, consisting of an

Amiga 3000 and 4000, was decidedly in.iiicLju.itL'. If I only had

MacroSystem Development's WarpEngines Installed in both

machines, life in rendering-land would have been much more

palatable.

The top-end of the WarpEngine line features '040 CPUs

running at 40MHz (S1495). This can triple the speed of B 4000 and

improve a 3000's performance by a factor of nearly eight! It" that is

not enough, the product also has a built-in SCSI-2 Fast controller.

Both the A3000 and A4000 WarpEngines arc CPU

daughtercards that connect to the .special CPU slots on both

machines. Because the SCSI controller does not have to communi

cate through the Amiga bus, you do not have to contend with the

dreaded Buster chip problem that can occur with Zorro III

expansion boards. This is also one of the reasons for its high SCSI

transfer rate capabilities—with a Barracuda hard drive,

MacroSystem is boasting transfer rates of 9MB/sec burst and 6MB/

sec sustained. (The board is reportedly capable of lOMB/sec.) Plus

you don't lose a Zorro slot, which is especially important to

VideoToaster owners.

The WarpEngine is optimized to use standard AOns 72-pin

SIMMs, in any combination of 4, S, 16, or 32MB modules. There are

four SIMM sockets on the 4000 version and two on the 3000 board,

so the maximum memory configuration is 128 and d4MB, respec

tively. You can use 70 or 80ns chips, but there will be a performance

hit. Keep in mind that many of the animations you have seen on

scaQuest DSV (Amblin Imaging) and Babylon 5 (Foundation

Imaging) were created on Amigas with only 32MB of RAM. The

RAM for one of my review boards was supplied by H. Co.

Computer Products (800/RAM-CHPS). Lawrence Burkey at the

company was exceptionally helpful and knowledgeable in finding

the RAM I needed for the WarpEngine.

A4000 Installation

Installation in the 40(10 is straightforward and the instructions

are very good. All you do is set a few jumpers on the board to

match your RAM and SCSI configurations, and swap the existing

A4000 CPU daughtercard with the WarpEngine. 1 actually had the

WarpEngine up and running in a half hour. (Celling the SCSI

controller to recognize my SCSI devices look a little more time,

which I'll talk about later.) Moving the existing IDE drive to the bay

just below the floppy drive, as suggested in the manual, allowed

me to install a full-profile 3.5-inch hard drive in its place. There is

enough maneuvering room inside the case to change jumper

settings and even add memory once the board is installed, without

disassembling any part of the computer.

There are four plastic standoffs that hold the board above the

motherboard. Pinching the ends of the standoffs with some pliers

will make it easier to snap the WarpEngine into place. Commodore

did a fairly good job at designing the 4000 and the only problem

you may encounter is removing the case faceplate.

A3000 ROMs Required

The early Amiga 3000s, like mine, all came with Kickstart

stored in a file on the hard drive, not in ROM. Unfortunately,

running an '040 in ^n Amiga rcLiuircs actual Kickstart ROMs. So I

opted for the new 3.1 AmigaDOS ones, which I purchased from

MacroSystem Development. The existing (so-called) "magic" ROMs

on these 3000s are mounted upside down on a daughtercard which

is plugged into the motherboard. You must cut a pair of plastic

straps, remove the daughtercard, replace the ROMs, replace the

daughtercard, and install the software. (Note: I recommend you

make an orientation mark on the daughtercard before removing it.)

Maybe I was lucky, but it worked flawlessly the first time.

if you are upgrading from AmigaDOS 2.x, delete all of the files

in ENVAROsys. These preference files are incompatible with 3.1.

A3000 Installation

Installing the A3000 WarpEngine is a little bit more complex

than the 4000 Installation. In addition to the same configuration

jumpers on the WarpEngine, you must also set a few jumpers on

the 3000's motherboard. There is also a clip you must attach to a pin

on a CIA chip. This is the only place the instructions really failed

me and probably exposed my ignorance. Anyway, a quick call to

MacroSystem Development showed me the way. First look for the

end of the chip with the dimple. The pin on the end immediately to

the left is pin 1. Count counter-clockwise until you get to the

appropriate pin, in this case number 21. Another way to describe it

is if you are standing in front of the A3000 case looking down into

it, pin 21 is in the upper right corner of the CIA chip.

The A31KI0 installation instructions are printed on separate

addendum sheets. Although it says to install the provided plastic

standoffs, my 3000 had two metal ones already in place. You should

be able to get some screws to fasten the board down, but be careful,

they are fragile. I broke one of them off, by tightening a screw too

tight. However, 1 don't really think you need to screw it down, as

the connector seems to hold the board in place just fine.

A helpful thing to do is re-drill two holes in the rear-bay hard

drive mounting plate, so the drive can be placed with the connec

tors facing forward. This will make it easier for the SCSI ribbon

cable to reach the necessary connectors. 1 also had to leave the right

floppy bay open because the mounting bracket would hit the top of

the '040 chip fan.
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Performance

To test the performance of the WarpEngine, I used the

"Diner-West" scene from Brad Schenck's Diner LightWave

Objects Set (Terra Nova Development). The scene has a lot of

objects and a lot of reflective elements, so it is very math

intensive. Resolution was set tn medium with overscan.

NoAA

Low AA

Med. AA

Rflytradng on:

No AA

Low AA

A3000

10m24s

35m55s

54m41s

4h30ml6s

22h3m59a

A4000

4m31s

15ml9s

24m 17s

lhlOmiis

5h51m39s

'1)40-40 WarpEngine'

Im34s

5m22s

8m39s

15m40a

2h55m52s

Med. AA not performed 10h5m4l)s5h4m37s

AA=Antialiasing, h=hours, m-minutes, s=seconds

A3000 and A4000 WarpEngine performance identical.

As you can tell from the comparison tables, the 4000's speed

is markedly improved. However, 3000 owners will think they've

stepped into another dimension. Although both accelerated

machines performed identically, relatively speaking, the

WarpHngine transformed my aging A3000 into a fire-breathing

monster! It is important to note that all system operations are

speeded up, from reading directories to displaying graphics.

Although my hard drive couldn't take full advantage of the

WarpEngine's SCSI controller, 1 was able to get up to four MB/

sec sustained. The improved hard drive performance will help

you to play animations smoother from disk, but the added

memory will let you play large animations from RAM for super-

smooth playback at maximum frame rates.

External SCSI

To access external SCSI peripherals you will need to add an

external connector to your Amiga. The 4000 has a nice panel in

the back that works perfectly. MacroSystem Development sells a

50-pin SCSI-2 connector ($49) for this purpose that connects to

the provided internal SCSI ribbon. They also sell a version with

the connector mounted on an expansion slot backplane tor

installation in a 3000. (If you don't have ^ open expansion slot, I

guess you'll have to let the SCSI ribbon hang out of the case.)

Note that a SCSI-2 connector is not the same as the 25-pin

SCSI connector on the back of a 3000. So you may also need a

SCSI-2-to-50-pin Centronics cable. MacroSystem sells a deluxe

mounting kit (S79) that includes the connector and this cable. All

of this is standard SCSI hardware which you should be able to

find elsewhere, if you are so inclined. (I'll forewarn you though

that SCSI-2 cabling is somewhat ot a specialty item currently and

the price reflects it.)

The Warplingitie's SCSI controller was happy with my two

1GB hard drives. Exabyte Tape drive, and Syquest drive. My

Sony DAT worked, but only if it was turned off when I booted.

The only real problem 1 had was my NEC double-speed CD-

ROM would not work at all with the WarpEngine. I may have

been able to get it working, but I lacked detailed documentation

tor it.

There are several SCSI configuration jumpers on the board

that may have to be adjusted to fit your system. 1 found I needed

to set the termination power jumper (JPl) and my Toshiba hard

drive required the slower SCSI setting to work reliably.

- inS Hiiinutnl

MacroSystem Development's WarpEngine 3040 (top) and 4040

(bottom) offers substantial improved performance.

Other Versions

The WarpEngine conies in 28MHz (SI 150) and 33MHz (S1295)

versions, which are upgradable to 40MHz. It will reportedly be

upgradable to the '060 when that starts shipping. There is a version

for the 4000 which allows you to transplant the existing '040 chip

and motherboard RAM for up lo a two-fold increase in perfor

mance ($tfy'->). Soon to be released is the 50MHz '030 ImpulsRngine

for the 3000. This will double system performance and is expected

to sell on the street for under $500.

Trade-in Offers

MacroSystem Development offers some very generous trade-

in opportunities for owners of competing products. You can get a

40MHz WarpEngine for 5600 if you trade-in a GVP G-Force '040.

S500 and a Progressive '040 will get you one too, as will S950 and a

Fastlane, 4091 SCSI, DKB 3128, RCS X-Calibur, or 3640 (the A4000-

040 CPU card).

Conclusion

A4000 owners will realize substantial performance improve

ment, but A3000 owners will be taking a quantum leap forward.

Whether you use your Amiga for 3D rendering, desktop publish

ing, 2D graphics, or any other purpose, you won't be sorry after

installing a WarpEngine in your machine. It's a product that

everyone with an Amiga 3000 or 4000 can benefit from—unless you

already have one!

MacroSystem Development, Inc.

24282 Lynwood, Suite 201

Novi, Ml 48374

(810)347-3332 -AC*
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amiga telecommunications

This issue we will take a look at several different utilities

available for downloading from your favorite communications

service.

AWS

The best place to start is the beginning, and that is the process of

booting your computer. If your Amiga takes more than a few

seconds to initialize itself, and you are tired of looking at the

standard copyright information that is displayed, check out AWS.

This freeware goody, written by Paul Hernik, displays a colorful

screen during the boot process. While there are almost as many

programs to display images during booting as there are screen

savers, this one adds the frill of system information. This includes

chipset and ram present, time and date, and Kickstart version {Figure

1). Options available include time format, colors, and screen mode.

This is a small archive, and the 19,200 bytes will transfer in about a

minute and a half at 2400bps, and requires Workbench 2.0 or greater.

Heddley

More and more documentation is being provided in

AmigaGuide format. This hypertext method provides tor easy ways

to move about within a document, following ideas in a non-linear

fashion. The problem has been the production of these easy-to-read

documents, if you have ever looked at an AmigaGuide document

with a regular text editor or reader, you may have thought you

wandered into a program listing. Heddley, from Edmund Dumbill,

(Figure 2) eliminates the drudgery and problems inherent in creating

these documents by hand.

An AmigaGuide file is actually a database of several documents,

with embedded buttons in the text allowing you to move between

documents. Now you can compose the individual documents with

your favorite word processor, then load them into Heddley for

conversion into the proper format. You can also edit existing

databases with Heddley. The program also features an ARexx porl,

allowing for automated file conversions.

Heddley requires Kickstart 2.04 or higher, and is freeware

(although the author says he won't turn down payments to help

AMIGA
Workstation
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Figure 1: AWS

displays a colorful

screen of system

information such as

chipset and ram

present, time and

date, and Kickstart

version.

further development). The archive includes a script for installation

using Commodore's Installer utility, as well as documentation and

some sample ARexx scripts. At 2400bps, the 48,896 byte file can be

yours in about four minutes.

PrtSc

How many limes have you looked at the "*" key on the keypad

and wished that it did what the label on the front of the key says it

should do? In the MS-Dos world, pressing this key sends whatever is

showing on the screen to the printer. Jan Hagqvist has written PrtSc

to accomplish just that. Of course, since the Amiga is more talenled

than your average clone, PrtSc allows you to choose between several

options (Figure 3). For instance, you can choose to print either the

active screen, or the screen that is currently in front. You can also

choose to send the output to a disk file instead of the printer.

PrtSc requires Dos 2.0 or higher and is shareware, with a

suggested fee of S3. The 13,568 byte archive includes the PrtSc

program, AmigaGuide docs, and assembly source code, and should

tie up your phone line for about one minute.

UUxT

All computer programs and data tiles are composed of 8-bit

data. This includes a number of characters that cannot be printed,

either to paper or the screen. If you try, or inadvertently interrupt a

modem transfer, you will see lots of strange characters filling your

monitor screen, usually accompanied with flashes and beeps, as the

non-standard characters are processed. Standard ASCII text is

composed with 7 bits, which gives us the alphanumeric characters we

are used to. Where is this leading? Some message systems restrict

users to 7-bit ASCII transfers, which normally would menn that

programs and data files are off limits. But where there is a will, there

is always a way. Enterprising programmers have developed ways to

translate 8-bit files into 7-bit ASCII, which can then be sent through

the message systems, just like normal text files. This process is known

as UUEncoding/decoding, and the UUxT program by Asher

Feldman is billed as "The Ultimate "UU" Utility for the Amiga."

This package is actually three programs. UUxT, which does the

actual conversions, UUSplit, which can divide up large files to

conform with system-imposed size limitations, and UUxT-GUl,

which is the graphical front end to control the programs (Figure 4).

To use it, double-click on the UUxT-GUI icon and, through request

ers, choose the files you wish to process, and the name and destina

tion of the processed file, then click on the "Start" button. Program

operations can also be controlled with command line options via the

shell. What does a UUEncoded file look like? Following are the first

two lines of Figure 4 after processing by UUxT.

M1D|230"CJA)3S)-ODU(1""!0!@"L/'""0"0""$!'8'![S-!34<'X

W'$ !$—05""!© (l'#,B'&95'(A5')FnC-VJ"#,'%69]

In addition, UUxT can automatically compress or decompress

your files using LhA. UUxT will run on any Amiga, and the archive

includes an installation script that will copy the files required by your

version of the operating system. Documentation is in AmigaGuide

format, and the 112,783 byte file takes about nine and one half

minutes to transfer. The UUxT package is shareware, with a version

that has some additional features and is ten times faster, which will

be sent to you in return for the requested 510 fee.
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Figure 2: Hecldley lets you compose AmigaGuide files as well

as edit existing databases

Sweet Cheater

Anyone who has gotten stuck while playing a game will

appreciate this file. Compiled by Keith Krellwitz, Sweet Cheater 2.5

(Figure 5) contains over 800 hints, level codes, and outright cheats.

Games included range from A-Train to Z-Out, and most of the

information is listed as being verified. At 165,888 bytes, the com

pressed file will take almost 14 minutes to download, but may let you

finally finish that game.

Where to Look

The file AVVS.LH A is in the AmigaUser section of CompuServe

(CIS), in the Amiga Zone libraries of Portal, in file #24042 in the

Starship libraries of GEnie. HEDDLY.LHA is also in AmigaUser on

CIS, Portal, and file #24(145 on GEnie. PRTSC.LHA was found in

AmigaUser on CIS, Portal, and as file #24044 on GEnie. Version 3.0b

of UUxT is listed as UUXT.LHA in AmigaUser on CIS,

UUXT30B.LHA on Portal, and file #23972 on GEnie. Sweet Cheater

2.5 is found in AmigaArtson CISasCHEAT.LHA, on Portal as

SWCI IEAT2.LHA, and on GEnie as file #23979.

Who Ya Gonna Call?

Sere .ire some more Amiga BBS systems thai you might want to

check out:

NAME:

PHONE:

SPEEDS SUPPORTED:

CONTACT:

stace@tecnell.jcte.jcs.mil

The Gateway BBS

(601)374-26y7

2400-28,800 8-N-l

Stace Cunningham

!■■ mrmiiwH rant Bum im mrnr ruin

i

lidd |lllik

Figure 4: UUXT is used for UUEncoding/decoding.

Mm m»k UH full, W lr», W in u«

Figure 3: With PrtSc, print either the active screen, or the

screen in front or send the output to a disk file.

NAME:

PHONE:

SPEEDS SUPPORTED:

CONTACT:

Gates Systems

(215) 755-6052

1200-21,600

Mario Bonelli

Mario.Bonelli@fy34.n273. /.I. fidonet.org

NAME:

PHONE:

SPEEDS SUPPORTED:

HOURS:

CONTACT:

The Janitor's Closet

(206) 984-7670

up to 28,8000

24

Mark Hardouin

Where To Find Me

R.HaysD

RHAYS

72764,2066

Rob Mays

on GEnie

on Delphi

on CompuServe

on Portal

InterNet users, the quickest response will probably occur if

you use: R.HAYS5@GENIE.GEIS.COM

For U.S.Mail: Rob Hays, P.O.Box 194, Bloornington, IN 47402. Please

include a SASE if you need a persona! reply.

If you run an Amiga specific BBS, send me the information

callers will need to access your system. Phone number(s), modem

speeds, software settings, etc. As a service to the Amiga community I

will include the information I receive in this column from time to

time. Send the info to any of my addresses above.

That's all for now. See you online!

•AC-
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Figure 5: Sweet Cheater 2.5 contains over BOO hints, level

codes, and outright cheats for games.
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Software Hut
Folcroft East Business Park 313 Henderson Dr Sharon Hill, PA 19079

Commodore

AMIGA

Orders 800-93-AMIGA MS^SST
Thank you for shopping with Software Hut. Because of limited ad space we can

not advertise all of our huge inventory. Please call if you do not see what you need

3.1 OS Kits

From Village Tronic, of Germany,

we have 1he official 3.1 kits

IN STOCK!

Each kit comet complete

w/Manuals, Disks & ROM(s).

AS320 3.1 Kit for the A500,

A2000,& A250Q

$129.95

AS330 3.1 Kit for all A3000S

$144.95

AS340 3.1 Kit for all A4000s

$144.95

AS312 3.1 Kit for all A1200s

$144,95

31 R0MlorA200Q J69.95

31 RQMsetlorA3OO0.A40O0.

A1200 (Specify) 89.95

3.1 Manuals & Disks (no ROM) 69.95

Joysticks

Suncom TAG 3

Suncom TAG 30

CBM CD-32 Controller

Competition Pro CD-32 Controller

TheBurj

Python

Port Rel

Ergo Stick

Gravis Clear Switch Slick

Monitors

CD-M01 Multiscan

CD-2001 Multlscan 20"

CTXAO-197D Multlscan

Electrohome C1440 Multijcan

NEC JC1401P3A Multlscan

1802 Color Composite Monitor

S 12.95

12.95

29.95

19.95

18.00

17.95

1B.00

12.95

39.95

$499.00

Call

499.00

489.00

319.95

139.00

CM
n

0

Tha Amlgi bated 32-Bit Game

System It It a NEW Low Prlcal

Pliy CD-32, CDTV.CD.G.inS

Audio CDi

$239.95

NEW & boxed w/3il manuals &

cables, 90 Day Wty. Complete

■iv/Sleepwalker & Pintail

Fantasies. Can't lirtd an A12Q0?

Why not consider a CD-32 with

ttieSX-1 modulo below.

«f— SX-1 CD-32 Expansion

I Module by Paravision

V In Stockl: $229.95

(J) SX-1 Keyboard: $44.95
Optlont:

1Mb RAM 149.95 - 4Mb RAM 1165.00

BMb RAM 1319.00

40Mb HD SI 49 00 - 170Mb HO 1279.00

250Mb HD 1319.00 - 350Mb HD S369.00

Purchait both (he CD-32 and SX-1 lor

a tpaclil Bundle prici of.

$449.95

Uia your CD-32 it a double ipeed CD-

ROM drive- with Iha netaork CD-RDM

and network cahla. Uie any Amiga

modal with thlt CO & cable for

$55.00

A1000 Parts I Golden Image
A1000 Motherboard, complete $49.95

w/Daughtert)Dard

A1000 Mouse Irom Commodore 14.95

A1000 Internal Floppy Disk Drive 69.95

A10O0 Case Wall shielding 19.95

A1300 Genlock. New & Boxed 34.S5

A12D0 Peripherals

CSA 12 Gauoe SQMz w/SCSI S499.00

PCMCIA Cart 500/12002Mb 13500

PCMCIA Card 600/1200 4Mb 229.00

IDE Cable & Software - 500/1200 20.00

M123OXA Accelerators - All Contios Call

Datallyer XDS 84.95

Dataltyer SCSU 94.95

Squirrel SCSI-2 PCMCIA Card 9B.95

WB2 Upgrades

2.1 Software ft Mattering AmlgaDOS

Reference Manual (40.00

2.1 Software I Mattering AmlgaDOS

Reltrence Manual i 2.01 ROM 72.95

Multi-Stan 2 v6A 500/600/2000 34.00

AS216 2.1 Kit tram Commodore 56.95

AS2I6 2.1 Kitw/2.04R0M 36.95

AS2I7 ARexx/DOS Enhancer 23.95

Power Supplies A Expansion Boards

A2Q0Q30OW Power Supoty $149.00

A3000T Fan Assembly 39.95

Emplant Deluxe 359.95

AMIA Interlace 55.00

E586DX Module for Emplant Call

MullitacB III 1/0 Extender 99.00

Supra Turbo 28M;A2X0 169.00

Derringer* Platinum 50Mz CPU 489.00

Magnum 040/33MZ/SCSI-2 1389.00

CBM Parts &

Peripherals

A2000/A3000 Keyboard S79.95

AIR A2000 Internal Floopy Drive 69.95

A30OO internal Floppy Drive 69.95

A600/12OO Internal Floppy Drive 69.95

A2000 Power Supply 109.00

Swifty 3 Button Mouse 27 95

Alfa Data Mega Mouse. 400 DPI 26.95

Modems & Networking

A2060 ArcNet Board S59.95

GP Fax Software ■ Class 1 & 2 59.95

Sportster 14.4 Fax Modem 149.95

Sportster 28.8 Fax Modem Call

Cardinal 2400 Baud External 39.95

Serial Cable 8.95

JH Comm Terminal Software 5.00

Motherboards

NEW A complete with chips. Limited

Supply, 90 Day Warranty

A3000 Tower Motherboard S549.00

A3000 Daughterboard 59.95

A3000 16Mz PCB w/IMb 319.95

A500Rev5PCB 109.95

A500Rev6aPCB 129.95

A600PCB 139.95

A4000 Daughterboard 69.95

JS-105-1M 4D0DPI Hand scanner

w/64 grayscale + MiGraph Toucri-

Up software

$109.95

GI-6000H 3 Button Optical Mouse

for all Amiga computers. Fully

optical, ultra high-resolution. No

ball to clean or replace. Includes

Mouse Pad.

$23.95

Amiga

Analyzer

An Ineipentlva hardwara 1 loftweie

diagnostic tool lor end mars and

tarvlce cenlen alike. Plugi Into your

Amiga SOD, 1000, 600,1200, 2000, or

3000 and will tall you what part, ar

parti, you naad. Eliminate costly

service center viilti. Deled: 65% of

all problem) on the Amiga, Including

dltk drive problema.

$69.95

Miscellaneous Commodore Paris

Namepiate A2000HD S6.00

Nameplate A600 6.00

NameplateA1200 6.00

Namep!ateA1200HD/40 6.00

Sheet AI2O0 insulation 6,00

Door A1200 RAM Enp. Mod. 8.00

Casework A4QQ0 top 19.95

Casework A4000 bottom 19.95

Button A4000 power 7.00

Bezel A3000 front 8.00

Bezel FDD Cover 3.5" LT 8.00

A500 Peripherals

BlgFool200WP.S.-A5OO-6OO-1200 SS4.95

Commodore A500 Power Supply 44.95

A500 Case complete w/shielding 17.95

A500 Internal Replacement Drive 49.95

A500 Keyboard 44.95

AIR External Floppy Drive 89.00

A50I RAM Expansion Board 43.95

Hard Drives
We carry a full Una of 2.5" and

3.5" Hard Drives from Conner,

Quantum, Seagate. Micro pulls.

and Maxtor. Call for pricing.

Toaster Systems
Call tor details on our

complete Toaster systems!

We also sell the new

NEWTEK Flyer.

Commodore A2410

24-Bit Graphics Card
Works with Emplant, Amiga Unix,

Art Dept. Pro 2.5 & TV Paint Pro

2.0. includes: Install, Damot &

PD 3 Disk Set. Limited Supply

$139.95

CD-ROM

Hitachi CDR-175DS CD-ROM

• External w/SCSI pait-thru

• Single Spaad, 320Mi Accata Time

•150Kb/tec. 64Kb Buffer

• IS096M, Slnole-Seitlon Photo-CD

• Variable Audio Jack, 1 YaerWty

$89.95

Panasonic CR-503-B CD-ROM

• External SCSI, Manf. lor Compaq

• Double Speed, 300Kb/iac

• 256Kb Buflir,lSO96B0

• Slngla « Multl-Satilon Photo-CD

• Variable Audio Jack. 1 YtirW'ty

$189.95

Sony CDU-561 External CD-ROM

• Double-Speed, 3D0Kb/S«c.

•SCSI-1 and SCSI-2

• 25GXb Buffer

■ 1 Year Warranty

Support!: Photo CD Slngla & Muttl-

Seiilon, CD Audio A Combined. ISO-

9660/HlQh Sierra, Model 1 I 2, XA

Reedy. MPC1 & 2

$199.95

NEC 3Xe External CD-ROM Drive
■ Triple Scln

• Mulll-iatiian Photo CD

• Seleclive Audio Jack

• Full SCSI-1 and SCSI-2 lupporl

• 256KBurler, mMiAcceia

• Rolurblihed by NEC lo NEW condition

• 1 Year Warranty

$279.95
Internal model 3Xi

$259.95

Toshiba Quad Spin CD-ROM

• Quad Spaad |4X>. MOKb/Sec Accett

• SCSI-2

• 12DMi Random Seek

• 25CK Butler

• 1 Yaai Wuranrr

Internal model

$399.00
External model

$439.00

AS1M CDFS CD-ROM Driven

v2.0 comet w/Flih Market CD

S46.95

v3.0 comat w/Flsh & Photo CDi

$67.85

Video Products

□CTV

Flicker Free Video 2

Nucleus Personal SFC

Penonal Anlm. Recorder, Amlge

Penonal Anim. Hacorder, ISM

Personal Component Adaptor

Personal TBC i

Personal TBC 4 Plus Comb Filter

Retina Z2 4Mb

Retina Z3 4Mb

RocGen Plus Genlock

SuperGen SX Studio

VldM2AGA

™iAmloa12RT

Vidi Amiga 24 RT

VUb Motion

VLab Y/C

VLab V/C External

1299.00

259.00

179.00

Call

Call

229.00

829.00

Call

519.00

725.00

199.00

729.00

119.00

249.00

369.00

Call

425.00

469.00

Commodore

Monitor & CPU

Buyout

We have made a large purchase o\

NEW and Refurbished Computers

and Monitors from Commodore. At,

carry a 90 Day Warranty.

RelurblshBd products an rahabed i)

a third party company and are In

Like New condition with ALL

appropriate cables and manuals.

Hurry as supplies are limited.

1802 ■ NEW

1084S- Refurbished

1942 ■ Refurbished

1950 - Refurbished

1950 - NEW

1960 ■ Refurblthed

1960-NEW

A6D0 w/40Mh HD - Relurb.

M200-Refurbished

A2D00 - Refurbished

A3Q0Q 1GMz/2Mb

52MbHD-NEW

A4000 Q30.<?5Mz/2Mb

120Mb HD - Refurb.

$139.DO

229.95

299.95

299.95

349.95

339.95

369.95

329.95

449.95

399.00

649.95

1749.00

Chinon HD

Drives

AIR Presents

A NEW line oi High-Density

1.76Mb Floppy Drives (or

ALL AMIGA MODELS

1 Conllgunbla at either DFD: or DF1:

1 Requlrat AmlgaDOS 2.1 or higher

' No additional pelchei neadad

i Readi A Write* atandard BBOK disks

1 Same model et uied by Commodore

KD Internal drive for A4000

HD Internal drive for A40O0T

HD internal drive lor A3000

HD Internal drive tor A2O0O

HD Internal rjriva for A1000

HD Internal drive for A1200

HO Internal drive for A6O0

HO Internal drive for A500

HD external drive lor all Amigas

1129.95

129.95

134.95

134.95

134.95

134.95

134.95

134.95

159.95

Warp Engine

This high end accelerator for

the A3000 & A4000 features:

• Motorola 68040 CPU

• Up to 40Mz clock speeds

* 32-bit RAM up to 128Mbs

• SCSI-2 Controller

A4028 2BMZ w/O CPU

A4028 28M.Z w,CPU

A4033 33Mi w/CPU

A4040 40Mz w/CPU

A3023 2SM2 w/CPU

A3033 33 Mz W/CPU

A3O40 40Mz w/CPU

J799.00

979.00

1149.00

1299.00

1019.00

1199.00

1399.00



Info 610-586-5701

Tech 610-586-5704

FAX 610-586-5706

Hours: Mon-Fri 9 to 6

Sat 10 to 4 - Eastern

Orders

800-932-6442 Software Hut
Printers

::.;■: Stylus - Color

■P Desk Jet M0

■P Desk Jel 560

rimera Pro

1558.95

314.95

Call

1348.95

CD-ROM/CDTV/CD-32 SALE M-TEC Germany

Productivity - Utilities

ddressitM.5 S26.95

ml Back 2 49 95

mi Back Tools 49.95

migaVlslon Clips v1 SFX 8.95

MOS Pro 45.00

M0S Pro Compiler 39.00

rt Department Pro 2 69.95

n Department Pro 2.5 149.00

rt Dept. Pro Conversion Pack 46.35

atch Factory 42.00

rllllinci2.0 69.00

aligari 24 139.00

necks & Balances 38.00

omposlle Studio Pro 164.95

rossDDSv5 54.95

ross MAC 99.00

eluxe Painl 4 v4.5 79.95

eluxe Paini 5 139.95

esktoo Manic 28.95
esktop Magic Sound/Art Pack 14.95

Irectory Opus 5 68.00

lrWork2 89.95

iskSalv 3.0 34.95

istant Suns 5.0 59.95

LGProB6S 124.95

yramic Motion Module Call

pson Scanner Driver Pack ■ ASDG 99.00

pson Stylus Color Driver 34.95

mal Copy 2 Rel. 2 59.95

mal Data 59.00

mal Writer Rel. 3 115.00

lyElfecis 164.95

orge/Essence Volume 1 89 95

oroe/Essence Volume 2 89.95

ameSmitti Development System 99.95

Irjamem 79.95

ome Front 34.95

omes 69.00

dusen old Objects 44.95

umanoid (Specify LW or Imagine) 159.00

ypercache Pro 2.0 48.95

nageF/X2 0 249.95

nagemaster R/T 69.95

naoine 3.0 339.00

npact lor Lightwave 219.95

iterior Construction 69.00

iterior design (Specify 1. 2. or 3) 38.00

lvoice It 1 2 34.95

urasslc Collection 85.00

ink II! 49.95

lagic Lantern v2 74.00

laws Beacon Teaches Typing 2 34.00

laiDOS 2.5 79.00

lanPlan4 45.00

lorphPlus 124.95

lotion Master LW (Specify vi or v2) 114.95

lultilayerlorAdPro 79.95

lultilayer lor Imaije F/X 79.95

lusic Collection 49.00

n the Ball vi.5 35.00

ageSiream 3.0 249.00

egoer2.0 59.95

C-Taskv3.0 134.95

ixel 3D Pro 2.0 169.95

lug-Ins and Go! LW 59.95

ower Macros/Up.Mwave 99.95

retium 45.00

ollem 41.95

AS/C6.51 159.95

cenflry Animator 4.0 65.00

nap Maps Building Materials 124.95

nap Maps Reids S Foliage 124.95

pace Essential Objects 59.95

parks New Version 119.95

ports Objects lor LW 49.00
ludlo Printer 2 99.95

uperHP-DJC3 37.95

yger HP-U4 37.95

urtacsPro 65.00

wipes 89.95

ape Worm FS 49.95

ermite 42.00

HsieM.QUpgrade 524.95

op Form 34.95

■visi Relational Database 109.95

Irtual Reality Studio 2 69.95

ista Pro 3.05 59.95

lave Link 79.95

'ave Maker 2.0 199.95

forld Construction Set 169.00

Disks mil work w/CDTV. CD-32. A-570and any Amiga model with a CD-ROM drive and

appropriate driver software.

17 Bit 2 CD Collection

17 Bit Continuation CD

17 Bit Phase 4

17 Bit LSD Combo Deluie

17 Bil LSD Phase 2

69 XXX

A Long Hard Day on trie Ranch

A Bun for Barney

Advanced Military Systems

All Dogs Go to Heaven

American Hehiaga III. Dictionary

AmiNet Share 4

AmiNei Vol. 5

AMOS PD UDrary

Assassins Games

Audio Plus

Bankok Beauties XXX

Bible & Religion

Barney Bear Goes to School

BClnet

Bom 1o Love XXX

Case d( the Cautios Condor

CD Caddy

CDPD1

CD PD (Specify 2. 3, or 4)

Cheeky Chics XXX

Cinderella: The Original Fairy Tale

City Builder

Classic Board Games

Clip Art & Fonts

Cli part Warehouse

Climax XXX

Club 69 XXX

Cookbook Heaven 2

Curse oi Ra - CDTV ONLY

DataMix

Demo CD (Specify 1.0:2}

Dirty Nurses XXX

Electric Lust XXX

Eruption XXX

EuroScene

Exotic Extasy XXX

Extreme Gail XXX

Eyes of the Eagle

Fractal Pro image Library

Fresh Fish

Fresh Fonts Vol. 2

Fun School 3 ■ Ages 5 and under

Gallery ot Dreams

Games & Goodies

Garden Fax: Fruits. Veos. Herts

Garden Rants

Indoor Plams

"unfase 4, or more, & receive FREE SHIPPING.

S35.O0

25.00

25.00

25.00

25.00

24.00

9.00

8.00

10.00

9.00

13.00

19.00

19.00

29.00

28.00

1B.00

24.00

24.00

8.00

18.00

21.00

9.00

6.00

800

24.00

21.00

9,00

114.95

10.00

14.00

18.00

21.00

21.00

19.00

9,00

25.00

24 00

22.00

22.00

21.00

19.00

21.00

21.00

9.00

42.00

24.00

24.00

10.00

19.00

24.00

9.00

sc:

9.00

Trees. Shrubs, Roses. Coniiers 9 00

Gardening Handbook

GIF Galaxy

GIFGalleryVol. 1

GIFs Galore

Gold Fish (Specify Vol. 1. or vol.2}

Graphics Plus

GutenOerg Project

Hot Lovers XXX

Hoi Pics Vol Sex

Hound of the Baskerviiles

Hutchtnson Encyclop'a • PAL 0NL>

Illustrated Holy Bible

Illustrated Works ol Shakespeare

1800

26.00

27.00

1800

24.00

IS CO

19.00

22.00

22.00

8 00

13.00

15.00

14.00

Internet's Avalon CD-ROM 44.95

Light ROM (Specify Vol. 1. or Vet.2) 36.00

Logical - CDTV ONLY

Luscious Lips XXX

8.00

21.00

Meeting Pearls (Spec Vol 1 or Vol 2) 18.00

Mega Media 2

Micro R&D Volume 1

Micro R&D Volume 2

Micro R&O Volume 3

Micro R&D Volume 4

Mind Run-CDTV ONLY

Moving Gives Me a Stomacn Ache

Moving Textures 100

Mud Puddles

Multimedia Mega Bundle

Music MODs & Sound Samples

My Pain!

Naked Dragon XXX

Naugnty Pussies XXX

Network CD by Weird Science

Network Cable CD32 to Amiga

New Basics Electronic Cookbook

Our Solar System

Paper Bag Princess

Party Time XXX

Pink Sheets XXX

Pixel Playmate XXX

Plain Brown Wrapper XXX

Pleasure Island XXX

Pom Asylum XXX

Power Pinball

Psycno Killer

Pussy Galore XXX

Raffles

Red Hot XXX

Sexual Fantasies

SFX Volume 1

Sheer Delight

Snoopy: Case ot Missing Blanket

Sounds Terrific

Space & Astronomy

Steamy Window XXX

Strip Poker

Super Fonts

18.00

25.00

40.00

19.00

17.00

7.00

9.00

224.95

10.00

24.00

18.00

11.00

22.00

22.00

25.00

30.00

15.00

18.00

10.00

24.00

21.00

22.00

18.00

21.00

22.00

14.00

9.00

21.00

9.00

21.00

18.00

29.00

18.00

12.00

26.00

21.00

22.00

14.00

19.00

Syndesis 3D ROM (Spec. V1. or V2) 89.00

Texiure Gallery Vol. 1

Texiure Heaven

Texture Heaven 2

Thai's Games (Specify 1. or 2)

Thomas' Snowsult

Tie Break Tennis

Tight Squeeze XXX

42.00

25.00

48.95

25.00
8.00

11.00

21.00

Time Taole of History: 1991 Editions

Business. Politics & Media

Science S Innovations

Top Heavy XXX

Town of Tunes

Town With No Name

TurtoCalc2

Visions

Visual FX

Wet Dreams XXX

Wide Open XXX

Women In Motion

World olCllpari

World of GIF

Wrath of the Demon

15.00

15.00

24.00

18.00

9.00

98 95

24.95

129.00

24.00

21.00

12.00

19.00

22.00

10.00

Great New Amiga 500 & 1200 Peripherals

AMIGA

MOOO G-Forci 040-40

GVP SIMM 32 4Mb 6ONs

GVPSIMM32 ISMbWNs

Phan»PakVFX2.D

4001SCS12 Controller

TBCPIui

:omb Flier

Frame RAM Module

1230Turbo SCSI 40Mi 4Mb

1230 SCSI Ser2 50Mz 4Mb

1291 SCSI Controller for 1230

FPU 50Mz lor 123D Accelerator

S949 00

219.00

999 00

1219.95

S14900

1599.95

89.00

189 00

1399.00

499.00

89 95

99.00

c/>

—

I

o

^5

o

(/)

o
_

1Mb Agnus S372A

Super Denise 8373

CIA 8520 Chip

Gary 5719 Chip

Paula or Denise Chip

1.3 ROM Chip

2.04 ROM Chip

W. 0. SCSI Chip Rev 8A

68OO0CPU

CIA 8520 Surf. Mount Chip

Super Busier Rev 11

Amber IC

Ramsey fiev 7

Lisa IC

Fat Gary IC

Super Dmac rev 4

$42.95

38.95

17.50

13.95

16.95

19.95

34.95

35.00

16.95

25.00

65.00

44.95

49.95

44.95

49.95

54.95

M TEC 680201 Turbo System

This is the powerful, yel affordable,

accelerator the average A500 user has

been waiting for! Includes a 68020

CPU & 68881 Math-Co, both running

at 16Mz. Also included is a SIMM

socket for up to -1Mb of 32-bit RAM.

The board attaches to your

Motherboard with NO soldering.

Install disk and manual are included.

$99.95

Options:

1Mb 32-bit RAM Module - $49.95

4Mb 32-bit RAM Module ■ 5165.00

Last Chance

Products

JVc hm lutt iKttntt Itrst clostout

Ot Commotion merzhindtie All ire

NEWind with i SO tltf Wsmnty.

Anllibltlty It tint-comt tint-tem.

Mouse for CDTV. wired - black $16.95

1402 12" Monochrome Monitor 79.00

1403 14- VGA Mono Monliot 139.00

1802 Color Composite Monitor 139.00

CBM CDTV Control Pad 34.95

286 BrtdgeBoard PCB Only 69.95

A1000 Keyboard 49,95

A500 Keyboard 44.95

A2620 Accelerator w/2Mb 169.95

A2620 Accelerator w/4Mb 249.95

A3O00 Daughterboard 59.95

A4CO0 Keyboard (Spanish) 59.95

A3000 Tower Power Supply 129.00

AmlgaVislofl Professional 49.95

Amiga Gilt Pack 9.95

A2386 20Mi PCB only 99.95

C64/128 Parts

C128Mo!fiertx>ard $49.95

C128D Motherboard 49.95

64C Motherboard 44.95

1531 Oisk Drive 69.95

1541-2 Disk Drive 79.95

1541-2/1581 PowerSuppry 19.95

s
VILLAGE

TRONIC

MtlnActor Prolenlom! - A lull leaiured

animation program. Works with all Amlgas

with special support for Picasso 2 owners.

$79.03

Arlidni - A Zorra-2 Ethernet card offering

10Base-2 (Cheaperne!) & lOBase-T

(Twisted pair). Features: 2 parallel ports:

32K Buffer; boot eprom option: SANA-2

compatible drivers & Envoy network

software; DOS 2.04 ot above Is required.

$299.00

Liim Nilwork - Simple & powerful "pesr-

to-paer" network via Amiga parallel ports.

Includes: cable: Envoy network software;

SANA-2 compatible driver; up to 40Kb/sec

transfers; user accounting.

Mil

Pablo ■ A vtdeo module lor your Picasso 2

card permitting output to your TV or VCR.

Guality comparable to hlgti-performance

video broadcast encoders. Includes: RCA. S-

VHS & SCAHT cables; 24-bit animation

program.

M TEC AT 500

This is a Hard Drive Sub-System

plugging into the Amiga 500

expansion slot. Will hold any 2.5" or

3,5' IDE Hard Drive and it has room

to hold 2Mb, 4Mb, or 8Mb RAM on

the controller. Uniquely, it features a

Kickstart Switch allowing you to

mount an additional internal Kickstart

ROM, such as 2.04 or 3.1, and still

keep whatever ROM is in your A500.

M-TEC AT-500 w/No HD ■ $149.95

w/120Mb HD - $279.00

w/250Mb HD - $349.00

w/350Mb HD - $389.00

w/S40MbHD- $449.00

Options:

2Mb RAM Increment ■ $88.00

M-TEC RAM

This Is a 2Mb RAM board for A500s.

Mounts internally, in the trap door,

and into your Gary IC socket, giving

you 2Mb of additional fast-RAM. No

soldering is required.

$139.95

M-TEC T123D/28RTC

This A1200 accelerator comes with a

68030 CPU and 668S2 Math-Co

running at 28Mz. Users may install a

faster FPU at a later time, if desired.

Accepts up to 8Mb o! 32-Bit RAM.

$169.95

Options:

1Mb 32-bit RAM Module ■ $49.95

4Mb 32-bit RAM Module - $165.00

8Mb 32-bit RAM Module ■ $319.00

M-TEC T1230/42 RTC

This A1200 accelerator comes with a

68030 CPU and 58882 Math-Co

running at 42Mz. Users may install a

faster FPU al a later time, it desired.

Accepts up to 8Mb of 32-Bit RAM.

$244,95

Plcma 2 Boird w/2Mb - The best 24-blt

graphics board tor trie Amiga 2000, 3000.

and 4000 is now back in stock!

$499,00

Our Policies

No waiting foryour orders to ship. Orders

in by 2PM go out the same day. Second

Day & Overnight shipping is available.

International orders ship by Air Parcel

Post or UPS Express. Domestic orders

ship by UPS orAirborne Express.

• All orders are subject to credit cant

ventication •

Due to ad schedules, all prices are

subject to change. We accept Visa.

Master Card, & Discover with NO service
charge. We accept American Express

with a 1.5% service diarge. We also ship

COD. accepting Cash. Certified Check, or

Money Order. Minimum COD order is

150.00. Software and accessories
shipping Is $6.00. Hardware shipping Is

16.00 for small items, J16.00 tor
Monitors Call for larger items COD add

15.00. Canadian, APO, & International

orders are welcome. We wilt bill only tor

actual shipping charges & insurance at

lime ol order. 15% re-stocking lee on all

returns not exchanged tor another item.

Shipping charges are NOT refundable.
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Utilities & Games

for the Amiga

This month's column is a milestone. It marks the beginning of

PD Update'e second year. Looking back over the 32 quality public

domain and shareware programs reviewed in 1994, 1 discovered

that almost half have been upgraded in the meantime. Since

reviewing the upgrades would consume valuable space, I decided

instead to summarize them in Table 1. This way, PD Update can

continue its mission of seeking out the best new Amiga freely

distributable software in 1995.

The programs mentioned here are usually obtained from

Aminet (ftp.wustl.edu:pub/aminet) or FUNET (ftp.runetii:pub/

amiga) on the Internet. They also should be available via various

other sources such as online services (Portal, Delphi, etc.) or BBSs.

Some of them eventually appear in the Fred Fish Collection too.

Unless otherwise noted, they work with all Amigas and 1.3+.

FileX 2.0 {shareware, $15; 2.04+)

by Klaas Hermanns

Aminet: /disk/moni/filex20.1ha (268K)

A very flexible interface (reminiscent of some text editors) sets

this binary file editor apart from its competition. FiteX features

multiple windows with multiple views, allowing you to edit a

number of files or different areas of the same file simultaneously.

Essentially windows within a window, views can be independently

opened, closed, height-adjusted, and configured. The number of

views per window is limited by a window's size, and the number of

windows is limited only by free memory.

Each window or view contains any combination of hex and

ASCII fields, and you can specify how the characters are displayed.

Maneuvering is easy, although it would be nice if FileX also had

VCR-style icon panels like AZap (AC V9.ll). Another highlight is

the comprehensive block editing which even allows you to change

file sizes. FileX also has powerful search /replace capabilities,

Appwindow/Applcon support, an ARexx port, and numerous

configuration options.

The catch is that files must be entirely memory-resident, so

you can't edit a file if there isn't enough memory to load it.

However the author does promise edits on devices for the next

version. Let's hope that includes disk sector and directory structure

editing too. As it stands, FileX is already one of the best file editors

ever released for the Amiga.

ImageSludio 1.1.0 (shareware, $20; 2.04+)

by Andy Dean and Graham Dean

Aminet: /gfx/conv/ImageStudio.lha (395K)

ImageStudio, as far as I know, is the first serious non

commercial image processor for the Amiga since Gary Miliiorn's

famous ImageLab (Fred Fish 452). Last updated in 1991, ImageLab

has become quite dated (no AGA support and a primitive interface

with console window output), so it's especially nice to see this new

offering. ImageStudio corrects lmageLab's shortcomings, while

packing a lot of its power within an excellent modern design.

Opening on its own public screen, ImageStudio displays a

greyscale preview of the current image in a window. You can

perform various operations (selected from requesters or menus) on
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FileX 2.0 is A binary file editor with a very flexible interface. ImageStudio is the first serious non-commercial image

processor for the Amiga since Gary Miliiorn's famous ImageLab.
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either the entire image or a given region, then view the finished

product on a separate screen. The usual convolves, effects, and

color manipulation capabilities are included. The program also

recognizes all common image formats except TIFF and sizes up to

32000x32000 (250x250 in the unregistered version). Other highlights

■ire multiple undo/redo levels plus virtual memory on any storage

device.

As a very new product, ImageStudio requires some additional

development before it can truly replace all of its non-commercial

competition. It, for instance, lacks ImageLab's image editing, FFTs

(Fast Fourier Transforms), and histograms. And it could include

more operators, although you can define custom convolves.

Moreover, a number of operators don't work on color-mapped

images (2-256 colors) - only 24-bit ones. With these kinds of

enhancements, ImageStudio could become the ideal solution for

those who don't need full-blown commercial image processors like

ADPro and ImageFX.

Klondike Deluxe AGA II (shareware, SS; AGA)

by REKO Productions

Aminet:/game/think/Klondike-II-AGAl.Iha (689K)

Klondike-II-AGA2.lha (612K)

Klondike-II-ACA3.lha (774K)

Simply put, Klondike Deluxe is the best solitaire game on the

Amiga. This mammoth, hard disk-only production needs up to

1.5MB RAM, but it is very system-friendly and flexible. In particu

lar, you can customize both the cardset (the graphics on backs of

cards) and in-game music, if you happen to get tired of the

magnificent included ones. Klondike Deluxe accepts any OctaMED

module, and there are at least two dozen cardsets (mostly HAMS)

already available in the public domain. You also can create your

own cardsets by following the detailed instructions.

The game itself plays straight Klondike solitaire; the documen

tation explains the rules. There are three difficulty levels, determin

ing how you can move rows and the card stock. You only get to see

the bonus by winning at level three - not an easy feat.

Miscellaneous extras include keyboard shortcuts and a

choice of screenmodes (Super72, Mulliscan, PAL, and

DoublePAL). Even though there isn't any scoring system

and you can't undo moves, you'll be quite impressed by

Klondike Deluxe, an addictive must-have for AGA owners.

Tetris Duel (shareware, £10; AGA)

by FUNdamental Software

Aminet: /game/think/Tetris_Duel.lha (2%K>

Of all the Tetris clones available, this seems to be the

only one specifically for AGA. Aside from great 256-color

graphics, Tetris Duel's other major attraction is an optional

two-player mode. This mode lets you play head-to-head

against an opponent in real time on the same screen. Each

player gets a separate board, and the first one to reach the

top loses. It adds a new dimension of fun to a game that's

been around a long time.

The entire game is keyboard-controlled, but you can

choose which keys are used during play. The difficulty

level is modifiable too. Tetris Duel, like other shareware

games, offers enhancements to those who register, such as

additional special pieces (activated when a row containing

them is cleared), music, variable backdrops, and high score

tables. The only possible downside is that the game is

limited to PAL or DoublePAL screenmodes. Tetris fans will

love this winner.
•AC-

Tetris Duel (top) shines in the optional two-player mode.

Klondike Deluxe (bottom) is the best solitaire game on the

Amiga.

Table 1.

Latest Program

DiskSah-211.27

ACE I.la

Virus Checker 6.30

AlertPatch2.19

MuchMore3.6

Yak 1.56

UChess 2.54

ARTM 2.0

Issue

Jan

Jan

Jan

Mar

Mar

Mar

May

julv

DiskSpareDevice 1.6 July

GoIdED 0.98

MagicWB1.2p

DeliTracker2.t)l

Imperial 2.0

Workbench Game

Collection 1 2.1

AZap 2.20

July

July

Sept

Sept

Sept

Nov

1994 Software Updates

Version Aminet Directory

11.31

2.3

6.44

3.0

4.4

1.60

2.89

2.04

2.0

1.1

2.0

2.07

2.65

2.2

2.40

/disk/salv/DiskSalvll_31.1ha(109K)

/dev/basic/ace23.lha (673K)

/util/virus/vchck644.1ha (80K)

/util/misc/AlertPatch30.1ha(49K)

/text/show/muchmore44.1ha (89K)

/util/cdity/yakl60.1ha (191K)

/game/think/UChess28lJ.]ha(699K)

/util/moni/ARTM2_04.1ha (77K)

/disk/misc/DskSpr20.lha (124K)

/util/edit/gedll.lha (858K)

/bi/./demo/MagicWB20d.lha (263K)

/mus/play/DeliTracker_207.1ha(531K)

/game/think/Imperial.lha (322K)

'gamc/think/wb2gamesV2.2.lha(234K)

/disk/moni/AZap_v240.1ha (68K)
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FinalData
Database Manager for the Amiga

In/ Merrill Galloway

SoftWood, Inc., maker of FinalWriter, and FinalCopy has just released

FinalData to help you manage lists of things in tables such as names

and addresses of customers or friends; collections of tape, video or

anything else; reference material such as bibliographies; home

inventory; bills, or appointment histories.

As we have come to expect from

SoftWood, the program installs flawlessly.

and the program interface is beautiful and

friendly. It is dead easy to sot up and start

using a list of, soy, names and addressee

and birthdays of friends. In feet, <i tutorial

guides the new user through the entire

process of setting up the list, entering and

changing data, rearranging column

boundaries, and even printing a database

report or labels.

The manual is very thorough and

simple enough tor the newest beginner, but

the reference section is well thought out for

quick and easy look ups. The package

comes with one disk and a manual of

approximately 95 pages which contains

nine sections and an index. The list price is

$99.95. FinalData works on any Amiga with

System 1.3 or later, and one megabyte or

better of RAM. Toottypes are supported as

well as launching from a command line or

an icon in Workbench.

What is a Database?

It would be good to mention up front that

there are databases and there are relational

databases. Now, all databases consist of one

or more tables that contain columns of a

certain data type (such as text or numbers

or dates), and rows, usually called records

which represent one instance or individual.

That is, a person may be listed in a database

with his or her last name entered under a

column called LastName. The last name is

actually entered into a field or a cell of the

table. A similar Held headed by the column

name. FirstMame, may contain records of

each individual's first name, an address

field will contain street dala, a state field

LastName

FitsiName

Sales
Payment

Lisf Options

Alignment

jLert

J Center

C
j Text j Date

_j Amount jTime

Type Options

Catc

— Amount Column

Sales

Payment

Display Options

— rotals — Decimals

jMone_•] Screen totals

V\ Report totals

Decimal Character

[ Period

). Comma

J2 J3 J6 J6 J6 Jl Jt

J' J' J< J) J js J* C

will contain state abbreviations, a zipcode

field will contain postal codes, and so on.

This is pretty straightforward, and

this is the kind of tool that FinalData is, a

tool to allow you to search and sort ,\ni.\

rearrange all sorts of tables, but only one

table at a time,

A relational database, on the other

hand, is not so simple. It will consist of

the same kinds of tables, but there will be

a collection of perhaps many interrelated

and linked tables that depend in various

ways on the other tables. The data you

enter into a table is called an entity and

the way one entity relates to another

(perhaps in another table) is called a

relationship.

Good database design involves

deciding which columns uniquely

identify each row in a table. For example,

in a school database, many students may

have the same last name, so a column is

created in the Student Table with a

unique number assigned for each student.

There may be more than one column that

is necessary to identify each row

uniquely, but the set of one or more

columns that does this is called the

Primary Key. The Student Table contains

a primary key Studnum, the student

number mentioned before. The Student

Table may be related to a second table,

Register which contains Studnum, Course

and Section to track course registrations.

I he Studnum column is called a Foreign

Key in the Register Table because it

relates to a Primary Key in another table.

These relationships when properly set up

cause changes in one table to filter out

and update all dependent tables.
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What FinalData Is Not

Out of the box, FinalData is by no

means a relational database manager. It

is strictly for managing one table at a

time, and it lacks most of the database

administration capabilities (such as

granting access, networking, security,

rollback, and backup, to name several)

that one would have in a real database

manager, which, by the way will not

only cost you more but will be much

more challenging to learn and use.

That caveat being said, the

intriguing thing about FinalData, is its

rather extensive ARexx control interface.

As we have come

to expect from

Softwood, the

program installs

flawlessly, and the

program interface

is beautiful and

friendly.

I have not had the time to try out ARcxx

with FinalData yet (because of publishing

deadlines), but my first impression is that

there may be enough ARexx commands to

implement certain relationships between

tables and increase its power to match some

features found in a relational database

manager (and ARexx is easier than most

database manager languages such as SQL).

Meanwhile, as a single table manager,

FinalData is incredibly easy to use. Small

businesses and individuals who only need

to maintain mailing lists, customer sales

histories, and other such non-complicated

data will appreciate FinalData's "up and

running in five minutes" philosophy.

Creating and Working with a

FinalData Database

All you need to do to start building a

new database is to select New from the

Project Menu. A Define Database requester

opens which allows you to name columns,

select what type of data they will contain,

determine the position or order in which

they will occur across the top, and how data

will be aligned in (heir cells. After you

accept a column definition, you may keep

entering columns until your table is

complete. If settings do not change between
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From top to bottom: FinalData's input screen for data, the FD screen to create a new

database, and a view screen to scrool through the records in a FinalData database.
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FinalData's sortation interface is very intuitive.

columns (e.g. there are several columns of

text in a row), all you have to do is name

the columns and press Enter each time to

retain all the previous settings.

Entering data is a question of clicking

on the first row and entering the informa

tion into the cells. Pressing Enter advances

to the next cell and there are full cut, copy

Once a database session is complete,

you may save the file in FinalData format.

You may also export a FinalData database

in ASCII format in order to use it in

FinalWriter Release 2, or FinalCopy's mail

merge features. You may import files from

PenPa! and other SoftWood products.

SoftWood promises FinalWriter Release 3

FinalData has full ARexx capabilities in case

you need to process and import a large

amount of data from another source, or

manipulate FinalData in some way

automatically.

and paste edit commands to make life easy.

Column width changes are as simple as

dragging the column dividers with the

mouse. An entire column may he moved

sideways by holding down the Alt key and

positioning the mouse pointer in the

column header. Selecting data is also very

easy. You may drag select, click on a

column head to select the entire column, or

on a row number to select the entire row.

The upper left hand comer has a

special button called the "Deselect Button".

The other button of interest is the "New"

row button to enter a new row of data.

These two toggle each other on and off. If

you reach the end of a row and press Enter,

the program automatically takes you back

to the beginning of the next row. You may

click anywhere and start editing or entering

data.

will take FinalData files directly. You may

save only selected parts of a database if you

so desire as well. Once a database contains

data, every column may be redefined or

moved, but the data type may not be

changed as long as there is data there.

One of the data types is Calculate, for

which you may specify a formula to

perform arithmetic on column items as long

as their data type is Amount. The column

names are used as variables as in: Hours *

Rate. Date and Time formats allow several

choices for date or time display format as

well as how they are to be entered.

ARexx and FinalData

FinalData has full ARexx capabilities

in case you need to process and import a

large amount of data from another source,

or manipulate FinalData in some way

automatically. ARexx has the most

powerful string handling features of any

language around, so it is a natural to use it

with FinalData. There are several ARexx

macros included; for instance, an ARexx

macro to automatically set up a Name and

Address database. ARexx macros may be

assigned to function keys and given

names that appear in the ARexx menu.

There is a 35 page section on ARexx

commands in the manual. As 1 mentioned

before, as ARexx macros become available

for this product, its power and usefulness

will only increase. I will save the details

for another article.

Printing

Printing is through Preferences only,

lacking the excellent PostScript drivers

available for FinalWriter and FinalCopy.

The product literature states that

FinalData uses printer fonts "for speed"

but translated this means: no print driver.

What a shame this is not an option.

SoftWood's PostScript drivers worked so

well in the past.

When 1 tried my PostScript printer

with the System 2.1 PostScript Preferences

driver, the only font that worked was the

mono-spaced courier. Any attempt to use

a proportional font such as Times, failed

to line anything up properly. On HP

LaserJet setting, the only font available

was courier which printed acceptably. The

tutorial shows you how to print labels. It

fails to mention that the settings are for

one label per page, so if you have a sheet

feed printer such as a laser printer, you

will want to change to 3 labels across and

3 down per page, or you will get six pages

from printing the six labels in the tutorial.

You would want only one label per page

when you are using a sprocket fed dot

matrix printer loaded with a roll of labels.

Sorting and Searching

Sorting works very well. If you have

some contiguous columns to sort, then the

Column menu has 5ort Low to High as

well as a Sort High to Low items. Simply

choose one of these after clicking on one

column or shift-clicking on one or more

columns and they will sort. For more

complicated sorts, such as non-contiguous

columns or one column high to low and

another low to high, or to determine sort

priorities, use the Row/Sort menu item to

open the sort requester. You may then

choose which columns to sort, in what

order, and whether high to low or the

(continued on page 55)
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CD - ROMS
7BII Collection (2 CD's) S39.95

7Bit Continuation CD S19.95

7BitPhase4 S19.95

DSoft Pro Fonts&Clipart $24.95

MNETSET1(4CDSet) $29.95

.MINETCD#5--SHARE $13.95

MINET CD #5 ■ GOLD $16.95

reshFish #8 or newer $19.95

.oldFish #2 2 CD Set $19.95

.IGHTROM1 $34.95

PACE & Astronomy CD $19.95

3IFa Galore Picture CD $19.95

ISIONS Photographs S25.00

Users Group Library $25.00

ource Code CD $18.95

DSoft Hottest 4 CD $19.95

DSoft Profess. Utils CD $19.95

usions'Magic Eye' pix $14.95

assassins Games CD $16.95

/eird Science Clipart CD $13.95

;eird Science Fonts CD $13.95

:PDP4 $17.95

DPD2 $17.95

ounds Terrific 2CD Music $29.95

RACTAL FRENZY -Tonsa pix $19.95

reject Gutenberg ■ Text files $19.95

MOSPDCD $19.95

/eird Science Network CD $17.95

■nerald Mines CD (Boulderdash) $19.95

MINET CD #2 by Walnut Creek $13.95

■eriiner Spielkieste .dms games $29.95

Manual, covers all aspects of

games programming In

AMOS! $29.95

PROGRAMMING ADVEN

TURE GAMES WTTHAMOS-

The title says It altl $CALL
New Ucensevart from NPOI

SCORCHED TANKS vl.9:

The most popular AMIGA Shareware

program by Mike Welch is now avail

able from NPD In its full, Artillery Bat-

lie, bomb blasting glory! $12.00

TECHNOVENTURE:

A great platform romp from Ben Marty,

includes level editor (with Auto Level

generator) and full source code In

AMOSPro! $10.00

GREEN 5:

This Is a fantastic 'FlashBack1 type

game from Mark Judge In the UK, this

was so good, we had to bring the full

version across the pond $15.00

ROKETZ!!

The BEST graphics we have seen.

Brought to you by THE FARM, Oils is an

AWESOME, gravity thrust / Race /

Shooting type game. It Is AGA only,

PAL all Raytraced graphics, $15.00

CD32 GAMES DELUXE GAIAGA & PACMAN

PGA European Tour Golf $34.95

ARCADE POOL (PAL) $24.95

A.KIRACD32 $39.95

ROADKILL CD32 (PAL) $34.95

DRAGONSTONE (PAL) $34.95

SUBWAR2050 $34.95

SUPER FROG CD32 $24.95

Beneath a Steel Sky(PAL) $39.95

PARNET CABLE $12.95

competition PRO CD32 JoypadSI 9.95

:07V Genlocks $25.00
Weird Science CD32 Serial

able $27.95 - SPECIAL, get th*

Network CD and Serial Connec

torfor ONLY S42.00

AMOS STUFF!

AMOS PRO -$47.00

MOS PRO Compiler $40.00

et Both Together for$B2.00

MOS Turbo Plus Extension!

Jds over 130 new commands

AMOS S AMOS Pro! Includes

Scene Editor, faster graphics

immands, Color Font Capabil-

and more! Only $29.95

10S INTUITION EXTENSION

eate true WorkBench applica

nts with AMOS! Even supports

SA Screen modes! $14.95

IHANCEO MUSIC EXTENSION

■place the bugs in the AMOS

jsic.lib $14.95

ASTERING AMIGA AMOS

tcellent book by Phil South

W+ Pages. $26.95

LTMATB AMOS BOOK by

ison Holborn includes disk

'source code! $36.00

WGA GAME MAKERS

ViUAL by Stephen Hill,

author of the AMOS PRO

By Edgar Vigdal, Get the Registered

versions of Deluxe Galaga and Deluxe

PacMan, Two of the BEST Amiga

Shareware games ever for only $15.00

or get one year upgrades for only

$20.00 this Includes 3 upgrades!

Fl UCENSEWARE

Fl-032 W0BD POWER V2

Stove Rennocks, S7.00, Another groat

util from Steve. This one was previously

on sale commercially tor £9.95. Word

Power has the ability to solve crosswords

and anagrams. The supplied dictionary

contains 36,000+ words and you can

create your own dictionaries of any size.

WP supports prin! outs and is hard drive

installable. This is a must lor anyone who

enjoys creating or solving word puzzles.

Fl-033 POWER PLANNER V1.3

Steve Rennocks, 57.00, A powerful

Personal organizer program to help you

keep track ol important events,

address'+telephone numbers, and

prevent you from forgetting important

yeariy events e.g birthdays , anniversa

ries! , etc.

Appointment* can be given different

priorities so that you can be notified on

the day of the appointment, 1,2,3 or 4

weeks in advance. A separate small

program called Diary Checker is used to

warn you of the events.

The talephons directory section pro

vides all the features to manage such a

database including (Searching, printing .

add/delate/editing, first, previous, next,

and last movements)

Used on a regular basis this program is

invaluable and will help get you orga

nized if that's possible! A battery backed

dock is required for regular use. Full

product support , helpline and update
service available directly from Amivision

Software.

Fl-045 T-Ttt MAZE

Trevor Taytor, $7.00, 1 Disk. This aim of

this great maze game is, as you would

expect, to get from the starting point to

the exit ol each maze. This involves

moving your wobbly blob over switches

that toggle gates of certain colours open

and shut in various parts of the maze.

This game is simple in concept, but like

most simple ideas is infuriatingly addic

tive and is extremely brain taxing.

Not one for the kids!

F1-04 o HENRYS HOUSE

Gurmita & Sucha Singh, $8.50, 2 Disks.

As Henry, you have been ordered by

your mum to collect all of your toys,

which are scattered in various rooms of

your house, or ifs NO POCKET MONEY

for a monthl Henry's House is a platform

game for youngsters (Approx 5-10 Yrs)

and is just jolly good fun, well the kids

need some fun tool HH includes the

complete Amos source code for all you

budding programmers out there, which

means you could add more levels if you

wished. Great stuff!

Fl -039 TWO CAN PLAY - Gina Wears,

$7.00, Gina Mears is back, with her most

innovative educational module yet!

Two Can play (As the title suggests) is

designed for two children (3-10 yrs)

to play at the same time, eliminating the

usual "It's my go, Mum!!" forever. Each

child can play at a difficulty level that

suits them. All the game modules are

mouse driven. Full in-piogram instruc

tions included. -The games on this disk

are: POP IT, UP The Chimney, Splat!,

The Big Raca and Jack'o House.

If you have more than one child this disk

is an absolute must Two Can Play is

about fun and learning combined with

competition.

Fl - 044 - BlackBoard v3 - A full

featured Image Processing program, too

many features to list CU Amiga gives it

an 89% Rating. 3 Disks $10.00

Fl - 052 - Operation Firestorm - An

outstanding 'CONTRA' type scrolling one man

demolition shoofem up. PAL but COOL! S7.00

Fl 04S - EKK • This game was to be a

commercial release. And ifs fVTSCabid $7.00

Fl 035 - Chilly Chavez - Use Chilly the

Penguin over 7 large levels. 3 Disks. PAL,

simple gameplay, great fun! $10.00

Fl 025 ■ Art School vl.l - Absolutely the best

program of this type anywhere! CU Amiga gives

It an 88% and says 'Get it for your kids, then

kick them off and play with ft yoursdfT $450

Fl 018 - REUCS Of DEUMtONEVE - Like

Monkey Island. Rated a 91% in June '94, THE

ONE Magazine says TOP STUFF, BUY HT

Comes on FOUR Disks, $12.00

Fl 050 - ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS GUIDE TO

AMOS ■ Excellent tutorial for those of you

who want to learn this great language! $830

Fl 051 - INTRODUCING WORK

BENCH - $8.50

CLR UCENSEWARE

| CLG 017 - Jmbriism, Day of Reckoning

Outstanding graphic adventure, received

excellent reviews from AmigaWorid - $6-00

CLG 065 - WEAPONS MASTER! • A combat

game from the same team that brought you

Relics of Deldroneye and Fortress $$.00

CLU 040 - ARCO - A full featured

AREXX COMPILER, compile AREXX

programs and make them run with

out AREXX being piesent Everything

AREXX coders need! $6.00

CLE 058 - STARS and GALAXIES • A great

reference for all ages! 3 Disks S9-00

CLE 049 - TOTAL CONCEPTS DINO

SAURS v2 - Every kid will love this

great hypergulde tour through the

land of the giant lizards! -- 59.00;0
El

GAMES
ASI 201 ■ KtDROZONE. DEZV UZZf. Ofi&JT.

ASI202 - ST BASH, TOY BOX. THE RACE.

ASI203-CROAKER METAL GQ

AS 2M ■ BLACKDAVWI KILLER TOMATOES, W.

ASI 205 -LOOIY, CREEK POKER SQUARES.

ASI 2M - BEBOP N DROP, ZOMtWT, MLSDOUT.

ASI 207 ■ 5ENSBLE MASSACRE. SPITFIRE ASSAULT,

SUDEfTZ

ASI 20J ■ KNIGHT* RJZZLE, PSYCHO SQUARES

ASI 2W ■ TRJCK OR TREAT. SPACETAXl \KT0R TANK

BATTLE.

ASI 210 - TOUCH K GO. WAGGLEMANA 2 HOP H

HURL

ASI 211- MINI DASH HAPPY MONSTER DINGO.

ASI 212 - GAMMA ZONE OOZE, TAKE THE MONEY.

ASI 213 ■ MORLA, RUEDAVL3E. DAME.

ASI 214 ■ t GET IT, PUNTER, MECH DGHTK

AH 21S - SUPER BATTLEZONE. CYBERTRE, HASH1W

POTATOE.

ASI 21* - BOMBER :"■"■"■ i ' -. \ A\ M. DICE 0.

ASI 217 ■ MANGLED FENDERS, DUAL MAZE, OJBIK.

ASI 218 ■ AGE Of ROC* HEARTS BLACK IADY,

COMMANDO RAID.

ASI 211 ■ CHOPPER ATTACK. ROUTE 66. G4MME 5.

ASI 220 ■ DR STRANGE ALIEN FRENZY, HMRM

GAM 283 OVERLANDER ■ GREAT MOON

BUGGY type GAME (PAD.

GAM 292 ■ Warchon - great 2 player Archon

done written in AMOS!

CAM 1% ACA SOLJTAJRi - Just like the

Windows version

CAM 297 ■ ROKETZ PD vl AGA Ony Thrust Dud /

Radng garni. (PAD,

CAM 29» ■ SPITFIRE ASSAULT ■ Shootem up! PaL

GAM 2M ■ KISS the CANVAS -Boxing Game. Pal

GAM 300 ■ To (he Death! Qeal Beifem up! Pal

GAM 301AB - 'V: r i Glaio. AGA only i ■jifmmir!

CAM 30ZAB - Missile Owr Xcrion! PAL Missile

Command at Ifs flrasB

CAM 305 - ONSLAUGHT! - Fast Shootem Up!

GAM 307 - Sploggy ■ Great Hatftxmer ty Die wme

group that brought you BEETLE

GAM 313 - FEARS! - AGA Only Payable VWfenstein

3D type game. PAL! Check Hoot

GAM 314 - CKARR Better Irian ktxdied Tanks?

GAM 317 - XenoStar Demo - Uke the classic arcade

shooter SinisUri Check It ait

GAM 311 - Aladdin Playable Demo! PaL

CAM 319 ■ Don King Playable Demo! PaL

GAM 320 • SKJDMARKS 2 Payable Demo! ACA

CAM 321 - OBERMAN - The PACMAN game of the

CENTURY! A eras behwen WrtflD and PacMan, must

be played to believe. PAL

CAM 32IAB -HYPERRACE. Great owrtwad view radng

game. 2 Disks. PAL

GAM 323 ■ T-RACER Good sideways strolling shoofem

up Rke R-Type. PAL

GAM 324 - Deluxe Galaga IS. Shareware vos.

3397ABO) - Klondike AGA 111 New 4 Disk update lo

this Incredible game. WE HAVE OttR 20 CAROSETS

FOR THS GAME. CALL AN D ASK!

3459 XENEX Xenu Is an up-t° dale variation on the

old dassic Asteroids Written by Mart Sheeky, the guy

wta did Cvtdander and Gbbal Themwiudeai Warfart

34S2 OBSTICKLE, A superb Christmas

platform game. The graphics and sound are

excellent

3487 POVrtR BATTLE, This Is a SUPERB 2

player shootemup.

M45CABQ - DEAD OF NIGHT, a SUPERB 3

dish multl-tanguage graphic adventure.

3387 CHESS PROGRAMS

3518 ZAXXON - Faithful recreation of c64

version of this dassic PLAYi GREAT!3

3539 TOP HOT WILLY - Game

35« INTERNAL COMBUSTION Came.

3544 TURBO 1AM PREVIEW GAME

3546 HD Games Installer - Will Install Lion

King, Aladdin, AJ!enBreed2 AGA, SupeiFrog

and many, many more to Hard DrtveS

354» SUICIDE MISSION GAME

355SAB INDIAN SPIRTT GAME

3567 POKERMANIA GAME

3568 LETHAL FORMLLA GAME

3570 ROKETZ PD v225

3587 BOING v3.0

3595 CLASSIC PUCMAN

KLONDIKE AGA CARDSETSV.

3396 MARILYN hONROB CARDSET

3400 DR. WHO CARDSET

5401 RETURN of THE JEDI CARDSET

3402 EMPIRE STRIKES BACK CARDSET

3407 swmsun- cardset

3408 FACES 2 CARDSET

Mil STJTO CARDSET

3433 FAST CARS CARDSET

3467 RAMMA CARDSET

3488 SAtLORMOON CARDSET

3470 FANTASY DBlD CARDSET

3490 ELLS HACPHERSON CARDSET

3920 NORMAL CARDS£T

3527 SHERILWf FENN CARDSET

3528 ROVING YARNS CARDSET

3529 PERIHELION CARDSET

3534 UON KTNO CARDSET

3571 CDVDr CRAHTORD CARDSET 2

3572 BEAUTY CARDSET

3573 HEROINE CARDSET

3574 DRAGONLANCE CARDSET

3575 ACHILLEOS CARDSET

3576 CARDSET CONSTRUCTION SET

3S7S FRACTAL CARDSET

I.'IILS A HINCI

345HABC0O A-Z OF LJCHTWAVE OBJECTS

5 dlifcsjam packed full of objects for use In LW

V3.0*. There arc 129 objects altogethtr.

34» ROBS HOT STASH •:>?. HPOeskltt S60C

3488 IMAGINE OBJECTS. 5 BIG objects on here for

Imagine 2 * 3. Or here we have Atatthlp, ChunU,

Street Fighter 2 Arcade Machine, XWIng and

DragonBalL All are archived.

M92IMAGESTUDIO V121, The latest version of this

superb Image processing tool Converts back am)

forth between many different formats.

34M - ICON TOOLBOX. Create Icons of any size and

up to 2S6 colours from paint flies.

3547 - More 256 Color Icons, plus Iconlan

3501MAINACTOR V1.55. MalnActor is a lull

featured animation program. You <:-.r create /edit/

time /play animations of any slie on your native

amlga chipset or your graphic card

M71WACICWB BRUSHES ♦ ICONS

3472 MIDNIGHT V2.0S. A modular screen blanking

s^tem designed for AmlgaDOS Ix:

3437WB EACLEPLAYER vl.53. Comfortably play

music of many different sound-formats.

3439 IMAGINEflABVLON 5 OBJECTS.

3440 VIRTUAL MEMOm LTT1LS, VMM V21 Imple

ments a virtual memo«y manager for Amlgas wW a

6SM0 or 68010 processor. A nice GUI isabo

provided.

3531 TERM v4 2 for 63000 powered Amiga*

353* TERM vU for 68030* powered Amlgas

3537 TERM v4i EMras. Lbs, Docs, etc

3S31ONFORM vl3i Form Maker.

3538 Virus Workshop v4.6. Kill those nasties.

3SZ3 MORE MAdCWB ICONS

3519 VISUAL ARTS CIS DESIGNER

3524 MINIMORPH UD

3538 MAGIC SELECTOR vl.4

3547 MORE 256 COLOR ICONS

3550ABC UON KING CUPART

3551 MUI v2-3

3S52ABC STARWARS IMAGINE OBJECTS

3556 FINAL WRITER 3 '030 PATCH

3560 NEW UTILS #5

35S1 CYBERPUNK NOW MAG. #4

3563 GFX UTILS #2

35S0AB PACESTREAM 3.0F PATCH

3581 INTERNET UTILS

3582 NEW UTILS 16

3583 AGA SPECTRUM EMULATOR vl.66

3588 IMAGE DESK vU

3589AB PHOTO TECHNIQUES

3592 JPEG AGA v2.1

3594 PARNET HARD DRIVE INSTALLER

Alt 4/95 - AMIGA REPORTS ONUNE - The fines!

Electronic Amiga magazine around. AmlgaGulde

Format call for the latest Issue!

3530 ADDRESS PRINT vi.t, recent update to tils

excellent address database labelprinter.

VU 161 - NICO FRANCOS1 NEW ICONS

UT11*0 - VLT, Great VT-100 Teim program

UTT 149 • CANON STUDIO. Carton Printer Disk)

Lm 148 - REORG ir DISKSALV

UTJ1 147 - MAGIC WB vl.2p

REMEMBER All PD / SHAREWARE

DISKS ARE ONLY S 1.00l!!M!!l!

MAGAZINES:

AMIGA FORMAT •- Sl.00 + SZ.00 S«VH

CU AMIGA JI.00 + SZ.00 S*H

AMIGA COMPUTING SI.00+S2.00 S*H

AMIGA SHOPPER - SI.00 * SZ.00 SiH

AMIGA POWER M.OO + SZ.00 S&H

AMIGA ACTION — Sl.00 * S2.00 S&H

CD32 GAMER S9.00 • 12.00 S&H

COMPLETE 6 DISK CATALOG AND

SAMPLE PACK ONLY $5.00!"

S&H: l-10DISKS-$2.00,ll-50

DISKS S4.00, 51* DISKS S6.30

CD'S: 1 CD 52.(10,1* CD's $4.00

"V,! ACCEPT VISA I MASTERCARD!!

Northwest Public Domain - P.O. Box 1617 - Auburn, WA 98071-1617 - (206)351-9502



BETTER CONCEPTS INC.
10 Mandon Terrace New City. NY 10956

1-800-ZS1-644Z SALES * 1-914-639-S09S INFO * 1-914-634-7097 Fax

MIGA HARDWARE
CD32

Game Console Unit

$229
•W/BundIe»X:Dlggers CD, CD32 Demo CD 2 &

Competitor! Pro Pad Only $249

•W/Bundlc»EPinball Fantasies-Sleepwalker CD,

rutal and Bloody Sports Football Cf Competition

Pro Pad Only $249

'.HARDWARE SPECIALS!

Emplant MAC Basic $169

Emplant MAC Deluxe $369

586DX Module For Emplant SCall

AIR External DD Floppy Drive $90

AIR Internal DD Floppy Drive $75

AIR External HD Floppy Drive $160

AIR Int. HD Floppy Drive (A4000) $135

AIR Int. HD Floppy Drive <oth.r A-.it-) $140

1403 CBM 14" B&W VGA Monitor $99

Replacement Z Button Amiga Mouse $19

Ergo Palm Help Joystick $15

Being Optical Mouse $27

Amiga Pen Mouse $xx

SXl Expansion Unit
Turns your CD32 into an Alioo!

$189
•4MB RAM add $165*

•Keyboard add $40*

3.1 UPGRADES
A4000/A3000 A500/2000/1500

$159 $140

CD32 & SX-1 BUNDLE $399
BCI AlXOOC (Anilgai2OO Clone)

The closest thing to an A1200!

Consists of:

CD32, SX-l, Keyboard, Floppy Drive, Mouse & WB 3.1 $575

•no 1.5 Inch IDE HD Add $280

•4MB RAM Add $165

MISCELLANEOUS PRODUCTS

Super CD31 Competiton ProPad $19

Standard CD32 Joypad $12

2.1 Upgrade Kits $85

A2000 Power Supply $50

AI000 Power Supply $45

A3000 Service Manual $15

A500 Service Manual $15

A500 Keyboard $29

CD Caddies $4.50

Hard Drives
IDE 2,5" Z1O MB $Z9O

44 Pin Cable for above $1$

IDE 3.5" 1.2 Gig $399

IDE 5-5" 8S0 MB $299

IDE 3-S" 540 MB S219

MICROPOLIS (scsi)
I991S 9.09 Gig S5I50

199IA V 9.09 Git $3300

3243S 4-29 Gig SIS50

MIGA SOFTWARE

EDUCATIONAL

SOFTWARES

ON FLOPPY?

. >■■ - 1 ■ ■ ! o ..-- -:■..- ir--

Ihrill or trucking through the jungle with Mike the

donkey in scorch of big (»rnc. Klly the elephant

ielp« your child remember the hard to ipell words by
using word pattern recognition. Other friendly

animals also help your child to become an expert in

no lime. Digitized speech/sound, print spelling lists,

quints, purlieu 4 more!!! 312.00

Math DfXlOrThe newc»l way of learning the
'Old Math'. It uses the computer 10 add another

dimension to the moth that we learn in school. The

functional slept are the same, including carrying,

borrowing and moving decimals. Digitized speech,

interactive rejpoiwes, colorful graphics and more

makes this math experience fun!!! 3 levels of

difficulty. SHOO

Crossword Coastrurtioo Srt:No» you
can build the perfect puzzle and slump your friends

j creating your own crossword puulca. Contains

nuill in list editor, numerous puzzles included.

Interactive play with Amiga Narrator feed back.

Create, modify, save and print crossword puzzles.

Print word search puzzles as backdrop*. Also

installs on hard drivewithclick of an icon!! $12.00

_„ Storybook SeneS:The wonder and excitement of ihe
Talking Storybook is now your* lo explore. Magical worlds will open in

spoken word as well as graphics * animations, digitized sounds & a full

music score. Turn the pages forward, backward or in any order yew choose.

An excellent reading aid, the speed in adjustable, adapting to the user. Sefccl

individual norda lo be spokcn/spcllcd, thus improving spelling and phonetic

skills and vocabulary. Choose from:The Red Hen. Nursery Rhymes. The

Three Bears. All about Whales. ABCs and Solar System. $12 KACII

POCO MaH:A refreshine new concept
in gaming. Poco Man is a strategy-logic

game thai is extremely challenging! JO

levels, high quality digitized sound

effects, smooth colorful graphics and

animation!, saves high scores & names,

multitasking 4 more!!! Uses jay slick,

nyiiac or keyboard. $9.95

VVorid Tour StneS:A series of programs which provide hours of fun while
teaching facts about each of the geographic areas. Suggested for ages 9 through adult.

Contains information on capitals, currency, government, languages, religion, flags,

average rainfall, population, Topography and much more, l-'calurc* beautifully colored

maps, digitized sounds, music, timed quizca, complete tutorials, maps, high score list,

prints award certificates & more!! Choose '. ■■ ::■ I > \. Africa, Central Amrrlci,

Russia, Wnl Asia, South America, Europr, Australia, India, Canada or Mlddlt

Kail. J14.9S Each

ftfTTER CONCEPTS IflC

DESKTOP PUBLISHING CUP ART & FONTS CD $1 6.95

•SPECIALLY GEARED TOWARDS AMIGA OWNERS

•Clip Art Directory Contains Over 2500 B&W EPS
Structured Images, 1500+ IFF Images Plus Over

80O0 PCX Images!

• 1000S Of Type 1 Adobe Fonts a Postscript Fonts!

•All Your Desktop Publishing & Word Processing

Needs On One CD!

SEXUAL FANTASIES CD32/CDTV/CD $ 1 8

Adults only please! This CD is specially designed

FOR YOUR CD32, CDTV OR AMIGA CD ROM. FILLED WITH

lOOOS OF XXX PICTURES AND SOME HOT ANIMATIONS.

ALL COMPLETE WITH VlEWERSl

SHEER DELIGHT CD32/CD $22

ADULTS ONLY PLEASE! THIS CD IS SPECIALLY DESIGNED

FOR YOUR CD32 OR AMIGA CD ROM. FILLED WITH OVER

3800 IMAGES OF BEAUTIFUL WOMEN POSING IN BATHING

SUITS, LINGERIE. SEMI NUDE PLUS MORE! IMAGES ARE ALL

UK. OK!. All complete with viewers!

MUSIC MOD & SOUND EFFECT CD $ 1 9.95

•SPECIALLY GEARED TOWARDS AMIGA OWNERS

•Over 2800 Music MODS (Classical, Pop, Rock, Techno, Acid,

Rave, Mellow..)!

•over 63OO Sound Samples ranging from Sound Effects,

Digitized speech, all kinds of instruments & more!

•Also comes with several MOD & Sound Sample players for

your Amiga computer!

BCI-NET CD $14.95

december 94

this cd contains over 1 gig of the latest, greatest, most

useful programs off of the internet. utilities, games,

graphics, music, entertainment plus tons more! all complete

with a custom built interface written just for this cd that

will let you smooth through the archived files a allow you

to launch any program, without ever leaving the interface!

Planned to be released quarterly, the latest version

available is december 94.

PLAIN BROWN WRAPPER CD $25

Adults only pleasei This CD contains over 1 6OO images of

HOT XXX action. Complete with viewers, this CD has set ups

a RUNS ON BOTH PCS AND AMlGAs!

MORE HOffl&TOE CD'S ON THE

CD32 DEMO CD VOLUME 2
This CD was to be bundled with the CD32 when CBM

released It to the U.S.A.! Contalns:Several minute

movie Intro and playable demo of MICROCOSM,

preview of RISE OF THE ROBOTS, Video presentaion

of CD32 capabilities, CDXL & X complete FMV videos!

Only $10!!

FUTURE SHOCK 2 AUDIO CD By Sidewinder
This Audio CD was completely made on an Amiga using

Protracker and MED. IS butt kicking Techno tunes by one of

todays hottest writers! Plays on any audio CD player!

On Sale This Month For Only $1$

CHECK OUT PAGE 2 OF OUR AD>»



MIGA SOFTWARE CONTINUED
100 PD GAMES I' $18

100 PD GAMES II' $18
TOWER ASSAULT $30
AKIRA $32
ALIEN BREED S.EJQWAK* $27

ARCADE POOL' $18
BANSHEE" $27
BATTLECHESS $30
BATTLETOADS $10

BEAVERS $10

BENEATH A STEEL SKY $34
BENEFACTOR $12
BRIAN THE LION* $16
BRUTAL SPORTS FOOTBALL $17
BRUTAL SPORTS SOCCER $16

BUBBA&STIX" $18
BUBBLE & SQUEAK" $30

BUMP & BURN $12

ANNON FODDER $30

ASTLESII $12
HAOS ENGINE $19
HUCKROCKI $10
HUCKROCKII* $12

THE CLUE $32
DARKSEED $15

DANGEROUS STREETS $10

DEATH MASQUE $32

DEFENDER OF THE CROWN
DENNIS THE MENACE

DIGGERS
DIZZY
DA3ENERATION
DISPOSABLE HERO-

DRAGON STONE
EMERALD MINES*

EUROPEAN PGA GOLF

FIELDS OF GLORY

FIRE FORCE

FLY HARDER'

FRONTIER:ELITE II

FURYOFTHEFURRIES
GAMES N GOODIES-

GLOBAL EFFECT

GROLIERSENC.il

GUARDIAN

GUINESS CD OF RECORDS*
GUNSHIP 2000

HEIMDALL II
INSIGHT:TECHNOLOGY
IMPOSSIBLE MISSION 2025"
JAMES POND II
JAMES POND m

$15 JETSTRIKE
$12 JUNGLE STRIKE
$10 KIDCHAOS*
$17 LABYRINTH OF TME

$10 LAST NINJA III
$15 LEGACY OF SORASIL

$35 LIBERATION
$15 LfTILDML
$34 LOTUS TRILOGY
$30 MARVELOUS MARVIN"
$26 MEAN ARENAS

$12 MICROCOSM
$16 MORPH-
$10 MYTH

$18 OUT TO LUNCH*
$16 OVERKILL/LUNARC
$15 NICK FALDO GOLF
$25 NIGEL MANSELL
$15 PINBALL FAN/SLEEPWLKR
$28 PREMIER'

$20 RISE OF THE ROBOTS
$15 ROADKILL*
$32 SIMON THE SORCEROR
$10 SOCCER KID

-US SUBWAR 2P5O

$12
$34

$12
$25

$12
$32

$28
$35

$15

$30

$15

$19

$10

$13

$12
$12
$10

$12

$15
$12
$32
$32
$32
$28

S3Q

SKELETON KREW
SUMMER OLYMPIX
SUPERFROG

SUPER METHANE BROS

SUPER STARDUST-
THEME PARK
TOTAL CARNAGE*

TRIVIAL PURSUIT
TROLLS

UF0-ENEMY UNKNOWN

ULTIMATE BODY BLOWS
UNIVERSE

VIDEO CREATOR"
VITAL LIGHT

ZOOL-

ZOOL IP

ADULTS ONLY

COVERGIRL STRIPPOKER
SEXUAL FANTASIES
SHEER DELIGHT

$17
$18

$22

--PAL only!

IF YOU DONT SEE WHAT YOU
WANT, CALL US AND WE WILL
GETfT!

ADVANCED MILITARY SYSTEMS- $8
ALL DOGS GO TO HEAVEN- $8
AMERICAN HERITAGE DICTIONARY- $10
BARNEY BEAR GOES TO SCHOOL- $8
CINDERELLA- $8
CLASSIC BOARD GAMES $8
CURSE OF RA $8
DEFENDER OF THE CROWN II- $15
ELECTRONIC COOKBOOK- $8
EYES OF THE EAGLE $8
FUN SCHOOL 3- $8
GARDEN FRUITS' $8
GARDEN PLANTS' S8
GARDEN TREES- $8
GROLIERS ENCYCLOPEDIA II- $25
GUINESS DISC OF RECORDS- $15
HOLY BIBLE- $8
HOUNDS OF THE BASKERVILLE- $8

INDOOR PLANTS- $8
INSIGHT:TECHNOLOGY« $15
ILL WORKS OF SHAKESPEARE- $8
MOVING GIVES ME STOMACH ACHE $8
MUD PUDDLE-

PAPER BAG PRINCESS-
POWER PINBALL
PSYCHO KILLER-
TALE OF PETER RABBIT'
THOMAS SNOW SUIT-
TIME TABLE OF HISTORY-
TIME TABLE OF SCIENCE-

TOWN WITH NO NAME-
WOMEN IN MOTION-
WRATH OF THE DEMON'

•=YJavV,s on CO32. also*.
ADULTS ONLY

COVER GIRL STRIP POKER-
SEXUAL FANTASIES-

$8
$8
$8
$8
$8
$8
$10
$10
$8
$10
$8

$17

$18

AMIGA CD ROMS
100PDGAMES I $18

100 PD GAMES II $18
17 BrT 2 CD COLLECTION $28.95

17 BFT CONTINUATION $17.95

17 BrT PHASE IV $17.95
AMINET III (JULY 94) $13.95
AMINET fV (NOV94) $13.95

AMOS PD CD $19.95
ANIMATIONS 2CD SET $24.95
ASSASSIN GAMES CD $19.95
BCI-NETI CD (DECEMBER 94) $13.95

BCI-NET II CD (MARCH 95) $14.95

CD PD I. II, III. or W $19.95
DEMO CD I or II $19.95
DEMO MANIA I $19.95

DTP CUP ART & FONTS CD $16.95
EUROSCENEI $14.95
FRESH FISH (LATEST) $19.95

FROZEN FISH (LATEST) $19.95

GAMES N GOODIES $18
GIF'S GALORE $19.95

GOLDFISH II $19.95

LSD& 17Bn"COMP. I $17.95

LSD 8 17BrTCOMP. II $17.95

MEETING PEARLS $14.95

MUSIC MOD & SOUND EFFECTS $19.95
NETWORK CD $19.95

SERIAL CABLE FOR ABOVE $29.95

SOUNDS TERRIFIC 2CD SET $24.95

WEIRDSCIENCE CLIP ART CD $13.95

WEIRD SCIENCE FONTS CD $13.95

ADULTS ONLY

PLAIN BROWN WRAPPER $25
SEXUAL FANTASIES $18
SHEER DELIGHT $22

LICENSEWARE

ON FLOPPIES
rr'S the prrs! a bold miner's slaughter

-By Kit Felice. Amazing multi-level AMOS arcade
game. REQ:Hard drive, 2 MB RAM, ECS or AGA,
LHA decompresses any Amiga OS. 3D tunnel
scenes are featured in this excellent arcade
adventure game. Hours of fun! $12

TOMCAT

-By John B. Graham. Experience Amiga's first
software based Full Motion Video arcade game.
Any Amiga with 1 MB of Chip RAM and hard drive
can play this thrilling arcade F-14 fighter game.
Over 11 megs of hard hitting all video action! $19

PSYCHO SQUARES DELUXE
-By Shane R. Monroe. So easy, you'll learn it in 5
minutes; so addictive you'll play it for 5 hours! This
strategy game features EHB graphics, digital
speech, original music, two player mode and much,
much more! Complete witn many awesome
backround graphics! You'll love it! $15

PSYCHO SQUARES DLX:ADULT GRAPHIC DISK
-By Shane R. Monroe. If you love Psycho Squares
Deluxe backround graphics, imagine playing for
STEAMY ADULT pictures! 13 levels of beautiful,
hot women! Requires the registered version of
Psycho Squares Deluxe sold above. $4

CALL FOR ANY AMIGA

PRODUCT NOT SHOWN!

NOW SHIPPING VUI
•Super I ';:-■■■. Point & Click Environment
•Converts images To & From GIF, IFF,
PCX JPEG. iTBit & more!
•Configurable Image Output Options

•Resizing, Precise Scaling, Color

Correction, Batch Processing Plus More!

•68020 or higher recommaided

Multipte PhtForm Graphics Conversion & Processing IJst Price WS Special SALE Price $29.95
!ALL NEW!

ACA Entertainment Pack

2S disk* filled with Lhe newest games, eurodemos,

animations & oiher neat stuff that mats your AGA Amiga
really show off! A few title* arc: Klondike \ Mad lighter

2. Treasure* Of'I'utankhamun 2. • much mure! Only S2O!

! ALL NEW!

ARCADE GAMES PACK

25 disks filled with the NEWEST game* ihal run on All

Amigaa. All new titles! Alt the fun of an arcade in the

comfort of your own home! Game types included are
platform, adventure, puzzle, ahool cm up, heal cm up plus

muchmorc! Only lit!

!ALL NEW!

STEAMY WINDOWS PACKS

lach pack contains 25 disks of the most beautiful women
posing in bathing suits & lingerie, working out & other

erotic shots. Over 10,000 copies sold in Europe! Choose

from 10 different packages!Specify Pack #, Specify AGA

Lcftufar Amis". Only S20!!t

!AEL NEW!
MUSIC MOD PACKS

Each pack conla ins 25 disks of awesome music! Choose
from TECHNO, POP. MELLOW or ASSORTED. All

playeiniire also included! Each Pack w only $3)!! I

PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE
All our ID dliki are no* only <">< EACH! Thai Include* all dliki from our

library, Ai*an1n Game ifliki COO-'), LSD Utility Disks (150*), 17 Bit Sofl»«rr

dliks P-4WH), Amo« H> dliki (600*). t'ttd Flirt Dbki (1-1000) plui more! Thais
aboul 10,000 PD dlski available to you u.c .,i,l> "■« ui-hl Why bolhtr pus Ing

mornthsnyoucan grf II here for less? Send £* for our paper catalog, 4 disks or Perlhdion CardiH-Anotitr cardsct for Klondike AGA

ga disk:
99c Each

JPEG AGAv2.1-LalcstJPEGviewcrforAGA machines!

ACA Spectrum Emulator 1.66-1 jtcst version!!
r rjiUI Curdiel-Cards for Klondike AGA!

Lion King Cardset-Card* for Klondike AGA!

dlik catalogs & a urn pie disk Prom our library! Sec
Call m & we'll prt ll

mrlhlng »f don't have?

latest utility disks

Virus Workshop 4.7-La lest version of the mowwanlcd virus hunicr/killer disk.

Images!udlo lJ21-LHibly that will let you convert & manipulate almost any image!

Interne! l'tlllll«»-A whole disk of some very useful uliliue* for the internet.

LION KING CLIPARTSome nice clipart for me in WP or DTP! 3 disks (S2.97)

Star Wan Ima line OhJtcls-3 disks (52.97) of Star W«n objects for use in Imagine.

EFfi Guide 23-Ncwc*t version of Dummies Guide lo the Internet

Ml'.L 2^-Crcalea race frail end interface for almost any executable Tile.

LATEST ENTERTAINMENT DISKS

Poker Mania Game-lf you like .-■■■"-. p ■■-"- get this!!!

Suldde Million Game-A grtal new game from Europe lhat you'll love!

! NEW-SOUND SAMPLE PACKS'NKW!
Each pock contain* 1S disk* of professional, ready to use Sound Samples. 2 Paclts lo
choose fromlNSTRUMI-NTS or VOICES/SOUNDUTECTS. Only 112 per pock!

Kipping Yarns Cardset-Yet another cardsel for Klondike

AGA.
Cindy il Cardstl-2nd sel of Cindy Crawford cards for
Klondike.

Beauty Cardsel-Nice ladies on this card set for Klondike

AGA.
Utrolr* CardsM-Yes, another coronet for Klondike AGA!

AchJUeo* Cardtrt-Oh my, another cordset for Klondike.
SamurL Showdown-A g/ca! AGA heal me up game!!
DOVE DEMO-: disks HI.98) of an auejoine new AGA

eurudemo.
j Frnn Qirdsef-Another caidscl for Klondike AGA.

Mar) Mn Monroe-A ereal cardsel for Klcndike AGA!

ROOTS DEMO-A great AGA eurodemo!!
Soul Kllchfn Dtmo-2 disks (J1.9S) containing anolher groat

eurodemo!

APEX DEMO-Another new AGA eurodemo!!

$5 MIN. FOR SHIPPING & HANDLING
INTERNATIONAL OR LARGE ORDERS, CALL!

CALL NOW TO ORDER

1-800-252-6442
VISA



Turtle Lightning Amiga Domain
AMIGAS1 Best: TLAS-FISH-TBAG-EUROPEAN-LICENSEWARE-COMMERCIAL

VERSALITE LOTTOAMIGAVISION

V1.7 Release 2 $29 Great Lotto number-

GRAPHICS BUNDLE

TV TEXT PRO $39
DELUXE PAINT 3 *

Boxed Games Boxed Games $5
C-500: GUNSHIP 2000 $ 24 |««e.a***** R«?mr«i
C-505: SHADOW OF BEAST 3 . $ 24

C-510: COVERT ACTION ... $ 14

COMMODORE

AMIGA MOUSE $19

sound. Full number

editing. Can be set for

states with numbers 0-51 C-520: THEME PARK $42

display?g8rrphib*nd C-530: UFO - AGA ONLY ... $ 42
charts, allows picking p rjn. wa| uai l A OSTLB S 42
numbers by random. , ^*OW. VrtLHMLLH (OrtOILCJ . fl H£

iow%. or hi9h%. $ 9.5 Ql C-550: OVERLORD $ 42

DINO WARS

GUNSHOT

POWERSTYX i

STARRAY CQCn
WILD WHEELS

World Tropny Soccn

STARGOOSE

TAROHAN

TABLE TENNIS

VAMPIRE EMPIRE

NOW

OPEN

7-DAYS

A WEEK

CALL NOW!

GREAT TLAS DISKS FOR $1.50 EACH OR 20 FOR $25
HOME & EDUC.
116-SPREADSHEETS

241-TEXTENGIHE

261-C MANUAL Part 1

262-C MANUAL Part 2

263-C MANUAL Part 3

286-LABEL PRINTERS

217-EASY BANKER

2SI-PENNYWISE

2S9-VIRU5 KILLERS

321-VIDEO FILER

J96-BI2CALC

4Q0-BANNER MAKER

44 9 -BUDGET

4S5-B-BASE 3

47Z-MULTIDOS & SID

473-COOKBOOK

520-TURBO-PAL

(T1-KICKJNSTALLJ.3

71G-SCREEN BUNKERS

720-JR-COMM

741-PK.ZIP CRUNCHER

761-TERMINOUS Master

788-BEST DfSK COPIERS

81S-MAGIC WORKBENCH

819-STOCK ANALYST

121-DISK SALVAGE 2*

B32-MEGA-D Directory

S43-NCOVM 1.92

791-METALLICA1 OF 3

792-METALLICA 2 OF 3

793-METALUCA 3 OF 3

830 OCTAMED V2.0

844-HEAVY METAL MUSIC

846-CRAZY WEDS

852-CHURCH MUSIC

8S6-AMICA DOS TUTOR

8S7-TERM V4.0 DISK 1

858-TERM V4.0 DISK 2

IS2-CHRISTMAS CLIPART

163-PLANTSfCHRIST-CUP

864-BEAUTY-GALS #3

86S-BEAUTY-GALS *4

GAMES:
9-ADVEKTURE MAKER

10-STAR TREK B2 DISK 1

11-DISK 2 OF TREK =2

12-OISK 3 OF TREK «

13-WANDERER

14-STAR TREK S3 DISK 1

1S-DISK2 OF TREK S3

21-SEALANCE SUB GM

22-YAHTZEE (3 GAMES)

24-WHEEL OF FORTUNE

44-DOWNHILL SKIING

SS-ZERG D&D ADV.

62-DRIP (ARCADE GAME)

70-MISSLE COMMANDS

72-DRAGON CAVE

7B-PETERS QUEST

79-MEGA BALL

8D-PAC MAN +

9G-TANKS MNTERFERON

103-TETRIS GAMES

114-LEMMINGS PLAYABLE

128-SPACE GAMES

GAMES:
470-SEUCK GAMES

489-BLOOD BALL

492-WALKER (Playable)

463-CATACOMB (Adv)

S73-DEFENDER

676-MECHFIGHT DISK »1

677-MECHF1GHT DISK 92

G79-TAILSMAN 2-MEG #1

EBO-TAILSMAN DISK *2

684-ULTAMATE RIDE

72B-TRODOLERS

7GG-DESERT STRIKE (DEM)

772-POPEYE

7B4-GIGATR1S (AGA ONLY)

79G-MEGABALL 3 (AGA)

B12-SCORTCHED TANKS

BIG-INCINERATOR

B3S-PHYCHO SQUARES

B37-REUDA & TANKX

EURO-GAMES:

"FATTER AGNUS RECT

13S-HATE (ZAXXON CLONE) 500-NO MANS LAND

137-BLACKJACK & BANDIT 501-STORYLAND 2

143-NEBULA

147-intredip (tank)

14b-boulder dash

162-video poker

17g-galactic worm

190-moria d&d adv.

191-kingdom at war

194-sinking island 3

240-ckess & paccer

245-checkers

2ss-pinball

282-sys (arcade)

32b-wangle & trix

349-OXYD

378-OOMINOS & CARDS

39B-IEGEND OF LOTHAN

403-JNTRUDER ALERT

433-SCUD BUSTER *

4G8-LEMMINGS TRIBES

PLAYABLE DEMO

5D2-PONTOON

SOS-WASTELAND

S09-BALLOONACY

514-SUPER PACMAN

515-COLORING BOOK

517-LEAP'N LARRY

523-LANGUAGE TUTOR

S24-DONKY KONG "1.3

526-SPACE MATH +

533-PINBALL FANT. DEMO

535-F(RE AND ICE

S3B-TANX S. DRAGONTILE

SG1-PARACHUTE JOUST

575-STARBASE 13 SI

S7G-STARBASE DISK *2

577-MOTOROLA INV. AGAB1

578-MOTOROLA DISK 82

89-J-Hissies Ok- Xenon-A

BSS-Mittles Over Xenon-B

EDUCATIONAL:
G9-COLORS AND SHAPES

95-JAPANESE TUTOR

18B-STAR CHARTING

200-STATES/MATH 1.3

201-SPACELOG

33B-CROSSWORD GEN.

W5-COMPUTER TUTOR

350-DESERT STORM

399-BIBLE PROSPER

339-B.P- SPANISH

412-WORLD DATA BANK LZ

454-VERSEWISE

49S-MATH PLUS

6G9-HATH-BODY-COLORS

6SB-SOLAR SYSTEM

711-BIRDS AND MAMMALS

713-ASTRONOMr

779-COMMUNICAT ALL

7B3-LITTLE TRAVELLER

800-MATH WIZARD

801-CHEMESTRY 1

853-NIGHT MATH ATTACK

8B9-FRENCH VERBE (2.0)

89D-SLACKBOARD (Z.0)

892-PAINT IT (2.0 only]

11( I SM H\l I III 'II AHV:
LED-10: ALAPHABET TIME- Ages 3-6 M.50
LED-20: EARLY NUMBERS- Ages 3-6 $4.50

LED-30: FRACTIONS- Aa« 8 and up S4.50
LED40: MAP MASTER- 7 yrs and up. Teaches
Use or maps, graphs, & chartsiI-DlSKSt .Si SO
LED-50: THE MUSIC CONNECTION- Basics
about scales, clefs, chords, melody (4.50

LED-60: GUITAR & PIANO TUTOR- leaches
some basics (or btginntrs J4.S0
LED-80: CATS- History. Breeds. Care, ek S4.50
LED-250: PRIMER FOR IMAGINE- 2 Disk Set
Teaches basics about Imagine. Has Pics,
Textures, and Object Examples 112.00

■ LAP-10: THE LOTTO- Based on Tern but
can be used by others. 1-50 Edit Screen
Display Graphk/Chart. Nicely Done Si.50
LAP-26: VIDEO TITLER- 73SX5S0 Screen
Use any fort- Even Color Fonts $16.00

LAP-30: DAILY LIVING- Has Scheduler,
Journal, Goals J Phone Book Entry $9.50

LGM-10: ROBOT REBELLION- Platform Type
Game with level editor- 4-Way Scroll SB.50

LGM-20: Q-BERTA- Like Q-Bert 'PAL' $6.50
LGM-30: STRESS- Telris for young TALp..S6.S0
LGM-40: DELUXE HANGMAN- Age 10 & up.S4.50
LCC-BELOW: a COLOR CLIP AflT-ALL.. S4.50 (a.
LCC-20: FLAGS- 01 the countries of the world
LCC-30: RELIGION/STRUCTURES- Mostly Religion
i.CC-40: BIRDS- About 25 birds ind others
LCC-50: FUNNY ANIMALS AND MONSTERS

LCC-70: LOVING CLIP- Hearts, Flowers, etc.
LCC-200: VARIETY-100 + pieces. Nicely Done
LCC-210: CRITTERS'N SUCH- Horses, Silly-
Dudes, Cartoons, Motorcycles, Tools,

Outdoors, Birds, Animal-ABC's, Misc.- This
Disk is S5.50

2.04 ROM chip $34.95

2.M ROM W/S<tfwam $15.95

A601CadF/A60 CALL

A501 Cord RA500 CALL *
GET OUR fi-CATALOG

DISK PLUS PORTS OF

CALL OR SUPER SKI

J10.00 '

A-S5 Template For

D. Painl_4. Gives You

Key-Stroke Aid. Durable

Lexan Fits Top Of The

$9$
WE ALSO HAVE FRED

FISH- TBA6-ASSASSINS

EURQPEAH: ALL- S1.00 EA.

$5 GET OUR $5
4-Disk Intro

GAMES & CATALOG
eiece

24-HOUR FAX
915-563-4315

COMMERCIAL I I M I AH\:

C-10 TEXTCRAFT PLUS S9

C-15 KINDWORDS S9

C-18 PAGESETTER S9

C-20 DELUXE PAINT 2 S9

C-23 DELUXE CLIPART VOLZ..,$7

C-28 INTELL-TYPE TYPING

TUTOR 119

C-40 DOUBLE DRAGON (1.3)....S12

C-110 DELUXE PAINT 3 J23

C-120 T.V. TEXT PRO VI.0 S23

C-130 AMIGAVISION V1.7 RL2..S29

C-150 PREDATOR 2 $9

C-160 SPEEDBAL 2 S9

C-170 TEAM SUZUKI $9

C-1B0 KILLING CLOUD $9

1 I ViHI I 4 I VI 11(41 AUS:

GREAT NO-BOX SUPER DEALS:

B-120 HASTERTYPE M.5O

B-14O HOLE IN ONE GOLF S2.50

B-16O F-*O PURSUIT J3.50

B-170 CRAZY CARS J2.50

B-1SO FUSION PAINT S2.50

B-1flO SUPER SKI 3-D $3.50

B-38O SUPER OFF-ROAD S14

B-37O SHADOW WARRIORS S14

B-3B0 GOLDEN AKg (ARCADE)....*14

B-390 TOTAL RECALL J1-1

B-400 SILENT SERVICE 2 $17

B-420 RAILROAD TYCOON t19

B-430 THE PERFECT GENERAL..119

B-SOO Little Computer Peopla....$4.50

B-51O SPINDIZZY WORLDS $4.50

B-520 SEE BEE AIR RALLY $4.50

B-530 HACKER 2 $4.50

B-S40 SHANGHAI »4.5O

B-57O WICKED $4.50

B-5B0 CHAMPIONSHIP GOLF....$4.SO

VALUE-PACK «-INCLUDES

INFOFILE- Database Program

MO PERSUIT * PORTS OF CALL'

WHO. WHAT, WHERE. WHEN

MASTERTYPE. Get All Five

Program! For £14

VALUE-PACK =10- INCLUDES

MAXIPLAN PLUS V2.70 * PORTS

OF CALL ' ZANY GOLF (Mmalure)

Gel All Three Program! For

VALUE-PACK *11- INCLUDES

DELUXE MUSIC CONST. SET

INFOFILE ■ KINDWOROS •

• FUSION PAINT • Gel All

Four Programs For Only 24

SUPER HGHTER BUNDLE: NCli_CT j$

S44
EXCELLENT GAMES

BUNDLE ALL FOR

POPULOUS 2,

ARCHER MCLEANS POOL.

JAMES POND 2. ROBOCOD

SHUTTLE

PIT-FIGHTER, FINAL-FIGHT

WRESTLE-MANIA'^

GET ALL 3 FOR: I

MARATHON JOYSTICK

BLACK MAX JOYSTICK

TAC-30 JOYSTICK

TAC-3 JOYSTICK

EBGOST1CK JOYSTICK

se.es

MSB

t9.eg

is.ee

S12.SS

VALUE-PACK S7- INCLUDES

PAGESETTER * KINDWORDS ■

0 PAINT Z. Gel All 3 Programi

For Only (f OO

Disk Drive Cleaning Disk S3.50

MOUSE CLEANING KIT $4.50

TRIPLE ACTION C-BO0

SUPER TETRIS. TIME BANDITS.

AIRBALL. Gal all three lor only

11S.O0

GET our Commercial Catalog Disk

FREE with any commercial buy!

Get our TLAS-PD catalog FREE

With any TLAS disk purchase.

3-750- Ztf McKraeHen & Loom ..5(3

B-770: The Secret of Monkey ls!ajid.S19

B-BOO: Populous 2_ ......Ml

B410: Archer Mclem's Pool $17

8-320: Shuttle (Simulator) SU

B-830: Robocod 1 ......SH

"""HECK WHO IEEO THE BOX"""

'"It's The Stuff Inside That Counts'" ESmJm«£

\< \ 6AMI&:
A1200 & \ <M <

B-eoo: zool $9 Ea.
B-610: ALIEN BREED

B-G20; OVERKILL

B-630: BODY BLOWS

GALACTIC

B-640: TROLLS

j so

CD-32 World Pinball Fantasies & Sleepwalker. Comes with all manuals and

cables to hook up to Monitor or T.V.- $268 plus SU P.'H.

TLAS- P.O. BOX 30499- MIDLAND, TEXAS- 79712

POSTAGE AND HANDLING- $4.00

FOR CQD. ORDERS ADD—>$4.00

Information and Orders:

CALL 915-563-4925



(continued from page 50)

reverse. The interface is very intuitive and easy to figure out.

Searching has a conventional Find or Find/Replace for single

words without wild card support.

Room for Improvement

1 have already mentioned that it is a mistake to deem

FinalData any sort of real database manager, but notwithstanding

the probability that FinalData will never grow up to be a real

database manager, it occupies a useful niche in the Amiga market.

Its ease of use and short learning curve will probably meet with

more approval than would a full list of powerful but hard to master

and therefore unused true database features.

I would prefer to call FinalData a list or table processor, not a

database manager. 1 doubt most individuals or even most small

businesses really need a full featured database manager. People

who do need an Amiga database manager program should use

Oxxi's Superbase Professional. I predict that people who have both

products will find themselves using FinalData a lot more than they

expect, however, because it is so convenient and pleasant to use for

less complex jobs. There are a few features that FinalData should

not have been without, however.

There are no hard-wired features to perform a complex logical

find nor are there wild card searches. There really ought to be a

way to construct a report to be displayed in a separate window of

things like, say, every record between July 1,1994 and October 10,

1994 where the last name begins with "R" and the zipcode is 87106

or 87108.

This is the way a database manager ought to work, even if

limited to only one table at a time, and why I state that FinalData, is

not at present close to being a database manager. With judicious

sorting and/or ARexx programming, most of these queries could

be accomplished, but it would have been better to have more built-

in features for searches, queries and reports. Another glaring

omission is an UNDO button. Most program preferences, but

oddly, not screen colors may be user-set. Finally printing leaves a

lot to be desired. SoftVVood needs to give it a driver that will allow

proportional fonts to print, aligned properly, while retaining the

option of printing in speedy, monospaced courier.

Conclusions

1 really like FinalData for what it is, even though 1 disagree

that it is a database manager program as SoftVVood claims. Because

of my experience with real database managers and how hard they

are to master, 1 find FinalData a real joy to use. It is just right for

almost anything 1 need to do in the way of maintaining lists of

people or things. I'm going to have fun writing ARexx routines to

take care nf the things that were not built in, and I expect that most

of the needs i may have to relate two or more tables or to construct

complex queries and reports will be met by ARexx quite handily.

FinalData will most likely never have the robust system,

network, access, and data safeguards of a true database manager,

but then on my single user system that would be overkill, anyway.

At a fraction of their cost and with a minuscule learning curve in

comparison to its big brothers, FinalData fills an important need

and makes a useful addition to the family of SoftVVood products.

FinalData

Softwood, Inc.

P.O. Box 50178

Phoenix, AZ 85076

800-247-8330

FAX 602-431-8361 -AO

(continued from page 30)

Effects list. On bringing it up, you can select from a long list of

options (like Biochain, Charcoal, Cheetah, Eye, JFK, Medical, Pencil,

Rake, Smoke, and dozens more) and apply your choice to either the

whole picture or to a selected region. Most of the painting effects are

unique to IFX2, so don't expect to find them in other software. Ad to

this the ability to add "paper" textures to an image (whole or part),

and you have an expectant canvass before you.

Alpha-ing Around

"Compositing" has become a buzz-word for computer artists in

the know, a method by which separate graphics screens can be

combined in an infinite number of ways to produce state-of-the-art

illustrations and photo compositions. IFX2 has a most awesome

variety of tools to enhance creativity in this area. You can combine

separate pictures on different screens, and also include an Alpha

channel to boot. If you don't know, an Alpha channel is a grayscale

graphic that uses the lightest colors to depict where images will

combine, while the darkest colors usually are meant to "show thru"

a live video feed. As expected, IFX2 has a host of separate Alpha

tools. There's really no way to do my description of compositing

with IFX2 justice except with a dedicated tutorial, something I plan

to do in the coming months in Amazing (probably a tutorial series).

Angled motion blurs, distortions, ARexx applications, batch

animation tools,., there's enough in 1FX2 to keep you very creatively

busy for a very long time, and its quality is high enough to please

even the most discriminating broadcast client.

Conclusions

As long as your system has enough RAM (or you add the

virtual memory options), you should never face the frustrating

problem of having the software refuse to load a graphic (something

IFX2's competition is notorious for). A separate program called

"IMP" (ImngeFX Multi Processor) gives you the capacity to do on

board batch processing, and as opposed to using an esoteric and

techie-exclusive interface to do it, the whole thing is spelled out in

plain language on an intuitive interface. The design of IMP is

extremely elegant, and it automatically generates Animations (loop

toggleable), single frames, or 24bit frames as a target. Added to this

is the capacity of another module, AutoFX, that will apply any and

all preset effects to any file you choose, and which also allows

automatic batching.

I want to highly praise this software and also to thank Nova

Design for sticking with the Amiga in their development instead of

jumping ship (as some others seem to have done early on). To

mention some non-Amiga wares as comparisons, ImageFX 2.0 is iikc

PhotoShop/Fractal Painter for the Amiga video artist and animator.

This is software the quality of which is keeping the Amiga alive and

jumpin', and I choose it as the BEST (!) Amiga image manipulation

software on the market. It sets new standards that the competition is

going to have to struggle long and hard to begin to match. If you are

an Amiga artist or animator and you don't have IFX2 in your kit of

tools, you must be interested in less than the best there is. I choose

1FX2 as one of the very best Amiga products of 1994.

Image FX 2.0 MSLP: $349.95

($ 124.95 upgrade cost to previous registered users)

Nova Design, Inc.

1910 ByrdAve., Suite 214

Richmond, VA 23230

1-804-282-5868

1-804-282-3768

FAX 1-804-965-0234 BBS ,AC,
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Don 1 Miss The Next

Issue of AC!

The Best of the Best

See the results of the Italian international computer artist

competition from Bit Movie '94. Although this spectacular event

is open to the whole world of computers, the Amiga always

shines with a tremendous amount of wins.

Plus tutorials, programming techniques, new products, and the

latest updates on the Commodore situation—with all this, you

cannot afford to miss an issue.

Find Amazing Computing at your local Amiga or News dealer or

call

1-800-345-3360
to subscribe today.

MOVING?

Keep your

Amazing Computing

issues coming!

Update your address

toll-free

the United States or

Canada

by calling:

1 -800-345-3360

Or send your

old and new

address to:

PiM Publications, ln<

P.O. Box 2140

Fall River, MA 0272:
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Amazing Computing
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USED AMIGA HARDWARE
COPPERHEAD TECHNOLOGIES: The #1 dealer In quality pre-owned AMIGA hardware!

Looking for a fast easy way to sell your Amiga computer or accessories? Give us a call... BEST PRICES PAIDI

Want to buy quality computers & hardware with out paying "NEW" prices? Give us a call... WE CAN'T BE BEATI

Interested In doing a trade? Give us a call,.. We're willing to make a deall

We buy sell & trade the complete line of Amiga computers and accessories, from the A1000 to A4000. Call for all Amiga needs!

W€ HAVG AMIGA COMPUTERS

IN STOCK NOW!
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CD.T.V. SALE!

COMMODORE CDTV WITH

KICKSTART 1,3, CD ROM DRIVE,

1 MEG CHIP RAM, I. R. REMOTE

ONLY $ 175

AMIGA COMPUTER

REPAIR

COPPERHEAD TECH SERVICE

CAN BRING YOUR AMIGA

BACK TO LIFE FASTI
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LABOR * CALL FOR DETAILSI

C0MM0D0R6 A3640

68040 25Mhz W/MMU

and FPU for A3000/4000

ONLY $395

MISC. HARDWARE

A501 CLONE

VIP S/VHS OUT

1084 MONITOR

MOUSE

15-23 PIN ADAPTER

CBM CD 1401

SUPRA 500 RX OK

DCTV

DIGIVIEW

FASTLANE Z3

TV/CPU SWITCH
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COMMODORE A5S0 ONLY S28

RF VIDEO MODULATOR FOR ALL AMIGA COMPUTERS
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WE WANT YOUR HARDWARE!

Thinking about selling your AMIGA?

We buy used Amiga computers and accessories,

Top dollar paid. Call for a quote by Phonel

CUSTOM CHIPS

A500/2000

KICKSTART

KICKSTART

KICKSTART

KICKSTART

KICKSTART

(A500/2000)

AGNUS
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COPPERHEAD TECH. IS THE SOURCE

FOR AMIGA REPLACEMENT PARTS

A1200/4000

A 1200 KS 3.0 ROMS

A 4000 KS3.0 ROMS

A LISA Surface Mount

A GAYLE Surface Mount A1200

A ALICE Surface Mount

A GARY Surface Mount

A BUDGIE Surface Mount

A RAMSEY R7 Surface Mount

A PAULA 8364 A1200/4000 Surface

A CIA PLCC A1200/4000 Surface

A KEYBOARD MPU A1200 Surface

Motorola 16Mhz 6820 CPU Surface

A ADV101kp30 A1200/4000 Surface

2091 REV 7 UPGRADE

CPU 68010

CBM 2620/2630 REV 7 UPGRADE

$70

$ 70

$40

$40

$40

$43

$45

$ 75

$ 25

$ 25

$ 25

$ 35

$ 45

$ 35

$ 25

$ 35

COPPERHEAD TECHNOLOGIES INC

SALES

1O6 JAY ST. SCHENECTADY NY 1 23O5

518-346-3894 BBS 518-346-7532 FAX 518-370-3416

30 DAY WARRANTY ON ALL USED EQUIPMENT * QUICK CASH FOR YOUR HARDWARE *
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If you ask any Amiga user what frustration is, they will

probably answer, "Commodore's liquidation." For a year.

Commodore International Limited, the parent company to all of the

Commodore subsidiaries throughout the world has been in limbo.

Since the voluntary liquidation last year, there have been no new

Amigas either produced or developed. With the technology at a

standstill from the main computer company, Amiga users have

watched as developer interest in their computer has fallen.

The most difficult problem during the entire process has been

the lack of information. Rumors and "deadlines" have come and

passed with no change in the Commodore situation. With each new

holiday or month end, Amiga users have been told a development

was coming only to be later disappointed. Large and small

companies have been offered up as the next possible owners, but,

with each offering, a further delay occurs.

At the center of the controversy are the liquidators, lead by

Mr. Franklyn Wilson. Throughout this incident, Mr. Wilson has

been sparse with his information to the press. He and the rest of the

liquidators have remained impartial and focused, not on the

demands and cries of action from Amiga users, but on the needs of

the people they were hired to serve, the creditors. Their strategy has

been to stay out of the public forum and approach any interested

buyers. They have made no public statements, until now.

Liquidators Announce Sale!

In a News Release dated March 13, 1995, Franklyn R. Wilson and

Macgregor N. Robertson, the Bahamas court's appointed liquida

tors of Commodore Electronics Limited and Commodore Interna

tional Limited, announced that they had signed a contract that day

for the sale of all Commodore's technology, patents, trademarks,

and inventory. The buyer was the German retailer Escom

Akitengesellshaft, based in Bochum, Germany. The intellectual

property sold included everything necessary to manufacture all

Commodore products, including the Commodore Amiga product

line. The release went on to state:

"The sale will be subject to approval by both the United

States Bankruptcy court for the Southern District of New

York and the Supreme Court of the Commonwealth of

the Bahamas.

The contract with Escom is subject to the right of the

liquidators to solicit higher or better offers. Immediately

prior to the court hearings where the Liquidators will

seek court approval for the sale, the Liquidators will hold

an auction to entertain any higher or better offers for the

Commodore assets. The agreement struck with Escom

provides for a gross purchase price of US S5 million,

composed of US S4 million for patents, trademarks, and

technology, and US SI million for inventory.

The date for the auction has not been fixed. The

liquidators expect that the auction will be held in New

York around the middle of April, 1995.

Franklyn Wilson, one of the liquidators, said, "The

contract with Escom assures that no matter who ends up

at the auction buying the Commodore assets, the buyer

will be assured of being able to use the Commodore

trademark in Germany." Mr. Wilson explained that the

right to use the German trademark had been the subject

of dispute and litigation with the liquidator appointed in

Germany for Commodore's German subsidiary,

Commodore Buromaschinen GmbH. Germany has

historically been one of Commodore's most valuable

markets.

The statement went on to say:

"Commodore International and its direct subsidiary

Commodore Electronics, both chartered pursuant to the

International Business Companies Act in the Common

wealth of the Bahamas, have been the subject of liquida

tion or "winding up" proceedings in the Bahamas since

April 29, 1994. Involuntary petitions under the United

States Bankruptcy code were also filed against the

companies in the United States Bankruptcy court in New

York, seeking liquidations under chapter 7 of the

Bankruptcy code.

To avoid conflicts between the courts in the

Bahamas and the U.S., the Liquidators and Commodore's

principal creditors, including Prudential Insurance

Company, negotiated a protocol for the conduct of the

bankruptcy cases in both the Bahamas and the U.S. The

protocol was subject to the approval of the Bankruptcy

Court and the Supreme Court of the Bahamas.

The Bankruptcy Court in New York approved the

protocol after a hearing on January 20, 1995. The

Supreme Court is expected to indicate whether it

approves the protocol or not on March 27,1995."

Escom

While there have been several companies interested in acquiring

Commodore International, Escom is a name that has rarelv been

With Escom's worldwide interests,

their capacity to manufacture PCs

in Germany, and their distribution

across Europe, they have become

a very viable company to run

Commodore.

offered. Last Fall, Amazing Computing approached the management

of Escom and asked if they had any interest in the Amiga or

Commodore. We were immediately told no—with great enthusi

asm. However, a call to their offices for this article received a

different answer.

While no one at Escom was available for comment in time for

this report (the news from the liquidators occurred during the final

days of Europe's largest Computer show, Cebit in Hanouver,

Germany), Escom management did acknowledge their interest and

offered to speak with us at a later date.

From European contacts, AC has been able to leam that Escom

is the second largest PC manufacturer in Germany, one of the

fastest growing companies in Europe, and they have just purchased

231 electrical retail outlets in a UK chain called Rumbelows. Escom

is reportedly in an expansion mode at the moment. They have

completed a number of deals in the last few months of the scale of

Rumbelows. One industry analyst stated that they were growing at

40-50% per year with a turnover in billions of Deutschemarks.

According to another source, Escom is partly financed by Siemens-

Nixdorf with worldwide sales of 1.75 billion Deutschemarks last

year which is about S750 million converted depending on the rate.

With Escom's worldwide interests, their capacity to manufac

ture PCs in Germany, and their distribution across Europe, they

have become a very viable company to run Commodore. With the

purchase of Rumbelows, they became the UK's largest computer

retailer (the UK is one of the Amiga's strongest markets). In order

to see how this bid would effect the other companies who have

been interested in Commodore, AC contacted the other bidders.

Colin Proudfoot

Commodore UK's other General Manager.

While most people have heard of David Pleasance (see the AC

interview in the September '94 issue). Joint General Manager for

Commodore UK, few people have heard from the UK's other Joint

General Manager, Colin Proudfoot. In an interview, Mr. Proudfoot

discussed the possibilities of their division and of Escom.

AC: Have you received any information on what this bidding

process is going to be like, when it is going to take place or how it is

going to be handled?
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Proudfoot; We have received communication from Mr. Wilson, the

liquidator. Inviting us to the auction with a date and format to be

determined.

AC: Everyone will be at a single location, either to appear in person

or .il least be represented?

Proud foot: Correct.

AC: Do you have any idea how soon?

Proudfoot: No, because wli.it we are going to have to do is get a

ratification from the courts in New York for this process and then a

ratification from the Bahamian court, then ho can hold the auction.

So until he has cleared the court processes, I don't think he can set a

date.

AC: From your experience with this process, do you have any idea

how long this will take?

Proudfoot: I've been caught thinking it was going to be next week

for the last nine months. My understanding is that he can clear the

court processes in three weeks and then it would take another three

"Well, it is worth what someone will

pay tor it. I've seen what the

Escom bid is described as and we

remain confident that we can go

to the auction and win."

Colin Proudfoot

Joint General Manager

weeks to set up the auction.

AC: Do your plans for the world market and North American

market remain as they did before?

Proudfoot Yes.

AC: You just need to get the property to know what to do with it?

Proudfoot: Correct. We are eager to get this process finished and

get the Amiga building business back up and running.

AC: In that regard, isn't the Escom deal good for you?

Proudfoot: Absolutely. We're very happy that Escom has signed a

deal and we're even happier that situation with the German

trademarks has been resolved. We're being sensible.

AC: Does the current bid price sound like a low number to you?

Does it seem low for what Commodore is worth?

Proudfoot: Well, it is worth what someone will pay for it. I've seen

what the Escom bid is described as and we remain confident that

we can go to the auction and win.

AC: The value of the company has to have declined in everybody's

eyes at this point from what it was last year.

Proudfoot: Correct.

AC: However, there is no way to know what the year's toll has

been on that. As you said it is what someone is willing to pay for it.

Proudfoot: What I will say is that David and 1 have spent the last

week at Cebit and we have met a large number of people who are

very eager to get hold of Amiga products. The support has been

tremendous. The demand is still out there. People are telling us

they still want Amigas, that it is a very alive brand, and that they

stili have plans for development of products and applications. We

are looking forward to the Amiga coming back onto the market. It

has been very positive.

AC: That is good to hear. Is il a worldwide demand?

Proudfoot: I would have to say that there were mostly European

people at Cebit, but there were Americans there that we talked to.

AC: 1 was thinking more of Australia and so forth, markets that we

have not heard too much from.

Proudfoot: I got a fax in just yesterday from Australia asking us to

bring back the Amiga, and that they want more products. We are

hearing from around the world. Considering the amount of time

that we have been out of circulation as a corporation it is phenom

enal.

AC: When I spoke to Mr. 1'leasance the last time, he said that as far

as development of new products were concerned, you would

actually have to purchase the company first and check with

engineers to see what were still viable options. I guess that is now

more important than ever.

Proudfoot: Absolutely.

AC: If you do secure Commodore is there any timetable set aside as

to when you can get product back into the mainstream?

Proudfoot: It will take some months after the purchase.

AC: Will we be seeing product in the US and North America as

well?

Proud foot: Yes.

AC: If Escom was to take over, is there a side deal you could work

out with them?

Proudfoot: The answer to that is maybe. 1 really don't know. We're

in competition with Escom, so we can't collude with them before

the bidding process as that would not be right. How interested they

are in the Amiga as opposed to the Commodore name I don't

know. There was speculation that they were interested in the

Commodore just for the Commodore name to put on their PCs

rather than the Amiga itself. I think that is misleading and they are

interested in the Amiga.

AC: There is still a very strong Amiga market in Europe. My

understanding is that the top selling games last Christmas weren't

PC or Macintosh, but were Amiga games.

Proudfoot: Absolutely.

AC: So, with Escom, it should be an interesting horse race.

Proudfoot: Yes.

Alex Amor of CEI

Creative Equipment International's Alex Amor was also inter

viewed bv AC concerning his interest in Commodore (AC's October

'94 issue). AC contacted Mr. Amor to discover how the change

would effect his efforts.

AC: Where are you in the bidding process?

Amor: We are waiting for the contract to be signed with Escom. We

believe it will be signed. It is just a matter of transit between Europe

and the States. We have a clear understanding of what the contract

requires and we are prepared to bid on the contract.

AC: My understanding is that S1.5 million has already been paid

for the rights to license Commodore's name in Germany.

Amor: That is correct. Actually it is SI .4 million.

AC: Have you been notified as to how this is going to be handled?

Amor: Upon the contract being executed, we will be given copies of

the contracts. At that point, in time, we can proceed to a New York

meeting, which will probably take 30-45 days to schedule. At that

time, an auction process will start.

AC: It will all take place on that day?

Amor: Yes, it will all take place on that day.

AC: Whoever walks out of there at the end owns the company?

Amor: That is correct.

AC: Do you have to put your money up on that day?

Amor: Yes.

AC: What is CEI's position in this process?

Amor: We still have the same goal which we have always had, to

acquire the assets of Commodore and we are prepared to go forth

in the bidding for these assets. 1 can also tell you that in the past we

have had discussions with Escom and if we acquire the assets we

are obviously willing to work with them, as we are also willing to

work with the UK group.

AC: So, you have to wait until you get a contract in hand. How

long do you think that will be?

Amor: We would expect to have a contract by the middle of next

week (Approximately March 22, 1995).

AC: Have you already been made familiar with what the contract

basically contains?

Amor: The general terms of the contract, yes.

AC: Was this offered to you to re-bid?

Amor: No, it was not offered to re-bid. What was decided was that

in order to get the process moved from ground zero, someone must
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sign a contract, il did not matter whom, so that the bidding process

for the assets could move forward instead of people trying to out-

contract each cither.

AC: Escom's name has come up before and when 1 called them they

said that they were not interested. Do you feel that the only reason

they got back into this was to retain the rights to the Commodore

name in Germany?

Amor: Escom has always expressed that the Commodore trade

mark was their main objective when it comes to purchasing the

assets of Commodore.

AC: Did you attend Cebit?

Amor: Yes, 1 did.

AC: What were you trying to accomplish there?

Amor: I met with a number of distributors at Cebit and i also

wanted to see the current stale of the technology.

AC: What were your impressions?

Amor: Our uphill battle has become more of an uphill battle than

first anticipated. As a general rule the PCs can do all the Amiga can

and the price is definitely being reduced. Some of the machines are

much more powerful than we can offer currently. There is still a

significant market that will buy our machines and as our machines

improve technologically, I think they will become more attractive.

But, 1 still see a major uphill battle.

AC: With today's knowledge how long do you anticipate it would

take, after the acquisition of the company, to get machines into the

marketplace?

Amor: The problem that we are facing is this, we can get the

existing product line back into the marketplace as there is a major

demand for it. But to get any technologically advanced product or

any breakthrough in technology it is going to take the better part of

six to nine months.

AC: This means to get it into the marketplace you would have to

really break a few records to get new product for the Christmas

buying season.

Amor: Correct. I believe that the existing products that we have to

offer right now, the 4000T and the "120(1 will be very successful

through Christmas. 1 think the consumer understands the value of

our machine and, bundled properly, the machines will sell through

Christmas. But for the diehard Amiga fanatics, 1 think it will take a

little longer to show them how serious the company really is as far

as technology is concerned. A lot of that has to do with production

time, engineering time and governmental approvals. It is not that

we will be sitting on our laurels, it is just that we will need to move

forward quickly but it will take some time.

AC: The Commodore engineering staff has been let go for some

time, is there a problem there?

Amor: No, 1 don't think so. I think the majority of engineers who

were important to the project are more than willing to come back.

In addition, one other thing we have determined is that there is a

lot of advanced engineering that has taken place outside of the

Commodore facilities from people who are willing to work with

this new entity.

AC: So they have continued their work?

Amor: They've continued their work. A number of these arc

independents or they were outside engineering firms who have

moved forward and have new products that can be brought on

board quickly. Some of these include people using the Texas

Instrument's TSP on the 4000 and things of that nature. So, we can

move forward and we can do it not only from in house but from

sources outside of the new company.

AC: What are you looking for in support from the user base?

Amor: I think that first of all the)' need to have an understanding of

how tough it is going to be for the first six months. Their biggest

emphasis should be to show their current Amigas to their friends in

order to get the market moving forward. I will assure them that we

understand where the Amiga needs to go both from a hardware

and software point of view as well as a design point of view. We

will go forward, it just may take us a little bit of time. To promise

anything else would be rather unrealistic.

AC: You are still pretty optimistic.

Amor: I am extremely optimistic.

AC: What do you feel your chances are of getting the company with

Escom in there battling?

Amor: 1 don't underestimate Escom, they arc a major player. I think

it is going to be a battle against them. But, I believe what we see as

the net worth of the company from a business perspective, and we

are looking at the Amiga part of the business, is higher than what

they perceive as the value of the company, since they are looking

fora specific trademark for the European market. I think what my

people are willing to do is a higher level of investment. As I

mentioned to you and I've mentioned to Escom, we are willing to

work with them when it comes to that. I think we fully understand

where the Amiga belongs and where it needs to go, I'm not sure

they do.

AC: Do you have any background information on Escom?

Amor: They are basically the Radio Shack of Europe. They go into

major department stores and set up what's called an Escom office.

"I don't underestimate

Escom, they are a major

player, I think it is going to

be a battle against them."

Alex Amor

President, CEI

They're really geared towards PCs and Windows products.

AC: This would be a departure for them to do the Amiga.

Amor: The Amiga would definitely be a major departure for them.

AC: If you get the technology, you are willing to work with them,

what if they get the technology? Do you think you could get the

Amiga technology back?

Amor: If they acquired the assets and had no interest in the Amiga,

then naturally we would express our interest in moving forward

with the Amiga and I would not rule that out of the question.

AC: Your investors are still behind you?

Amor: Yes.

AC: But not to the tune of last summer.

Amor: No. The value of the company has significantly changed, our

forecasts have been diminished by 5G''» since all this time has

transpired and it is going to take a lot more marketing funds than it

was going to take six months ago to get Commodore technology

back on the front burner again.

AC: One thing that you had mentioned at a previous time was a

contest that you wanted to do with users to come up with advertis

ing is that correct?

Amor: Yes. We are going to go back into our user base very

aggressively, like it probably never has been done before in any

industry. Included would be everything from the company logo to

new designs, even to advertising in respective countries.

AC: In that case our readers should be gelling ready now.

Amor: That is correct.

Game End?

Although Amiga users have

heard this many times over, the

end appears in sight. With a

signed contract and a definitive

auction date, there is every reason

to trust the system to provide a

new owner. The only drawback

for diehard Amiga fans is who

will win the bid and what they

will do with Amiga in the future.
•AC-
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UFO uses a series of

screens as you

monitor your bases

(top), purchase

materials and procure

personnel (middle),

and outfit and expand

your base (bottom).

Purchase/Hire Personnel
wrtoooo cost of Pvrcfws«t*o

COST PER W11T __ tfJfUITITY

[ 0
0
0

auoioncte Launcher
Cawon

i

Cannon Rwix)s(k50)

Torfc/connon
HUP Comon Shrts

HWP Rockets
Pistol

(continued from page 64)

your keyboard to expedite the mission,

such as "attack current target." If you

become overwhelmed with enemies or your

own weapon systems become damaged,

you can also tell the wing men to "cover

me," and they will attack whoever is

currently attacking you.

Game options include three levels each

of control sensitivity, skill, and graphic

detail. These options can be changed during

a mission, so if you find the opposition too

tough, they can be toned down a bit before

they kill you. Games cannot be saved in

progress, but player accomplishments are

saved at the end of every mission. The

graphics of objects outside your sub are of

the filled-polygon variety, so movements

are quick and clean, although there is no

surface detail to them. Just remind yourself

manual calls this "enhanced"), at least the

British Amiga users have discovered hard

drives. Using the Commodore Installer, the

files from the two disks are placed in a new

drawer on your partition of choice. The disks

themselves are not protected, so playing

from copies of the floppies is possible if your

hard drive lacks the minimum two mega

bytes of free space.

Subwar 2050 requires an Amiga 1200 or

4000 with a minimum of two megabytes of

RAM. A joystick and speakers or head

phones are recommended.

Submarine combat will never be the same.

that you are looking at a computer-

generated representation of sonar data.

Besides, you will be too busy trying to dodge

incoming torpedoes and targeting your

adversaries to notice the lack of detail.

Three booklets are included with the

game; a general manual, an Amiga Technical

Supplement, and a copy of "Under Currents,

The Maritime Corporate Defence Journal",

with a cover date of May 2050. This last

includes pages of specifications of the

submarines used in the game, containing the

required copy protection for the start of each

game. The journal also contains a short

history of submarines in general, and some

background on the current corporate

structures and infighting.

Like virtually all Amiga games these

days, this is not only a port from Clone-

Land, but also from England. While some

features were left out of our version (the

UFO
Flying saucers have returned, and this

time they aren't just sight-seeing. No, that is

not a line from a 1950's science fiction movie,

or a supermarket tabloid. It is the situation

presented in a new strategy game called

UFO Enemy Unknown, distributed by

MicroProse.

The year is 1999, and flying saucers

have begun an invasion of Earth. A multi

national force has been set up to deal with

the crisis, and you are in charge. At first,

your force is minimal; one base, with two

interceptors and a troop transport. When a

UFO is detected, you must dispatch an

interceptor and try to shoot it down. If you

manage to down the UFO over land, send in

the troops to capture or kill any aliens that

survived the crash. Once this is accom

plished, you can salvage valuable Alien

technology from the crash site.

If you do well, the grateful nations will

increase their donations to your organiza

tion. This will allow you to build more bases,

buy new and better ships and weapons, hire

more soldiers and scientists, and generally

make your job easier. Do poorly, and those

same nations will tighten their purse strings.

Soon your funds are being depleted by

maintenance costs and you cannot replace

destroyed weapons, or troops that have been

killed. Eventually you will be helpless to

stop the invaders.

Since this is a long-term fight for

planetary survival, scientific research and

manufacturing can play determining roles in

the outcome. With every successful capture

of a landing site, you acquire out-of-this-

worid materials, power and navigation

systems, weapons, and more. Even alien

bodies can yield dues to help the fight.

The central playing screen in UFO is

called the Geoscape. This is a globe of the

Earth that you can rotate in various

directions, and zoom in on for a close-up

look. Arranged along the side of the globe

are a series of buttons that provide detailed

information on such topics as funding levels,

your bases, and the time. The passage of time
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within the game can be controlled from this

screen, causing it to pass at rates of up to

one day per second of real time. This is

handy when you are waiting for supplies to

be produced, or while waiting for the next

UFO to appear.

When a UI:O is detected, you are given

the opportunity to send an interceptor .ifter

it. If your interceptor gets within range, a

window opens to show a radar type of

display. Choosing a style of attack, such as

aggressive or standard, determines at what

ranges your craft will fire. This part of the

game is basically automatic. Once you have

chosen the attack style, the UFO either gets

shot down or it gets away.

When your troop ship arrives at a

crash site, the game switches to the

Battlescape screen. This is where you direct

individual members of your force in search

and destroy missions against the aliens. The

battlescape screen is in 3D perspective, and

shows only what is visible to your soldiers.

As they move about, more and more will be

revealed, but at first most of the screen is

black. Along the bottom of the screen is a

row of icons giving you control over all

aspects of individual soldier's actions. Bar

graphs let you track health, energy, morale,

and time units available.

This section of UFO is turn-based. You

move your soldiers, take any actions, then

wait for the aliens to do the same. Most of

this time the screen will be black, since most

of the aliens' actions will be out of sight of

your troops. Of course, any action that does

occur within your personnels' vision will be

shown.

If you succeed in wiping out the

invaders, an analysis of your performance

is given, along with an inventory of your

losses and gains. On the other hand, if the

aliens appear to be on the verge of

destroying your squad, call for an emer

gency evacuation and salvage what you can

of the mission.

As the game progresses and you

accumulate information on the aliens

through research or interrogation of

captured subjects, the UFOpaedia screen

will become important. This is a database of

all of the facts you have learned about your

enemy. This will remind you, for example,

that to make use of the alien power source

your scientists have finally deciphered, you

will also need alien alloys and some of the

alien element Elerium.

UFO is supplied on four disks, and can

be played either from copies of these disks

or installed on a hard drive. If you have an

A-1200 with a hard drive and only the

original two megabytes of RAM, the

installation routine will prompt you for a

blank floppy, which it will turn into a

special boot disk for the game. The 128 page

manual is full of screen shots, and contains

two excellent tutorials that will get you to

the front lines with a minimum of delay. An

AGA Amiga with a minimum of two

megabytes of RAM is required. Games can

be saved at any point, and up to five game

positions can be maintained.

There is a programming quirk that

caused some concern the first time it

happened, then became an annoyance.

Every time the game switches to or from the

Battlescape component, it goes back to the

Workbench screen for a few seconds. Don't

panic. The game didn't crash, and will

resume shortly. Also, many actions within

the Battlescape involving the mouse control

seemed sluggish on my A-1200 with some

additional fast RAM, but the stock CPU.

These minor gripes aside, UI:O Enemy

Unknown is an excellent rendition of a

classic science fiction theme. Are you up to

the challenge of saving the world?

•AC-

G oi

Announcing

6
Professional

CrossDOS™ the first and best MS-DOS® file system for
the Amiga® and Video Toaster® has been improved! A must
for users of MS-DOS formatted hard drive media such as

SyQuest® and Bernoulli®.
Vastly improved performance and functionality over

CrossDOS 5 and the version in the Amiga operating system.

File System Features:
♦ Read and write MS-DOS (and

Atari ST) low (720K) and high

(1.44M)* density floppies.

♦ Read and write MS-DOS for

matted hard disks (SyQuest,

Bernoulli, etc.).

♦ Optional Amiga**MS-DOS text

filter and translation.

♦ Formal, diskcopy. hard disk con

figuration and diagnostic utili

ties.

♦ Requires an Amiga-compatible

high density drive.

File System Improvements:
♦ Faster floppy reads and writes. (About 2

times)

♦ Faster hard drive writes. (About 10

times)

♦ Partition hard drives as MS-DOS

entirely on the Amiga.

♦ Read and write MS-DOS disk images in

files, (such as MakcAB and JLink,

PC-Task™ hardfiles and
AtOnce™/GoldenGate™ diskfiles)

♦ Amiga network friendly.

♦ Improved hard disk configuration and

diagnostic utilities.

Requirements: Any Amiga with at least 256K ofRAM

and AmigaDOS 2.0 or higher. VISA

Our other products:

•- CrossMAC

•* high-density floppy

drives

CONSULJ7?0/V
8959 Riflge Rd

Plymouth. Ml 43170-3213

technical Suppon

{313) 459-7271

CrossDOS is a trademark of CONSULTRON Amiga is a reg trademark of Commodore-Amiga, inc. MSDOS: reg trademark of Microsoft, Inc. SyQuest: reg trademark of SyQuest Technology. Inc.

Bernoulli: reg trademark ot lOMega Corp. Video Toaster: reg trademark of NewTek, Inc. PC-Task: trademark o: Chris Hames. AtOnce & GoldenGate: Irademarks of Vortex Gmb.

Circle 1DG on Reader Service card.
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SUBUJflft 2050 Gt UFO
MICROPROSE Goes To War with

Two Great Titles.
reviewed in/ Rob Hays

Subwar 2050
Imagine if you will, fifty-five ye.irs

into the future. Current aircraft technolo

gies have been applied to undersea craft,

and multi-national corporations are trying

to outmaneuver each other for the riches of

the deep. This is the world of one of a crop

of new releases distributed by Mierol'rose,

called Subwar 2050.

This undersea world is full of high

speed submarines, armed with deadly

torpedoes, rockets, and other weapons. The

corporations have escalated their disagree

ments into outright warfare, and if you

have the right stuff, they will pay hand

somely for your services.

After proving your abilities with a

series of training missions, you can choose

from any of four multi-mission campaigns.

These can be played in any order, and each

presents its own challenges. Ranging over

the globe from the North Atlantic oil fields

to the rich fishing grounds around

Antarctica, you will be called upon to

perform a variety of missions. Depending

on the campaign selected, your term of

service may be for a set number of missions,

a period of time, or for the duration of your

employer's difficulties.

As each mission is successfully

completed, your bank account is credited

with your pay, and for an especially well-

done mission, a grateful corporation may

add a bonus or a medal. This accumulated

pay can come in handy to pay for emer

gency resuscitation or rescue should the

bad guys succeed in destroying your sub.

The cockpit areas are dominated by a

large display .screen that takes the place of

windows. This screen displays information

gathered from your submarine's sensors,

because sunlight penetrates only the first

few hundred feel of water and these subs

perform most missions at depths of many

thousands of feet. One important piece of

information displayed is the layering

caused by temperature differences. These

layers can be critical to your survival, since

they reflect sonar waves like a mirror,

allowing you to hide from enemy subs.

Other information includes navigation way

points and weapons status, as well as

information on sonar contacts.

Like the oceans themselves, Subwar

21)50 is full of sound. The far off songs of

whales echo through the haunting musical

theme. Moving ships cause varying

amounts of noise, from a whisper to a

bubbling rush, as they move through the

water. Be sure to connect the headphones or

speakers for this one.

As with most flight simulators, control

is best through a joystick, although the

cursor control keys or mouse can be used,

and different views of the area are available

through the function keys. Many missions

involve a formation of several submarines.

For instance, you may be assigned to a

fighter escorting a troop carrier. You can

give these wing men various orders from

(continued on page 62)
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Looking for More Power From Your A500 or A2000?

The CSA Derringer Accelerator
is the Answer

■ Holds up io 33 megabyte of 32 Bit Ram.

• 68030-25mhx cpu with MMU (not EC)

■ 68882 clocked at 33 mhz

11 meg of 32 bit RAM (remaps Kickstart)

Give your Amiga 500 or 2000 the

power of an A3000 for under $500

With:

Only

$399°l
• Call for

more

information

4 meg of 32 bit RAM - $499.00

8 meg of 32 bit RAM - $699.00

16 meg of 32 hit RAM - 5989.00

68882-50 FPU odd 595.00

Order Wow and Receive

a FREE 68882 Coprocessor Platinum Derringer

50/50/16 mb=$999.95

Call our Accelerator Hotline Today!-1-800-GSA-XLR8

LASER PRINTER MEMORY
HP 11,110, IIP, HID, HIP and

all other Plus Series

Board with 2 MB S99.00

Board with 4 MB S175.00

HP 4 (4 Meg) $169.00

HP 4 (8 Meg) $299.00

Simitar savings on Panasonic, Star, OKI. Tl,

Nee. Epson and olhers.Call for Pricing.

Panasonic/Citizen 32K Buffer $14.95

Panasonic 5400/4400 memory in stock

A500 2Mb upgrade $135.00
2.05 Rom Call

2.04 Rom only $29.95

CIA 8520 $10.95 or two for $20.00
MC6S000/68010 $15.00

CIA PLCC Call

A1200 42Mhz

Turbo Board
wllh in.- Co Processor and MMU

by MTEC GERMANY

$199.00
Real Time clock. Fasl Sychronous Operation.

Optional Fast Scsl II

1.2,4, or B meg Fast Ram lor fiemmapping Klckslart

DRAM BLOWOUT
We 'II Beat any Advertised Price! Nobody's Cheaper

SIMMS

IVS 1 MEG Simms.. Call
1x8-80 $39.95
1x8-70 $42.00
4x8-80 $130.00
4x8-70 $135.00
4x8-60 $140.00
8mb'16mb/32mb Simms.... Call

A4000 80 NS 4MB Simms$!49.00

A4000 70 NS 4MB Simms$l59.00

A4000 60 NS 4MB Simms$! 69.00

Warp Engine Simms Call

4MB CALL

1 MB $69.95

Nibble Mode Simms...CALL

Mega Midget Racer, 512K
Upgrade $99.00

DKB 2632 with,4mb. $339.00
DKB Megachip

2000 S189.00

DKB3128A-3000/A4000

Memory Board CALL

A3000 Static Column Zips

1x4-80 SCZ S22.95

1x4-70 SCZ CALL

256x4-80 SCZ S6.00

Includes instructions

MEMORY FOR

ALL COMPUTERS - CALL!
Due Io trade tarifts all prices are

subject Io change without notice.

PAGE ZIPS

1x4-80 Call

1x4-70 CALL

256x4-80 S5.00

256x4-70 $5.95

1x1-100 $4.99

1x1-80 $5.99

1x1-70 $6.50

256x4-70/60/50 Call
1x4-80 Call
256x1-120 $1.00
256x1-100/80/70/60. Call
Magnum44-68040
Accelerator for A2000 Call

50mhz for the price others

charge for 40mhz!

0VP-A1230 TURBO +

50mhz Accelerator mmu

$499 Wilh 4mb 32 BIT RAM {£££

For 50mhz FPU Add$40.00

A 1200 ACCELERATORS

Microbotics- MBX 68030 1230 XA

50 mhz Accelerator MMU

$27900 with free 50Mhz FPU

$248

$189

00 33/33 with MMU

iO with 28 Mhz CPU and \

MMU

Any board 4 mb add $149.00

CSA-12 Gauge A1200 68030

50mhz Accelerator mmu
with SCSI & optional Networking Controller

- -*»*• with4mb-60-70NS addSi69T

S499 wiili 68882RC50 addS95°°
Call for other configurations

A500

M-Tec 68020
Just Plug and Play!

Doubles the speed ol your A5D0 for only $99.00

•Upgrades your machine to 32 bit and allows

you to add 1 or 4 meg of autoconfig memory.

Also includes FREE Main Co-processsor.

Add $45 lor 1 meg or $149 for 4 meg

68030-RC-50 wilh MMU $99.00

68882-RC-50 $99.00[Cali for other speeds)
387-25 SX (Bridge Boa/d) Malh Co $69.95
Crystal Oscillators (Call (or Speed) $10.00 ea.

68882 PLCC 40 mhz $135.00

287 Mathco for Brtdgeboard Call
68881 - All speeds $15.00 and up Call
68882 - All speeds $25.00 and up Call

Call lor other speeds

Crystal Oscillators (or WARP Engine $10.00

Memory World i*J^
3392 Progress Dr • Units B&C ►
Bensalem, PA 19020-5899 • Alfn: AmigoDept.

PHONE ORDERS: 215-244-7930

FAX ORDERS: 215-244-7932
Prices Subject to Change without notice

VISA/MC/CHECK ■ Add $5.00 for Shipping & Handling • Add $18.00 for Overnight delivery • Add $10.00 for two-day delivery

»Add $5.00 lor COO ■ PA Residents add 6%»|AP0. AK. HI. Foreign shipping - call lor rates) • Wo Restocking teefor return of non-flelective items- No telunfl lor Shipping Charges



Amiga Library Services and Fred Fish offer you

the best compilation of freely redistributable

software on the market!

Introducing FreshFish™. GoldFish™ Vol

1. and GoldFish™ Vol 2 from Amiga

Library Services (ALS). This unique

CD-ROM series offers Amiga users

hundreds of megabytes of the very

latest in freely redistributable

software. I

FreshFish CD's, published six

times a year, are compilations of

over lOQMb of the newest

material available in both BBS

ready (archived) and ready-to-

run (unarchived) form. Also

included are over 200 Mb of the

latest ready-to-run GNU software

(EMACS. C/C++ compiler, text

processing utilities, etc.) with full source

code included and up to 300 Mb of other

useful utilities, games, libraries, documentation and

hardware/software reviews.

GoldFish Vol 1, a two-disk CD-ROM set. contains the

entire original 1,000 floppy-disk library created by ALS

founder Fred Fish. This compilation of "Fish Disks"

contains the entire library in both BBS ready and ready-

to-run forms.

GoldFish Vol 2, a two-disk CD set contains all the

new material from the 1st seven FreshFish CD's, in

GOLDFISH

both BBS ready and ready to run forms.

NEW RELEASE: AMINET™ CD's - The new"

AMINET CD's, produced quarterly, are

archived compilations of the most

recent material available on the

Internet. Each disk contains

1,000's of programs, demos,

sound files, games, images,

programming tools, etc.

LIGHT-ROM CD -

Updated on a biannual

basis,LIGHT-ROM;isa

"must have" multi-platform

CD for 3D artists using

LightWave. Contents include

almost 650 Mb of LightWave

objects, scene files, textures,

bump maps (JPEG, IFF & Targa),

fonts, thumbnail renderings and text

files.

TURBOCALC V 2.0 - "Powerful" is the key

word for this unique Amiga spreadsheet program.

TurboCalc has extensive formatting options, many

different font formats, 40+ different number, time

& date formats, 100+ functions covering

arithmetic & financial needs, 120+ A-REXX &

Macro instructions and an integrated data base.

YES! I want fo take advantage of this great offer! Please ship me the following:

~~| FreshFish ~~| GoldFish 1 ~~| GoldFish 2 ~~| AMINET

Buy any single CD for $19.95 • Buy any 2 CD's for $35.95

Buy any 3 CD's for $49.95 • Buy all 4 CD's for $59.95

| 1 year subscription to FreshFish (6 CD's) for $89.95

|~| 1 year subscription to AMINET (4 CD's) for $59.95

H LIGHT-ROM for $39.95

CALL TO ORDER

1.800.804.0833
FAX TO ORDER

1.602.491.0048
"~| TurboCalc for $115.00 (S & H of $5.95)

Shipping & Handling: $1 2.95 for 1 year subscriptions, $3.95 for each shipment up to 4 CD's, $1.00 for each additional CD

Payment: ~1 VISA ~\ Mastercard ~~l Check or Money Order (U.S.) ~~l FED-X 2nd -Day Delivery add $12.95 (U.S. only)

Card # Exp: Signature:^

Name:

City:

Address:

State; Zip: Country:

MAIL ORDERS TO: Amiga Library Services • G10 N. Alma School Road • Suite 18 • Chandler, AZ 85224-3687 • USA


